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ABSTRACT
The interweaving of China’s “reform and opening-up” policy of 1978 with
globalisation has shifted the landscape of Chinese economic geographies (CEGs).
With influential economic, social, and ideological functions, state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) vividly illustrate the multiple political economic, geographic,
and socio-cultural dimensions of these changes. Regions with concentrations of
SOEs have been particularly impacted. This includes North East (NE) China, which
historically held the highest proportion of employment in SOEs and has witnessed
the closure of many SOEs and regional decline.
Explanations of these changes emphasise the structural and institutional
mechanisms of reform under globalisation. I argue this extensive literature regards
workers as passive factors of production and limits discussions of space and time.
Drawing on scholarship on Global Production Networks (GPNs) and Assemblages,
I propose a new conceptual framework that positions the everyday life of each
worker at the heart of SOE transformation. My central research question is: “how
are workers’ everyday lives implicated in SOE transformation?” I explore this by
re-reading transformation as the coming together of reform under globalisation with
the lived experiences, practices, and affective encounters of workers’ everyday
lives. The novelty of this framework leads me to sketch three general research
propositions rather than setting formal hypotheses.
I address the research question and demonstrate my framework by using qualitative
research methods and building grounded theory. To explore the differentiated ways
in which SOEs are transforming, I studied 13 SOEs from three major cities of NE
(Harbin, Changchun, and Shenyang). A three-phase research design was deployed.
I completed 62 individual and 8 group interviews. To increase the reliability and
replicability of the results, I triangulated data by considering in-depth interviews,
public policy documents, internet forums, movies and magazines, and on-site field
observation.
The empirical findings are presented in three chapters which depict, respectively,
the lived experiences, practices, and affective encounters of everyday life. First, I
explore workers’ lived experiences of social relations in the context of reform and
ii

their link to specific spatial arrangements. I characterise interdependent social
relations and spatial arrangements constitute the socio-spatial formations. The next
chapter further explores workers’ mobile and immobile practices and the changing
meanings of time and space of SOE socio-spatial formation. Third, I describe how
encounters and affects give rise to intensity of feelings which reproduces practice
and impacts the SOE socio-spatial formation. In a nutshell, understanding SOEs as
socio-spatial formations implies that transformation is not “meted out” by a state or
abstract market force but an “always already present” process of mutual constitution
of lived experiences, practices, and affective encounters in everyday life.
Overall, my thesis expands economic geographic knowledge by highlighting the
ongoing and processual nature of space and time and, more specifically, by
valorising worker agency. I reflect on implications for CEG to combine with
cultural and social geographies. I conclude by calling for an ontological shift of
focusing on the emergence and contingency of CEGs.
Keywords: China, State-owned Enterprises, Everyday Life, Immobility, Mobility,
Worker, Affect, Encounter
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1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief overview of the thesis, which begins with background
information on the development of China’s economic geography (CEG), stateowned enterprises (SOEs) and the case study area of North East (NE) China under
globalisation. Based on this background, a general research problem is proposed.
Then, section 1.2 summarises current research gap on this problem and raises the
central research question for this thesis. Next, section 1.3 explains the specific
definitions and terms related to the research question. Finally, the chapter ends by
indicating the thesis outline.

1.1 Background and Research Problem
China has played an important role in the construction of the global economic
landscape since the launch of its “Reform and Opening-up” policy in 1978.
Transforming from a central planned economy to a socialist market economy,
China has gradually undertaken the geographical transfer of economic production
from the West, thereby becoming a “world factory” (Zhang, 2006). Since China
initiated the “drawing in” (yin jin lai) and “going out” (zou chu qu) strategy in the
late 1990s, the pattern of opening-up has been further expanded (Jiang, 2002).
Gradually becoming the world’s second-largest economy in terms of GDP and the
largest exporting country, China has exerted a great impact on the global economy
(Lin, 2012). As it is now advocating a global image by promoting the “Belt and
Road” Initiative, China is more actively involved in the global economic
development and governance (Liu, 2015).
This global economic change has been accompanied by the country’s domestic
socioeconomic transformations. For example, the national economic production
pattern has been changed and divided into three main economic regions of the East,
the Middle and the West (Lu, 2002). Globalisation has led to substantial
urbanisation with large rural–urban migration (Yao et al., 2014). Numerous
institutional reforms have taken place, such as reforms on household registration
(hukou), pricing and distribution systems (Chan & Hu, 2003). All these
transformations count in the development of CEG under globalisation.
1

SOE development is an important component of CEG research and of great
significance in influencing and shaping CEG for the following reasons. First, SOEs
represented the national industrial layout during the planned economy. Since the
establishment of the new China in 1949, the central government had focused on
industrialisation to boost the economy and had made general arrangements
regarding the massive construction of state-owned industrial working units (danwei)
(Lu, 1989). As the predecessors of SOEs, danwei took hold of most of the national
industrial production and urban employment, thereby facilitating original economic
and geographical patterns (Lu & Liu, 2002). Second, SOEs have experienced
massive transformations along with the “Reform and Opening-up” of 1978 and
reflected the transition of CEG. Several rounds of SOE reforms have occurred under
globalisation, which led to the closure of many SOEs and the relocation and
redevelopment of others (Lin & Liu, 2001). The remaining SOEs were transformed
from traditional danweis to market-oriented enterprises by setting up Modern
Enterprise System (MES), which aims at improving production efficiency and
promoting industrial upgrading for national industrial restructuring (Tenev et al.,
2002). Third, as a strong gripper of the Chinese government in exploring the global
market, SOEs have taken new chances in the “Belt and Road” Initiative to reorient
CEG at the global scale (Cheng, 2016).

Figure 1.1 Location and constitution of NE provinces of China
In particular, NE provinces of China, which includes Heilongjiang, Jilin and
Liaoning (Figure 1.1), is a typical region for SOE research and CEG more broadly.
2

It is the largest national industrial base in the country, with numerous traditional
manufacturing SOEs with long production histories (Tian, 2004).

Figure 1. 2 Urban employment situation of NE China (1995-2017)1

Figure 1. 3 Industrial asset situation of NE China (1999-2018)2
As shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, SOEs in NE China occupy a large proportion of
the total urban employment and industrial assets, which is much higher than the
national average. However, since the late 1990s, NE SOEs have experienced a
distinct reduction in size and in the proportion of employment and industrial assets,
owing to radical SOE reforms under globalisation. Serious social problems of the
grim unemployment situation with large numbers of laid-off workers have attracted
scholarly attention (e.g. Zhang & Wu, 2001). Meanwhile, NE region has

1

Data are retrieved from Statistical Yearbooks of Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning Provinces
(1996-2018).
2
Data are retrieved from China statistical yearbooks (2000-2019).
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experienced development predicaments of regional population outflows and
economic downturns in recent decades. It is estimated that NE lost more than
approximately 2 million residents between 2000 and 2010 (Qi et al., 2017) and
encountered a sharp decline in GDP since 2012 (Jin & Yang, 2016).
Responding to these problems caused by the decline of SOEs, the state has used
various strategic plans, such as “Revitalising the Old Industrial Base (OIB) of NE
Region” in 2003, “Further Revitalising the OIB of NE region in 2015”, and “Several
Suggestions to the Revitalisation of OIB of NE Region” in 2016. Regenerating the
dynamism and vitality of SOEs is the key to the development of NE China (Jin &
Chen, 2010). Moreover, NE SOEs should be strengthened in terms of industrial and
social development and downplayed in terms of state ownership through further
reform to guide regional revitalisation (Chen, 2017). In this vein, SOEs in NE
region can be used as a case to understand the development of China’s SOE reform
and to reflect on the transformation of CEG more generally.
To summarise, this research aims to delineate the transformation of China’s SOEs
in the post-reform period and to frame CEG development under globalisation in a
broad sense. It proposes the general research problem: “How do globalisation and
reform link with and make a difference in SOE transformation?” Taking SOEs in
NE region as a case study, it specifically explores the transformation of NE SOEs
under globalisation and reform.

1.2 Research Gap and Research Question
Geographers have illustrated firm development by engaging with globalisation
from the following aspects. First, globalisation encompasses a wide range of
production factors and enables the variegated spatial layout of firms. For example,
Hargadon and Sutton (1997) indicate that globalisation leads to the dispersion of
firm locations by involving the function of information technologies in exploiting
firms’ network positions and relating firms with broad industries via knowledge
transfer. Many transnational corporations are set up and facilitated by globalisation
to make use of the comparative advantages of production factors at different
geographical locations (Dicken, 2007). As globalisation expedites and intensifies
the flows of factors, agglomeration effects and spill-over effects are amplified by
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arranging firms together in economic industrial zones (e.g. the Silicon Valley;
Dunning, 2000).
Second, globalisation invokes a multi-dimensional and multi-scalar view of firm
development and geographical formation. For example, in the transnational context,
Malmberg and Maskell (1997) notes that public bodies, such as the European Union
and the OECD, have become involved in the regional agglomeration of innovative
firms by promoting regional innovative strategies. Furthermore, Wood et al. (2016)
identify the transition from “firm in a region” to “region in a firm” through
transnational firms’ manipulation of global expansion practices. As Scott and
Storper (2003) advocate to incorporate cities and regions as active elements in
global economic process, firm development are interweaved with actors at different
geographical scales.
Third, globalisation requires scholars to situate firms in the context of social
relations, political economic processes, and environmental changes (Yeung, 2000).
According to Henderson et al. (2002), firms are bound to places and bring with
capital, labour, knowledge and power through a global network. In turn, the
institutional context and social fabric of places could influence firm embeddedness.
Firm-territory nexus is proposed to understand the interactions between firms and
multiple contextual factors (Dicken & Malmberg, 2001).
Focusing on SOEs, scholars have followed the aforementioned research
advancements and noted that globalisation impacts the socioeconomic production
and spatial layout of SOEs by incorporating global production factors into SOE
development and linking SOEs with the global open market. For example, Cai
(2006) claims that global industrial restructuring impedes SOE economic
production and gives rise to social problems through SOE reform, such as the laying
off of workers. On the other hand, new technologies and modern human resource
management methods have been imported from advanced foreign enterprises to
SOEs, which have led to socioeconomic improvement of SOEs (Benson & Zhu,
1999; Zhu & Dowling, 2000). Rounds of SOE institutional reforms have been
issued and implemented in response to globalisation (Lin & Li, 1997). As the
central government initiated the “going out” policy, SOEs also used strategic plans
to invest in foreign countries for global market expansion (Shen, 2005). Overall,
SOE development has been linked with globalisation.
5

However, most studies have considered globalisation as the structural power that
organises and arranges firm production, which is especially true for SOE top–down
institutional reforms. Space and time are taken by globalisation as spatial locations
of production and development stages of firms. I argue that such structuralised
analysis overlooks the importance of worker agency and oversimplifies the function
of space and time in SOE development. Workers cannot be simply taken as
production factors to be (re)arranged and (re)distributed through globalisation but
rather as capable agents in shaping geographies (Herod, 1997; Castree, 2007). Time
and space should be enriched with meanings and significance in worker agency, as
the exercise of agency in space and time of production is in relation to workers’
subjective experience of employment (Rogaly, 2009). Such spatiality and
temporality are contingent and always changing through the psyche as well as the
body of workers, which have mundane presence of everyday life (Lefebvre, 1991b;
Harvey, 2006). Based on these argument, I propose to look into SOE transformation
by incorporating workers’ everyday lives.
Moreover, I emphasise that China’s SOEs differ considerably from firms in the
market economy in terms of ownership, operational modes, social security
provision and institutional management. SOEs in the NE region do not act solely as
“economic spaces” or “political spaces”, but are systems that combine economic
and social structures as well as traditions, ideologies, behavioural patterns and
strategies (Tian, 2007). In this sense, worker agency is embodied not only in
economic production but also in social reproduction, which shape SOE spatiality
and temporality as SOE socio-spatial formations (Lefebvre, 1991a; Anderson &
McFarlane, 2011).
Therefore, the structural understanding of globalisation in impacting SOE
development from top–down institutional reforms should be disrupted. Instead, I
argue to investigate SOE transformation under globalisation from workers’ agentic
role in SOE spatiality and temporality through everyday economic production and
social reproduction. This investigation does not mean to set a tone for either a
bottom–up or top–down approach to SOE transformation, but to explore the openendedness and potential of SOEs by attending to both top–down SOE institutional
arrangements and bottom–up negotiations of workers. Guided by such post-
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structural approach, this research further explores the question: “How are workers’
everyday lives implicated in SOE transformation?”

1.3 Definitions and Terms
This research question contains and implies several key terms with great
significance. As mentioned above, they are SOE, danwei, MES, worker agency,
everyday life, and socio-spatial formation. This section defines these terms to fully
interpret them and their relationship for further investigation of the research
question and later reference.
SOE: Following Hu (2016:1), State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) refer to enterprises
in which the right to use, to benefit from, and to transfer the assets within a firm’s
organisational boundary accrue to the state in an abstract sense, albeit in reality this
right is exercised by an ensemble of bureaucratic entities or government
jurisdictions. Expanding this economic and institutional definition of SOEs, this
research includes the social, cultural and ideological significance of SOEs as well.
That is, SOEs are not only state-controlled economic entities but also socially
dependent, culturally embodied, and ideologically trusted living communities for
workers, emphasising SOEs’ function in both economic production and social
reproduction. This extended interpretation of SOEs has its tradition in danwei
system.
Danwei: According to Bray (2005:3), danwei is a generic term denoting the
Chinese socialist workplace and the specific range of practices that it embodies.
Tenev et al. (2002) note that danwei was the basic economic cell in pre-reform
China, which was the foremost political institution, the economic producer and the
social welfare provider. Workers were implied with permanent employment and
membership, which added reliable cultural and ideological meanings to danwei
system. However, this socialist organisation of danwei had intrinsic drawbacks in
undifferentiated functions, non-contractual relationship among the production
factors, and inability of factor mobility (Lu, 1989). The social relations of danwei
maintained distinctive emphases on interpersonal relations, egalitarianism and
authoritarianism (ibid). These drawbacks led to problems of inefficiency in
production, low production enthusiasm, corruption and so on (Warner, 1995). In
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this case, along with the establishment of socialist market economic system since
“Reform and Opening-up”, danwei system has been gradually demolished and
substituted by MES through top-down institutional reform.
MES: Modern Enterprise System (MES) was set up to transform SOEs from
danwei to de facto enterprises, namely public limited enterprises and limited
liability enterprises (Wu et al., 1993:173). MES was defined by the state as clear
property rights, defined rights and duties, separation of government from enterprise,
and scientific management (Zhu, 1998). It is an institutional product of socialist
market economy, aiming at creating a healthy external competition environment
while optimising SOE internal governance structure (Lin & Li, 1997). By
implementing MES, many uncompetitive SOEs were closed down and large
numbers of workers were laid off, which gave rise to social, cultural and ideological
transformation at the same time. This research follows the overall transformation
of SOEs brought by the implementation of MES.
Worker agency: By resisting workers as passive production factors, Herod (1997;
2001) proposes a shift from geography of labour to labour geography and claims
that workers are capable agents who actively act on economic landscapes. Worker
agency is noted by Castree (2007: 858) as “some group of workers undertake any
sort of action on behalf of themselves or others”. Rogaly (2009) argues that worker
agency should incorporate the agency of individual unorganised worker and the
changes of time and space at micro-scale like the workplace. Following Deleuze’s
claim on the “immanence of life”, Anderson (2014) further proposes to read agency
as the potential and willingness to act, consciously or unconsciously. Based on these
explanations, I expand the worker agency in this research as all potentials
maintained and practices taken by each individual worker, which contributes to the
transformation of SOEs.
Everyday life: Worker agency is embodied in and plays its role through the
everyday life of each worker. In his “critique of everyday life”, Lefebvre (1991b)
notes that everyday life is all the activities taken by workers and the relations they
develop with each other, which is appearing with expressions and rich in
possibilities. This interpretation echoes with the function and potential of worker
agency and resembles everyday life as a theatre which “resumes, condenses and
‘represents’ life” (ibid:136). Lefebvre further argues that everyday life of the
8

worker takes place in the workshops and factories, and establishes after work,
outside the factories, for leisure, family life, etc., which is more important. In this
sense, everyday life combines economic production and social reproduction more
broadly.
Socio-spatial formation: As Lefebvre (1991a) indicates that all the social activities
subsume in space, SOEs become the aggregation of various social spaces through
workers’ everyday lives. Building on Lefebvre, Harvey (2006) notes such social
spaces not only involve material spaces but also record the changes of spaces
through time. Responding to the potentials in worker agency and possibilities of
everyday life, SOE transformation should take a processual view to understand the
changes and contingencies of space and time. Therefore, SOE should be interpreted
as SOE socio-spatial formation, which connects to workers’ everyday lives and
emphasises emergence, multiplicity and indeterminacy (after Anderson &
McFarlane).

1.4 Chapter Outline
The rest of thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 2 sets up the conceptual model for the whole thesis and puts forward three
research propositions based on critical review of relevant literature. By reviewing
literature on CEG development with a focus on SOE reform under globalisation, I
notice that current research approach to SOE transformation is structural. To
critique such structural analyses, I refer to global production network and
assemblage thinking to re-conceptualise SOE transformation with five attributes,
namely, socio-spatial formations, everyday life, worker agency, potentiality and
affective encounters. Three research propositions are outlined based on this
conceptual model. There addresses workers’ lived experience, (im)mobile practices
and affective encounters.
Chapter 3 elaborates the research design by developing a qualitative research
method which builds up grounded theory. First, I justify the application of grounded
theory in this research and design a phased approach accordingly. Then, I illustrate
in detail data collection and data analysis processes. Assessment of the research
design including research ethics, strengths and weaknesses is presented last.
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Chapters 4 to 6 are the three result chapters which develop the three research
propositions. In detail, Chapter 4 describes SOE socio-spatial formations based on
workers’ lived experience of social relations and interdependent spatial
arrangements. Chapter 5 focuses on workers’ (im)mobile practices and their
potentiality of impacting SOE socio-spatial formations. Chapter 6 argues that
various affective relations are generated from workers’ everyday encounters, which
reproduce SOE socio-spatial formations.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with major findings, discusses the main
contributions to knowledge in light of limitations, and identifies future directions.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
This chapter frames the thesis in recent scholarship in economic geography and
generates, on the basis of critical engagement with relevant literature, three research
propositions about the nature of transformations in SOEs in NE China. I sketch a
“standard model” of CEG as one that emphasises the multiple roles played by SOEs
in China and the profound impacts that institutional reform under conditions of
globalisation have had, both on SOEs and on the regions in which they operate. I
go on to critique and expand this understanding of SOE transformation in
conceptual terms.
Section 2.2 and 2.3 introduce CEG and focuses on the historical trajectories of
reform, with particular attention to SOEs and the NE region. Section 2.4 reviews
research on global production networks (hereafter, GPN) and considers how such
work is helpful in explaining the global context of SOE transformations. As GPN
may not fully explain the case of SOEs. Section 2.5 extends the discussion using
research from Assemblage Theory (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Section 2.6 outlines
how I re-conceptualise SOE transformation as a process pivoting on the everyday
life of each worker. It then introduces three linked research propositions which,
taken together, illustrate the new framework and, I contend, provide an expanded
understanding of the nature of transformation in post-reform SOEs. Section 2.7
concludes with a summary.

2.2 Recent Research on Chinese Economic Geography
CEG has drawn on the sub-discipline of economic geography that focuses on the
location of the factors of production in space, and studies geographical
arrangements of production, distribution and consumption by analysing the spatial
locations of economic activities (Krugman, 1991; Dicken, 2007). However, CEG is
distinctive and characterised as “practice-based” and “pragmatic”, following the
trajectory of “promoting the discipline through fulfilling tasks” and aiming to
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satisfying the state strategic demand in guiding the national spatial distribution of
industries (Wu, 1998:5).
Since China launched the “reform and opening-up”` policy in 1978, CEG has
witnessed great changes in research contents, methods, and theories along with
national economic transformation, leading to diverse and multi-dimensional
economic geographies (Liu et al., 2011). For example, the range of economic
geographies have been expanded and specified from production allocation to
sectoral economic geographies, such as agricultural, industrial, transportation, and
tourism geographies, and regional economic geographies of the territorial system
of economic activities (Liu & Lu, 2002). Factors at multiple scales and levels are
included in the analysis of the agglomeration and dispersion of enterprises and
industries (He, 2007; Wang, 2004). Specific Chinese political, institutional and
cultural contexts are considered when scholars apply and integrate Western theories
into Chinese economic geographical issues (Li & Miao, 2004).
Globalisation is seen as a central process that drives and intervenes in the
development of China’s post-reform economic geographies since China initiated
“drawing in” and “going out” policy in the late 1990s. Liu et al. (2013) indicated
that on the one hand, globalisation has a great impact on the landscapes of CEG and
has become an important component of CEG research, such as research on the
influences of transnational companies (TNCs) and foreign direct investment (FDI)
on China’s industrial cluster and regional development. On the other hand, the
globalisation of CEGs also emphasises the international academic exchange and
cooperation to realise the theoretical innovation by updating China’s empirical
studies with global awareness. For example, in response to the institutional turn of
economic geographies in the West, Liu & Dicken (2006) developed the concept of
“obligated embeddedness” by the case of automobile TNC activity in China to show
how FDI location is shaped under China’s specific political-economic conditions
and how “strong” the state of China is in the power struggle over FDI location for
the state’s benefits. In this sense, CEGs are gradually integrated with globalisation,
empirically and theoretically, in terms of the actual impacts, research contents and
methods, and knowledge production.
This section aims to introduce the development history of CEG, identify the
specificity of SOEs, and elucidate how globalisation is involved in and influences
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CEG development. The launch of the “reform and opening-up” policy is noted as
an important transition for CEG (Liu & Lu, 2002). As a result, the first part focuses
on CEG development before the reform. SOEs, especially those in the NE region,
played lead roles in constituting CEG. The second part turns to post-reform CEG
and highlights the driving force of globalisation underlying the development of
CEGs.

2.2.1 Economic Geography and Pre-reform China
At the primary stage of the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, much
effort was exerted to expedite national industrialisation for quick capital
accumulation. Studies have shouldered the responsibility of offering macroscientific guidance to national socioeconomic development (Lu, 1994). Making use
of agricultural locational theory by Von Thunen (1826) and industrial locational
theories by Weber (1909) and Losch (1954), Chinese economic geographers focus
on figuring out the spatial layout of various industries and sectors, and propose
production locations to boost economic growth. In terms of agricultural
development, Zhou & Wu (1958) conducted practical analyses of the national
agricultural regionalisation led by the Ministry of Agriculture for understanding
agricultural landscapes and increasing agricultural production and income. In terms
of industrial development, which was strongly influenced by the Soviet Union,
Chinese economic geographers were trained to focus on the allocation of the
production force and the construction of “territorial industrial-production complex”
in the 1950s; From the 1960s to the 1970s, economic geographers helped the state
conducted the comprehensive investigation of major industrial bases with the
analyses of natural resources (Liu & Lu, 2002). Accordingly, the Chinese state
made an overall arrangement of the massive construction of state-led and stateowned industrial factories, which are the predecessors of SOEs.
The NE region used to be the heart of state factory construction for both historical
and geopolitical reasons. First, NE maintained a solid foundation for industrial
development. During the Japanese invasion in the 1930s and 1940s, the Japanese
military built up numerous factories and railways to exploit resources in NE, a
puppet State of Manchukuo at that time. Industrial and transportation infrastructures
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had already been built and could be continually utilised. Second, as the closest
region to the Soviet Union NE gave easy access to socialist construction experience
and help. A total of 54 out of 156 major national construction projects were
established in NE during the first five-year plan period with the help of the Soviet
Union (Tian, 2004). Third, extensive natural resources, such as iron, coal, crude oil,
rare mineral resources, and fertile agricultural lands, existed in the NE region; these
resources could provide industrial and agricultural raw materials for
industrialisation (Jiang, 2009).
Under the logic of a socialist planned economy, the state coordinated economic
activities as a whole. That is, the state established the industrial production target
and appointed administrators of national ministries to supervise and promote the
production of state factories. The income was turned over to the state for investment
and construction layout. The danwei system was accordingly established in Chinese
cities.
As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the overall employment of China’s labour market was
roughly divided into rural and urban parts. To control the production and population,
the state assigned each factory or administration as a danwei for distributing
production tasks and controlling the labour force (Lu, 1989; Li, 2013). Danwei was
the basic institutional unit led by the Communist Party of China in organising
industrial production and social development (Bjorklund, 1986). Specifically, each
danwei was enclosed by high walls as a gated community (Bray, 2005) with
industrial factories, social infrastructures, party and government organisations (Li
et al., 2009), which were of great economic, social, and political significance. Stateowned units, which were strictly restricted to the management and operation of the
central government, occupied the majority of danwei employment.

Figure 2.1 Employment classification of China’s labour market
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Taken as one of the most important industrial bases, the NE region contained many
state-owned factories to exploit natural resources and produce industrial products
for industrialisation. The Macroeconomic Research Institute of the State Planning
Commission stated in 2002 that a total of 20 typical resource-based industrial cities
were located in the NE region, occupying one-third of all city based SOEs in all
China.
Indeed, state-owned factories were also responsible for the overall urbanisation and
social development. After the first five-year plan in 1957, the urbanisation rate of
the NE region reached 36.7%, which exceeded the national average by more than
20% (Jiang, 2009). The rapid urbanisation growth should be attributed to the
increase of employment and the expansion of the production of many state-owned
units. At the same time, social attributes of danwei system stood out distinctively.
State-owned units were obliged to provide social welfare and dominate urban
operation, which led to the phenomenon of “the factory runs society” (Qu et al.,
2009). Except for producing industrial products, each state-owned unit acted as a
relatively independent social community, providing its people with residential
houses, medical care, endowment insurance, and public facilities, such as schools,
hospitals, and stores (Tian, 2007).
In terms of capital accumulation for industrialisation, scholars have explicitly
identified that the central government subsidised the industry by implementing the
“price scissors” strategy between agriculture and industry. Therefore, the
government purchased agricultural products from rural areas below the market
price to supply the industrial population in urban areas while selling the industrial
products higher than the market price to promote industrial benefits (Knight, 1995).
Meanwhile, the danwei system was established in urban areas to realise
urbanisation. Running under the socialist planned economy, the danwei was
characterised as restricted state-planned production, pure public-owned ownership,
equal income distribution, high threshold of entrance, hierarchical administration,
and designated social identities (Lu, 1989; Li et al., 1994; Jie, 2000). The revenue
of urban industrial production could hardly support the free-flowing rural
population to urban danwei. Therefore, the central government strengthened
population control by implementing a strict and binary urban/rural household
registration (hukou) system. An urban hukou became the recognition of social
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identity in a certain danwei and the guarantee of corresponding social welfare
services, especially the food supply in the early days of new China (Peng & Guo,
2007).
From the above, CEG during the planned economy was responsible for providing a
scientific basis for the spatial distribution of national economic construction. The
NE region was identified and developed as one of the most prosperous industrial
bases with the construction of many state-owned factories. All these state-owned
units ran under the danwei system, which not only contributed to the national rapid
industrialisation with increasing industrial outputs but also counted for the initial
urbanisation and social reproduction. The development of state-owned units was
undergirded by many institutional constructions, such as planned prices, public
ownership, equal distribution, hukou system, and so on.
However, a socialist planned economy maintained intrinsic drawbacks. The central
plan could not accurately assess the actual situation of each plant or foresee the
distribution of production, resulting in the mismatch of productivity and means of
production. Moreover, public ownership lowered people’s enthusiasm for
production. The wage was equally distributed according to the positional hierarchy,
instead of based on one’s workload. Thus, workers began losing their motivation
toward industrial production. Facing these development problems in early
industrialisation, the state launched the “reform and opening-up” policy in 1978,
along with radical socioeconomic transformations.

2.2.2 Economic Geography and Post-reform China
Transitioning from a planned economy to a socialist market economy, the state
gradually embraced market economy, albeit under national macro-economic
control. The “reform and opening-up” policy was a top-down institutional reform
which carried great changes in ownership, distribution, and price systems. For
example, industrial production was not solely owned by the state but was
transferred to multiple owners. The wages were distributed to workers on the basis
of their workload; the prices of products began following the market rules with state
supervision (Wei, 2012). The state initiated the “drawing in” and “going out” policy
in the late 1990s and joined the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001 to
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welcome additional FDI inflow and encourage domestic enterprises abroad for
global competition (Alon & McIntyre, 2008). These political and institutional
reforms reflect great changes in the once prevailing danwei system and SOE
development.
These changes attracted a large volume of scholarship which is summarised here in
four themes. First, the regional division of the national economic pattern shifted.
Hu et al. (2015) divided the development into four stages in a linear time series, as
they defined it as the reshaping of CEG from version 1.0 to 4.0. The national
territory has been divided into the east, middle, and west regions and developed into
four regions plus three economic belts, that is, the three large regions added by the
north-east region, plus the Belt & Road, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei economic zone, and
Yangtze River economic belt. Similar works have been completed, attributing this
regional division to the joint actions of factors, such as the nationwide regional
development policy, natural conditions, locational factors, resources and
environment, and infrastructure constructions (Lu & Liu, 2000).
Wei (2001) indicates that decentralisation, marketisation, and globalisation are
triple processes underlying China’s regional development. Globalisation has been
an important transition and impetus for China’s regional studies, especially in the
past two decades. Globalisation, in Wei’s (2001) illustration, has attracted a large
FDI inflow for the Chinese market, facilitating overseas Chinese trade networks
and contributing to China’s participation in global production. In terms of regional
development, globalisation has aggravated the uneven regional development in
China (Fan, 1995). Liu

& Zou (2014) further emphasised regional

interdependencies and the integration of “globalisation” and “localisation,”
following the relational turn of regional studies. With China promoting the “Belt &
Road” initiative, scholars have claimed that a China-led globalisation has deepened
the international regional cooperation and alleviated the national and regional
inequality (Liu, 2015).
Second, concepts such as industrial cluster and production efficiency have played
important roles. Taking advantage of the disparity transfer, development pole, and
regional production complex theories, Wei et al. (2002) indicated that the industrial
cluster is a new theory for regional economic development, such that the Chinese
government should set up five types of industrial cluster in various regions. Each
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could focus on a specific industry, such as modern agriculture (Yin, 2006),
manufacturing (Wang, 2003), tourism (Yin et al., 2004), and so on. Scholars have
proposed top-down industrial relocation, transfer, and cluster strategies on the basis
of location conditions to realise an efficient geographical layout of industrial
production. Meanwhile, a bottom-up approach to China’s economic transition have
been advocated to understand the detailed mechanism of industrial development on
the basis of micro-scale research from the enterprise level and household level (Li,
2002; 2010).
Again, globalisation is identified as one of the reasons and stimuli of such industrial
development. By introducing the theory of global value chains, Zhang (2004) noted
that China is indispensably involved in the world value-created system and should
find the most appropriate entry point of the value chain for industrial upgrading and
value-added production. With increasing global enterprises settling in China, Wang
& Tong (2001) indicated that regional development under globalisation should take
advantage of localised global enterprises to facilitate the local industrial cluster and
articulate the local productive system with international competitions. Stressing the
role of institutional contexts, domestic market, and local agents, Zhu & Wang (2018)
further concluded a shift in China’s industrial structure from low-end global
providers to a localised form of industrial production. All these propositions of
industrial upgrading, cluster, and restructuring have appealed for a global vision of
industrial production and global-local integration.
Third, urbanisation process and rural–urban coordinated development have
emerged as key research themes. China’s estimated urbanisation rate increased
from 17.92% in 1978 to 58.52% in 2017 with an annual average increase rate of
1.04%. Such an increase went along with the research on the scientific evaluation
of urbanisation rate and dynamic mechanism (Chen et al., 2009; Xie & Wu, 2015),
urban scale effectiveness, and urban system construction (Ning, 2012; Zhao & Zhou,
2002). Meanwhile, the urbanisation process influenced the development of rural
areas, which led to the research on hollow villages (Liu et al., 2009; Long et al.,
2009), leftover children and elderlies (Duan & Zhou, 2005; Zhou, 2006), and rural–
urban disparity (Lu & Chen, 2004). Rural–urban migrant workers have been
analysed by various approaches, such as the estimation of interprovincial migration
flow (Fan, 2005), spatial distribution of migrant settlement in urban areas (Wu,
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2008), and migrant spatial strategies in face of everyday precarity (Qian, 2015). To
realise an effective and problem-solving urbanisation, the state promoted a “newtype urbanisation,” which focused on regional development coordination, urbanrural integration, industrial upgrading, and environment protection (Shan & Huang,
2013).
Again, reform and globalisation processes are deeply entwined as driving forces of
urban change (He & Qian, 2017). Scholars have accounted for the influence of
globalisation from the aspects of capital flow, institutional management, urban
livelihood, and so on. For example, interplaying with regional development and
industrial restructuring and cluster, Zhao & Zhang (2007) indicated that the rapid
urbanisation in Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta, and Bohai Rim Region
should be attributed to the large FDI inflow. Wei & Ye (2014) mentioned that the
global capitalism led China to a profit-seeking entrepreneurial state in managing
urban land-use and urbanisation. By conducting a survey on 2,700 migrant workers
in China, Wang (2010) identified that the 2008 global financial crisis aggravated
the vulnerability of rural-urban migrant workers in terms of few options after
unemployment and forced subsequent movement.
Fourth, the coordinated development of population, resources, and environment has
become a significant policy concern. Moreover, the possibility of a comprehensive
social-economic-environmental-spatial governance has been examined. A major
function-oriented zoning has been conducted by scholars in the regional spatial
planning for the optimum spatial arrangement of resource utilisation (Fan, 2007).
The resource environmental bearing-capacity (Qi, 2005) and coupling mechanism
of urbanisation and eco-environment (Fang et al., 2016) have been stressed as the
ways to evaluate and lead the direction of future urbanisation. Thus the spatial
governance of economic activities based on environmental sustainability has been
a focus of CEGs. The reasons are that the natural environment is the fundamental
base for socioeconomic development, and the global climate and environment
change has a significant impact on the globalisation of economic activities. For
example, by examining the synergism of climate change and economic
globalisation, O'Brien & Leichenko (2000) found that the FDI inflow to China’s
coastal areas has deteriorated the ecosystem, which is not sustainable for economic
growth.
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In summary, economic geographies of post-reform China focus on regional
development, industrial restructuring, new-type urbanisation, and human-resourceenvironment coordination. Globalisation has been seen as key, leading to multiscalar and multi-dimensional research contents and approaches. Scholars have used
various research approaches to issues from different levels, such as top-down
institutional interpretation, quantitative analysis of statistical data, individual or
household survey, and so on. A synthetic view has also been adopted, not only in
regional interdependencies, global-local integration, and economy-environment
synthesis, but also in the China-led globalisation of the new epoch, including the
“Belt & Road” initiative. This has made the issue of “reform under globalisation”
a key topic of debate.

2.3 State-owned Enterprises and Reform under Globalisation
This section summarises research on the post-reform development of SOEs in the
context of globalisation and with an accent on the NE. In general terms, changes in
the quantity, quality, diversity, and vigour of NE’s labour market have been
reported (Cai, et al., 2002; Lai & Meng, 2006). Scholars have identified the large
labour transfer from agriculture to industry, from rural to urban, from state sector
to private sector (Chan, 2001; Fan, 2008; Warner, 1995). They have also proposed
policies for resource-based cities dominated by SOEs (Jin & Lu, 2004; Shen, 2005)
and improvements in resource-environment capacity and spatial governance (Yao
et al., 2014). The next sub-section of 2.3.1 puts these general themes in their
historical, political and institutional context. Sub-section 2.3.2 describes in more
detail how spatial, social, ideological, and cultural changes brought by reform
changed the relationships between SOEs and society. Sub-section 2.3.3 shows how
SOEs perform under globalisation, before a brief concluding section summarises
these extant analyses.

2.3.1 Stages of SOE Reform
Scholars have identified four main stages of SOE reform by examining national
policies and industrial data (Wang & Li, 2019; Huang & Tang, 2019; Xiang, 2018).
The first stage involved the decentralisation and state interest concession stage from
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1978 to 1992. The main idea of reform at this stage was to expand the enterprise
autonomy and arouse workers’ working enthusiasm. On the basis of this principle,
two characteristics could be drawn. One is the separation of ownership and
management. The other is the establishment of various forms of economic
responsibility system. This pioneering trial succeeded in transforming the SOE
operational mode and pushing SOEs to directly face the market (Hu, 2018).
However, the core of the planned economy was not touched because all assets still
belonged to the state (Wang et al., 2012). Several SOEs sunk into developing
predicament because of poor transitions to the market.
The second stage started in 1993, right after Deng Xiaoping’s speeches during his
inspection tour of southern China (Xiang, 2018). This stage established the socialist
market economy system. Aiming at resolving the problems occurring in the first
stage, this called for setting up MES. By implementing the MES, many large SOEs
became competitive enterprises or joint ventures. The state adopted the strategy of
“grasping the big and letting go of the small (zhua da fang xiao)” (Zhu, 1998).
Many medium and small SOEs experienced bankruptcies, mergers, acquisitions,
leasing, restructuring, and selloffs (Hu, 2018). By the 2000s most large SOEs had
improved their economic position with the help of MES and many uncompetitive
medium and small SOEs had folded.
The third stage emphasised reforms of state assets management, including the
establishment of State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commissions
(SASACs) in 2003. SASACs were established at the central, provincial, and
municipal levels. They separated the duty of assets management from national
ministries. This institutional reform aimed at downsizing overstaffed institutions
and improving the efficiency of supervision. SOEs rapidly developed following the
market mechanism, and with few administrative constraints. Responding to the call
of the “going out” policy, such as China’s entry to the WTO, SASACs also helped
SOEs open their market in foreign countries and deepen China’s participation in
globalisation (Huang & Yu, 2013).
The fourth stage started when the central government initiated an expanded in-depth
reform agenda in 2013. Under the umbrella of in-depth reform, SOEs were
encouraged to develop a diversified ownership economy to accelerate the
transitional development on the basis of their specific situation. At the same time,
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the government shifted its role from managing state assets to managing state capital
by setting up state-owned capital management companies (Xiang, 2019). With such
political constructs, SOEs began promoting holistic listings or state assets
securitisation, which fully applied the mixed ownership system by transferring state
assets to state capital (Yu, 2014). As a result, most state assets tended to concentrate
in key sectors related to national security and basic economic needs, including
transportation, communications, and energy industries. Mixed ownership was also
open to FDI and foreign markets (Huang & Tang, 2019).
The linear retrospect above provides a familiar background to SOE reform from the
top-down institutional perspective. SOEs transformed from purely state-owned to
mixed ownership with multiple rounds of ownership reforms. Institutional
restructuring frequently occurred, with the state continuously weighing and
balancing its role toward the market. SOE development became increasingly
diversified and complex with the strengthening influence of the global market. In
less than forty years, the number of industrial SOEs declined from 83,700 in 1978
to 19,000 in 2017 (Wang & Li, 2019).

2.3.2 Impacts of Reform on the Relationship between SOEs and Chinese Society
CEG attends to the multi-dimensional nature of transformations experienced by
SOEs, their workers, and the society. While SOE reform led to a massive aggregate
loss of firms, it also led to profound spatial, social, cultural and ideological shifts
that altered the link between SOEs and Chinese society more broadly. A series of
social problems led by the regional economic decline attracted the attention of
scholars. The closure of many medium and small SOEs conceivably led to the
worsening of employment conditions, wage system, and social welfare (Lin et al.,
1998; Warner, 1996), escalating the social problems caused by laid-off workers and
unemployment (Cai, 2006; Zhao & Feng, 2000). For example, Li & Zhang (2009)
concluded that the urban employment of NE mining cities during the regional
economic structure adjustment induced social instability. Li & Zhang (2003) found
that laid-off workers were poorly prepared for new work because they had little
human capital accumulation. Social stratification also appeared as the side effect of
the SOE reform (Bian, 2002). As workers were laid-off and deprived of certain
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welfare services, their social identities were diminished, possibly leading to a
fabricated society.
Meanwhile, migration and urbanisation have been heavily influenced by the
regional SOE reform. Yu (2006) depicted the overall population development trend
in the region since the foundation of the PRC and divided it into four phases. He
stressed that the sharp population decline and large migration outflow in the latest
phase after the 1990s appeared along with the regional SOE recession. Li (2008)
compared the rate of change in the urbanisation of the NE with that of China in
general and other developing countries. He tied NE’s high rate of urbanisation and
low economic urban competitiveness to the deep reliance on state-owned resourcebased industries for regional growth. Downscaling to 34 administrative cities in the
NE region, Sun & Ding (2011) also linked the dynamic landscape of population
urbanisation in NE to the economic and spatial changes in SOEs. The spatial layout
of population and growth in NE should be related to regional SOE development.
SOEs also played an important ideological role in the Chinese society (Hu & Yang,
2018). The original establishment and development of SOEs had projected absolute
state power and social and political stability. SOEs attempted to operationalise an
industrial mode of production in ways that complemented the socialist and
Confucian value sets. For example, prior to the decline, SOEs were regarded as a
safe haven and “iron rice bowls” because the recruitment methods, labour relations,
wage systems, social security, and social welfare gave SOE workers advantages
(Cai, 2007). SOE workers in the Chinese context, as Cai (2015) noted, were
considered the “leading class” and “master of enterprise,” which gave rise to a
“scarcity of identity.” This identity scarcity kept workers prolonging the privileges
through internal recruitment and job inheritance.
However, the impacts of reform on SOEs also meant changing the outlook on the
cultural understanding of iron rice bowls, safe havens, and stability. Hughes (1998)
recorded the second stage of SOE reform as smashing the “iron rice bowls,”
indicating the withdrawal of SOE subsidies and the loss of social stabilities. The
once safe and stable SOEs lost the credibility in providing employment, which
changed laid-off workers and the whole society’s understanding of SOEs. Based on
the changing relationship between SOEs and their workers, Tang (2017) identified
workers who overtly depended on SOEs for equal and easily-obtained social
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securities and welfare. However, the SOE internal structure has long been stratified
with the danwei system, which was gradually dissipating since the reform. Similar
findings were shown when Ma & Qi (2008) identified that the success of the SOE
reform should be linked with the replacement of workers’ privileged identity and
their attitudes toward stability.
Reforms revitalised state assets and state capital was invested abroad increasingly.
SOEs largely became market-oriented, reducing the thoughts on public-shared
profits and well-round social security provision. In terms of ownership, as the
mixed ownership of state assets was carried forward, various types of capital poured
into the SOEs, including FDI and workers, who were encouraged to hold shares
(Yu, 2014). In terms of investment, Backer (2010) identified Chinese SOEs as a
fundamental component of sovereign wealth deployed outside the national territory.
Successful SOEs, according to Backer, should be enterprises that positioned
themselves with a triple win of maximising profits, securing global political
objectives, and attaining national development goals. With China pushing forward
the “Belt and Road” initiative, Chinese SOEs became proactive in foreign countries
and invested in transportation and other infrastructure projects outside China
(Huang, 2016; Yu, 2017). In such ways, SOEs expanded their global vision and
attempted to lead China’s investments in foreign markets.
Taken together, research charts a changing relationships between SOEs and society,
with spatial, social, and ideological dimensions. Research associates SOE reform
with spatial change like regional decline of NE and its population outflow, social
problems such as unemployment and social stratification, and ideological belief and
cultural norms that reference identity and stability. Next, I further examine the
interweaving of globalisation with these changes.

2.3.3 Globalisation and SOEs
As with CEG more broadly, research on changing SOEs has emphasised the context
of globalisation. This includes operation of processes at global scale and varied
political, cultural, and social impacts (see Dicken, 2007). Scholars consider it has a
two-way impact on changes to SOEs. On the one hand, an inward globalisation
introduces FDI to SOEs and welcomes global TNCs to the domestic market. On the
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other hand, an outward globalisation encourages SOEs to invest in foreign markets
and compete with other global enterprises. Both types of globalisation have brought
opportunities and challenges to SOE development.
The inflow of FDI and TNCs into the Chinese market directly leads to the shrinkage
of state ownership and causes the recession of SOEs to an extent. Branstetter and
Lardy (2006) found that with the retreat of China’s state-owned economy in the late
1990s, the FDI has risen in China’s domestic market and has intensified market
competition, especially in coastal areas and large cities. A high proportion of FDI
becomes a sign of a global city, which decreases the state-owned part. For example,
Wei & Yu (2006) illustrated the FDI to Beijing, which increased from US$276.96
million in 1990 to US$1.79 billion in 2002, whereas the number of SOEs sharply
dropped from 83.5% in 1979 to 18.9% in 2002. They also noted that Beijing’s
global city promotion is largely reliant on state policies and government guidelines,
which highlight the state and local government’s political role in globalisation.
Yusuf & Wu (2002) obtained the same finding for Shanghai. From the perspective
of institutional and social comprehension, Ng & Warner (2002) believed the
deregulation and structural reform brought by globalisation has influenced the SOE
institutional reform and disrupted workers’ mindset of dependency on SOEs with
the eroding of the “iron rice bowl” and the weakening of official unions.
Inward globalisation may help SOEs improve technological levels and management
capabilities and solve social problems brought by the SOE reform. For example,
Wei (2002) found that the increasing FDI in China helps Chinese manufacturing
enterprises, including many SOEs, improve their technological levels and
productivity through spillover effects with close spatial distances. By setting up
new branches and joining SOEs to form joint ventures, the FDI also provides job
opportunities for laid-off SOE workers (Cai & Wang, 2004). Through learning
techniques of human resource management from foreign companies, SOEs
emphasised on training skilled labour and managerial talents to improve market
competitiveness (Benson & Zhu, 2002).
Outward globalisation is observed as SOEs participate in multi-national economies,
invest money in the global market, and build factories in foreign countries. Taylor
(2002) stated that the FDI from China’s SOEs is mostly constrained by government
regulations and cannot adapt to global norms. Buckley (2004) mentioned that
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China’s SOEs are sophisticated economic entities, but with political interference,
protectionism, and lack of transparency that should be cautiously involved in
multinational economies. Nolan & Zhang (2002) added that policy inconsistency,
impoverished economy, inheritance from the planned economy, China’s
bureaucracy, and ideological commitment to state ownership are the difficulties that
can hinder the globalisation of SOEs. Ngai et al. (2010) revealed that the statedriven economic globalisation, accompanied by a state retreat from social
reproduction and social protection, can intensify migrant workers’ struggles.
Meanwhile, scholars have extended understandings of outward globalisation
concerning the “Belt & Road” initiative. To further adapt to a “global norm”, Potter
(2004) indicated that SOEs should reform property law, administrative law, and
corporate governance. Ownership adjustment and industrial upgrading are also
mentioned by scholars to improve SOE competitiveness in the global market (Wei
& Yu, 2006). When the “Belt & Road” initiative was launched, SOEs were noted
as the vanguard of strategic investments in countries along the “Belt & Road” (Li
& Li, 2015). Scholars also suggest that the state should support SOEs because they
are mainly responsible for infrastructure construction in outward globalisation to
facilitate later investments from other Chinese private companies (Du & Zhang,
2018).

2.3.4 Summary
In sum, existing literature on post-reform SOEs emphasises structural analyses of
processes including economic revitalisation, social improvement, marketisation,
and institutional reform. It acknowledges that reform and globalisation processes
are entwined, and that changes to SOEs reverberate outside the factory, labour
market, city, and even nation. Taken together, the literature also points to the
complex economic and non-economic (cultural, social and ideological) dimensions
of change involving SOEs.
As in CEG more broadly, binary constructs, such as state and market, global and
local, top-down and bottom-up, inward and outward, tend to prevail. Globalisation
processes are restricted to either/or, inward/outward. Treatments of agency are
restricted to casting workers as collectives that express industrial action or
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populations that are subject to structural forces. The role of space, scale, and time
has been oversimplified. I argue this relative neglect and binary theorisation of
processes as economic or non-economic presents an incomplete picture of how
China’s SOEs and economic geographies are shifting. Accordingly, I develop a
post-structural framework that more explicitly theorises agency, space and time,
and opens up theories of change.

2.4 Global Production Networks
I start by reviewing the merits of GPN for understanding SOE transformation under
globalisation. GPN is introduced as a relational framework that provides a platform
on which actors at various times, spaces, and scales are connected to play their parts
in the global economy. Under GPN, SOE development is involved in globalisation
to produce, function, and connect, without setting any binary structures or
directions. In this section, an introduction to the GPN framework is first made,
along with its applicability to a relational understanding of industrial production
under globalisation. Then, the GPN approach to post-reform SOEs is outlined in
more detail to allow, third, a discussion of certain limitations of the GPN framework
for the case of SOEs.

2.4.1 GPN theory
GPN stands out as a systematic approach to compare industrial production with the
global arrangements of elements. Coe & Yeung (2015:1-2) define GPN as “an
organisational arrangement, comprising interconnected economic and noneconomic actors, coordinated by a global lead firm, and producing goods or services
across multiple geographical locations for worldwide markets”. GPN implies that
industrial production is no longer a sole-player or single-location activity, but
comprises economic and non-economic actors at various geographical locations
across the globe (Boggs & Rantisi, 2003; Coe et al., 2008).
In the first sense, GPN is manifested by connecting the upstream and downstream
actors that bind into an organised economic unit with inter-firm relationships
(Sturgeon, 2001). For example, Johns (2005) used GPN to analyse the
geographically uneven impacts of the globalisation process of the video game
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industry and found that the powerful actors at various production stages, such as
the developer, publisher, distributor, and retailer, have exercised their power and
manipulated the production process. The industrial production is presented as a
relational process that connects the participants of various stages at different
geographical locations, manipulated by the power of all participants. In another case
of applying GPN to extractive oil industries, Bridge (2008) recognised that an oil
production network is established by connecting multiple firms, states, and other
actors along the production chain of upstream, midstream, and downstream phases.
The production network here is no longer restricted to inter-firm relationships but
is managed by non-firm actors, such as states. In sum, GPN suggests using
industrial production as a set of relationships with variegated power from all actors.
Relational thinking also expands understanding by noting how actors are set in
certain social and institutional contexts with contingent agencies (Bathelt &
Glückler, 2003). GPN emphasises the contextual effects of social and institutional
settings on actors. For Dicken et al. (2001:91, emphasis in original): “GPNs are
neither purely organisational forms nor structures. Networks are essentially
relational processes, which, when realised empirically within distinct time- and
space-specific contexts, produce observable patterns in the global economy.” This
elaboration explains how contextual effects can be studied as specific times and
spaces carrying various social and institutional attributes. That is, actors at “distinct
time- and space-specific contexts” are connected by the networks to “produce
observable patterns in the global economy.”
Moreover, Henderson et al. (2002:445) further state that GPN “is a conceptual
framework that is capable of grasping the global, regional and local economic and
social dimensions of the processes involved in many (though by no means all) forms
of economic globalisation.” They clarify that the various scales of economic and
social processes, such as global, regional, and local scales, are also connected by
GPN to (re)structure global economic activities. Put another way, a trans-scalar
perspective is proposed by GPN to incorporate actors operating at various scales
together in the pattern of the global economy (Alford, 2016). Conceptually, then,
GPN is a platform that provides multi-scalar and multi-centric relationships
enabling industrial production (Jessop, 2009).
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GPN applies relational thinking to industrial production by connecting actors in
various spaces at various scales and under certain social and institutional contexts.
Among all the actors, firms have a significant functional role in processes of
connection. Dicken & Malmberg (2001) use the concept of “firm-territory nexus”
to show how space and place can transform firms and, in turn, how firms affect
territorial development. This firm-territory nexus originates with the development
of production in certain spaces, and involves a process of embeddedness (Dicken et
al., 2001; Grabher, 1993).

2.4.2 Insights of GPN for SOEs
This section considers the potential insights of applying a GPN framework to SOEs.
Embeddedness has two features that make it a potentially useful concept. First,
processes of embeddedness involve flows of cultural, political, and institutional
structures (Bathelt, 2006; Smith et al., 2002). As argued above, the transformations
underway in NE SOEs are not just economic, but also social, and ideological.
Second, and alongside value capture and power engagement, embeddedness
suggests that processes of change are both spatial and social. That is, embeddedness
enables firms to link and interact with multiple actors in space, which includes
states, labour, consumer, and civil society organisations (Coe et al., 2008; McGrath,
2018), all the while transforming these spaces. Hess (2004) borrows the poststructural concept of “rhizome” to illustrate a threefold typology of embeddedness,
namely, societal, network, and territorial. That is, embeddedness encompasses and
combines socioeconomic elements and spatial-temporal structures.
Indeed, there are a growing number of examples that apply this thinking. Coe et al
(2004) use the notion of “strategic coupling” to emphasise the dynamic relationship
between GPNs and regional economies (Coe et al., 2004). Yeung (2009:213)
defines strategic coupling as “the dynamic processes, through which actors in cities
and/or regions coordinate, mediate, and arbitrage strategic interests between local
actors and their counterparts in the global economy.” For Yang (2009:388) this
“conceptualises the trans-scalar interactions between regions and globalisation”.
Such an application rethinks firm territoriality in a multi-scalar way, and
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emphasises interactions between and among multiple actors across local, regional,
national, and global scales.
Applications of strategic coupling also shed light on how the context of an SOE
may matter as a form of “time-space contingency”. A one-time coalition of actors,
assembled for a common objective in a particular place at a particular time, may
not expect a repeated outcome at a different location at another time. Using the
resource-based economy of Pilbara in Australia as an example, Mackinnon (2013)
argues that the strategic coupling of GPN and the regional economy are time-space
contingent. This is because relationships that large mining TNCs have with state
and local communities change contingently with the shifting institutional and social
conditions. Yang (2013) similarly describes shifts from strategic coupling to
decoupling and recoupling among certain Hong Kong and Taiwan-based TNCs in
mainland China. She found that the TNCs’ decoupling from coastal regions to
recoupling with inland provinces is influenced by the changing relationship among
TNCs, the regions concerned, and even the domestic market in China. Thus, using
the idea of strategic coupling draws attention to how firm-territory coalitions have
time-space contingencies and a multi-scalar relationalities, including enterprise
aims, regional conditions, domestic markets, and global trends.
In summary, GPN offers three insights for theorising post-reform SOEs under
globalisation. First, GPN indicates that SOE development is related to the functions
of multiple actors. SOEs are not isolated economic actors but should be
conceptualised as being involved in networks with multiple actors, such as state,
labour, consumer, and civil society organisations. In addition, these relationships
are non-static. Indeed, with the changes in intensity and extensity, multiple
possibilities for SOE development may rise.
Second, GPN indicates that SOE transformation should consider not just economic,
but social, cultural, political, and institutional contexts. SOEs situate their
development through territory. SOE development is not only driven by production
factors but also under the influence of non-economic actors. This insight seems
relevant for SOEs because of their state control and the social and ideological
significance attached to them.
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Third, GPN also suggests that SOE transformation will occur in spatial and scalar
ways. GPN emphasises the firm–territory relationship, vividly depicting the process
of firm territoriality as embeddedness through an evolution of strategic coupling to
decoupling and recoupling between firms and territories. GPN proposes a
contingent spatial-temporal arrangement of production centring firms. This
arrangement encompasses related socioeconomic elements across territories and
coordinates with actors across multiple scales.

2.4.3 Limitations
Here I identify three characteristics of SOEs that may not be fully accounted for by
a GPN framework. First, while GPNs are typically coordinated by global lead firms,
this is not the situation for most NE SOEs. SOEs function differently from global
lead firms in terms of their operational mode, development history, and the ways of
constituting networks. For example, some SOEs only act as suppliers in certain
GPNs, initiated by foreign lead firms, by providing manufacturing parts or services.
Some SOEs may transform into joint-ventures through the acquisition of lead firms
and conduct outsourcing production. More generally, as argued above, even if
SOEs are not lead firms per se, they are subject to conditions of globalisation and
reform, including signals from the global market, less control from the central
government, fierce competition in the domestic consumer market, and so on.
Second, SOE workers have multi-dimensional subjectivities that extend well
beyond their roles in labour processes to encompass social and ideological roles.
This is important because it suggests worker strategies will be complex and multidimensional. However, GPN provides a relatively simplistic model of worker
agency that may not be fit for purpose. Following the tradition of labour
geographies (Castree et al., 2004; Herod, 1997; 2001; Peck, 1996), GPN casts
workers as sentient actors capable of producing industrial landscapes and
geographies (Castree, 2007; Coe & Hess, 2006; Lier, 2007). For example, Cumber
et al. (2008) uses the example of the spatial strategy of a global trade union to
construct its own independent global labour networks operating through TNC
spaces. Beyond this, the GPN treatment of the capacity of workers is limited. For
example, in a recent case study of street peddlers in Barcelona, Alford et al. (2019)
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revealed that informal migrant workers attempted strategies to re-articulate their
social, economic, and political marginalisation by engaging with clothing and
footwear GPNs. However, in general, GPN workers have constrained power (Coe
& Jordhus-Lier, 2011) and encounter precarity (Strauss, 2017).
A third and related limitation is that GPN lacks consideration of how workers’
social reproduction is linked to territoriality. It does not attend to how workers are
involved in the reproduction of socio-spatial relationships. Labour agency under
GPN is often assumed to prioritise union strategies aimed to maximise economic
outcomes and collective successes. Individual workers’ concerns, their noneconomic pursuits, and strategies of social reproduction are overlooked. This
limited understanding weakens the analysis of subjectivities of workers and
oversimplifies the complex social relationships between workers. I argue, based on
extant research reviewed above, that workers’ social reproduction plays an
important role in the broader functioning of the SOEs. SOEs are places that hold
much social, cultural, and ideological meanings for workers, who are entangled
with their memories, emotions, imaginations, and desires. Indeed, with the
uncertainties of SOE reform under globalisation, workers may be expected to
encounter and strategise radically different processes of social reproduction.

2.4.4 Summary
The GPN framework helps understand SOE development under globalisation
through the concept of firm territoriality. SOE territoriality is related to, and
produced by multiple actors, including enterprises, the state, labour, and consumer,
and civil community organisations. SOE territoriality is time-, space-, and scalecontingent, relating to the changing conditions of actors at various spaces and scales,
such as the living community, urban municipality, region, nation, and the globe.
SOE territoriality should be socially, institutionally, culturally, and ideologically
contextualised. SOEs are likely to be “coupled” with locational contexts.
Nevertheless, SOEs should be treated differently from the lead firms in GPNs in
terms of various economic objectives, social responsibilities, operational modes,
and institutional administration. Moreover, SOE worker agency and SOE social
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reproduction are important in functioning SOE territoriality, but have been
overlooked.

2.5 Assemblage Theory
This section overviews applications of assemblage theory in Geography “assemblage geographies” - and explores how such research can inform an
appropriate conceptual framework for understanding changing SOEs. This section
further introduces assemblage thinking, its application in geographical studies, and
its implications for studying SOEs.
What is assemblage? Anderson & McFarlane (2011:124) note that the term
assemblage “is often used to emphasise emergence, multiplicity and indeterminacy,
and connects to a wider redefinition of the socio-spatial in terms of the composition
of diverse elements into some form of provisional socio-spatial formation”. Deleuze
& Guattari (1987) also emphasise motion and transformation:
We will call an assemblage every constellation of singularities and traits
deducted from the flow—selected, organized, stratified—in such a way as
to converge (consistency) artificially and naturally; an assemblage, in this
sense, is a veritable invention (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:406, emphasis in
original).
Depicted as a “veritable invention” by Deleuze & Guattari (1987), an assemblage
indicates an invented composition of a new range of elements originating from
external flow. Put very simply, assemblage shifts thinking away from territories as
being produced by structural forces to assemblages – including SOEs – as emerging
“socio-spatial formations”.
For many geographers, assemblages’ invention implies the actualisation of an
emerging space through the arrangement of various elements (Phillips, 2006).
According to Law (2004:41), an assemblage encompasses numerous meanings,
including “to arrange, to dispose, to fit up, to combine, to order”. The convergence
of elements is the manifold of manipulating practices. Various spatial forms have
been created through these practices. For example, Legg (2009) suggested that
scales are the effects of network practices, and networks can be interpreted as
assemblages. Similarly, Painter (2010) understands territory as the product of the
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socio-technical network practices of actors. In this sense, assemblage thinking
informs geographical scholarship by formulating spaces and scales as the multiple
social practices of networking elements.
I argue that multiple social practices should be highlighted because assemblage is
both noun (i.e. a description or a static position of networking elements) and verb
(i.e. the processing of those elements; Müller & Schurr, 2016). As assemblage
encompasses manifold practices it empowers spaces with unlimited possibilities
and potentialities. This interpretation resonates with Massey’s (2005:10-11)
understanding that space is a product of interrelations, the sphere of the possibility
of the existence of multiplicity, and is always in process with genuine openness.
This interpretation is also consistent with the GPN acknowledgement of the
significance of time-space contingency. However, assemblage goes further to
address the limitations of agency identified above. It proposes a multitude of being
and becoming through multiple social practices of agents, thereby facilitating a
plural form of geographies. Instead of being pre-determined and pre-networked
economic actors in a putatively global market, SOEs can be re-conceptualised using
assemblage thinking as spaces through which social practices enable emerging and
ever-changing processes and potentials.
I draw further inspiration from existing applications of assemblage thinking in the
realms of critical urbanism, geopolitical/policy, and critical population geographies.
Cities are constituted by heterogeneous elements and relationships, with sociomaterial and physical-cultural manifestations; thus, urban development has become
a research focus of assemblage geographies (Tonkiss, 2011). An urban assemblage
“has a double emphasis: on the material, actual and assemble, but also on the
emergent, the processual and multiple” (Farías, 2009:15). McFarlane (2011) notes
that urban assemblage entails a description of the relationship between history and
potential. For example, Simone (2011) used assemblage thinking to analyse the
uneven pattern of urban life by the case of a large market in Jakarta and asserted
the various ways that urban sites/places/domains fold with politics, culture,
economy, and technique, thereby leading to various directions of urbanisation. This
example also demonstrates the articulation and unpredictability of distributed
agencies in functioning within the urban space (McFarlane, 2011). The urban
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market is problematising politics, culture, economy, and techniques to construct an
urban pattern and reproduce trajectories of urbanisation.
Assemblage thinking also helps explain the emergence and evolvement of specific
urban public spaces (Merrifield, 2013). Qian (2019:9, emphasis in original) notes
that “public space and publicness are concrete abstractions, a dialectic of form and
formlessness”. What comes together as socio-spatial formations is the relative
stability of concrete and material forms with the disruptions and open-endedness of
being and becoming public. These formations are volatile and potent, and can
extend to multiple scales with diverse and shifting cultural meanings. For example,
using the case of a square and a park in London, Sandra (2015) argues that
assemblage thinking can use the disorder to build a flexible public space, which can
help transform the city into a realm with an inclusive atmosphere. The application
of assemblage thinking to urban studies further emphasises hybrid constituents,
agency coalitions, diverse potentialities, radical openness, and multiple
relationships in socio-spatial formations.
Policy assemblage includes Anderson and others’ (2012:214) claim that
assemblage “can be invoked in acts of political struggle and intervention”. Policy
assemblage emerges through “enacting” territority. That is, policies for steering
individuals and groups of people can arise from the ordering and gathering of many
acts within and through certain territories (see Savage, 2019). For instance, Baker
and McGuirk (2017) showed that the Australian Housing First policy was enacted
by revealing the (de/re)stabilisation of orders, institutions, networks, and terrains.
Scholars have also focused on the relationship between traveling policies and
locational substantiations (McFarlane, 2011). This has led to the assemblage
thinking of mobile policies, traveling policies, policy transfers, and policy
mutations (McCann & Ward, 2012; Pow, 2014; Prince, 2010). This assemblage
thinking makes sense of policy mobility research in increasingly transnational
contexts with various social settings and further highlights the capacities of
individuals and organisations to exercise agency. As Temenos and McCann (2013:
344, emphasis in original) note, “Policies don’t move around in some abstract sense,
but people move them around for particular purposes”. That is, the ways in which
people manoeuvre and utilise the policies that make a difference in policy
development and enactment should be determined.
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As such, assemblage thinking expands accounts of policy (potentially, including
China’s reform policy) by tracing how policies form and move through various
socio-spatial formations on account of the agency of the people involved. Moreover,
SOE transformation is policy-led and state-influenced and the ways in which
policies travel and move matter greatly. With its state-oriented national industrial
projects NE SOEs are key in leading urbanisation and industrialisation (Tian, 2007).
Territorial and re-scaling attributes of policy assemblage may also be developed.
SOEs are gradually involved in the global market, For example, Zhao & Zhang
(2008) found that many Chinese SOEs separate the government functions from
enterprise management to face the challenges brought by the WTO. In export
countries, these Chinese SOEs cooperate with local enterprises to adapt to the local
regulations.
Critical population geographies have also been inspired by assemblage insights.
DeLanda (2006:16) notes that “assemblage always exists within populations,
whatever small, the population is generated by the repeated occurrence of the same
process”. Duffy and Stojanovic (2018) investigated the emergence and contingency
of Scottish coastal communities through the lens of population assemblage. As
populations are always “on the move”, assemblage applies to migration and
mobility. Using the case of migration from Southeast Asia to South Korea, Collins
(2018) incorporated assemblage to explain the desire of migration. In another
empirical study of a return migrant to northern China, Zhang (2018) combined
mobility and assemblage thinking and asserted that migration is never a static
“status,” but a complex cultural “process” of affecting and being affected through
agency assemblages. Assemblage thinking has also been applied to the politics and
lives of the homeless population in urban areas in Australia (Baker & McGuirk,
2019), and Italy (Lancione, 2013; 2014; 2016). These studies reflect the
participatory effects of the homeless on and through urban spaces and territory.
Assemblage geographies thus consider population not as a static “demographic”
object but emergent in the process of creating space and society through such
processes as mobility.

2.6 Conceptual Framework
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This section outlines an original conceptual framework to explain the
transformations of post-reform SOEs. I start by identifying five key attributes of the
framework, and then use the framework to outline some general research
propositions that inspire the empirical contribution of the thesis.

2.6.1 Re-conceptualising SOE Transformation
The first attribute theorises SOEs as emergent socio-spatial formations. Following
assemblage insights, this is a complex synthesis of diverse elements, including
economic, social, political, cultural, and ideological relations. These elements may
be arranged in space and time in relatively stable ways to form fixed orders or they
may fade, grow, mutate, combine, and otherwise flow to form other, more mobile
orders. These sides come together through socio-spatial formations and, by
studying these formations, it is possible to extend the overly static treatment of
structural change upon agency, space, and time.
The second attribute of the framework recognises that the diverse elements of sociospatial formations are knowable in and through everyday life. Focusing on everyday
life is not just a methodological matter. Everyday life is the theatre of meanings, as
Lefebvre (1991b:97, emphasis in original) notes:
Everyday life is profoundly related to all activities, and encompasses them
with all their differences and their conflicts; it is their meeting place, their
bond and their common ground. It is in everyday life that the sum total of
relations that make the human – and every human being – a whole takes
its shape and form.
According to Lefebvre, everyday lives include lived experiences, activities and
practices, and encounters. These aspects constitute each other, as practices are
based on experience, encounters arise from practices and create meanings, and
meanings and affect inform lived experiences. Lived experiences include those
connected with social, spatial, and temporal relations. As Burkitt (2004:15) notes,
everyday life is “a complex relation between fluid, open processes and relatively
more permanent forms of belonging and association”. Thus Lefebvre (1991a) also
draws attention to how everyday lives unfold in space and time. Social activities
always take place and occupy certain spaces, realising the representation and
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performativity of space and time. For example, Galloway (2004) describes how the
utilisation of mobile and ubiquitous technologies changes the experience of
everyday life by adjusting the spatiality, temporality, and affectivity of intimate
connections.
A third attribute is to focus on the agency of workers. Workers are the main actors
of both economic production and social reproduction. They conduct production
tasks and maintain various experiences, feelings, and meanings through practices
and encounters in their work and daily life. As SOEs have faced great difficulties
in human resource management, including serious unemployment problems of laidoff workers, it is necessary to consider the changing strategies of this formerly
working population, and their multiple practices. But more than this, by reading
transformation as a relational process driven forward by the de- and re-connections
of agents in various spaces and times highlights the simultaneous importance of
stabilising and disrupting possible socio-spatial formations (DeLanda 2006).
Agency reinforces the idea that SOE transformation is an emerging process,
constantly opening up to new lines of flight and new becomings, which attempt to
think (re)territorialisations and deterritorialisations together (after Anderson &
McFarlane, 2011).
A fourth and derived attribute concerns potentiality. SOE transformation under
reform and globalisation shows the potential for deterritoriality and reterritoriality
arising from stabilising and mobilising socio-spatial formations in turn resulting
from everyday lives of workers. Thus, the mobilities and potential mobilities
(including immobilities and motilities) of workers is important. Such (im)mobilities
influence SOE socio-spatial formations and practices, adding another dynamic
component to worker agency. My framework thus responds to the call from labour
geographies to attend to workers’ “capacity for proactive geographical praxis”
(Herod, 1997:25).
A fifth attribute of the framework is its attention to encounter and affect. Both are
involved in actualising potential, as Lorimer (2005:84) reminds us “the focus falls
on how life takes shape and gains expressions in shared experiences, everyday
routines, fleeting encounters, embodied movements, precognitive triggers, practical
skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional interactions and sensuous
dispositions”. In this rendering, the potential for multiple possibilities emerge from
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affective relations arising through the encounters of everyday life and registered as
“intensity of feelings”. That is, surpassing a “simple romanticism of somehow
maximizing individual emotions” (Thrift 2004:68), affect records the “motion of
emotion” (Thien, 2005:451) and opens up the actuality of experience (Massumi,
2002).
In summary, my conceptual model posits SOE transformation as the interface of
processes of reform under globalisation with the emerging socio-spatial formation
of the SOE through the dynamic interplay of lived experiences, practices, and
affective encounters of everyday life of workers. As such, transformation does not
happen to SOEs or workers. Rather, it is part of an ongoing process of the
reproduction of everyday life and its economic, social, cultural and ideological
dimensions. This framework is summarised below as Figure 2.2.

Figure 2. 2 Initial conceptual framework

2.6.2 Elaboration of Conceptual Framework
From Figure 2.2, the core research question of the thesis emerges: “how are workers’
everyday lives implicated in SOE transformation?” Based on the framework, and
its conceptual underpinnings, I identify three general propositions that inspire my
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fieldwork. To explore what are the SOE social spaces experienced by workers
through their everyday lives leads me to the first proposition. I contend that social
relations (arising from workers’ lived experiences of economic production and
social reproduction) reflect broader and structural processes of reform under
globalisation, reproduce spatial arrangements, and constitute a socio-spatial
formation. This focuses on how social relations reflect broader and structural
processes of reform and globalisation, and how these social relations generated
from workers’ economic production and social reproduction give rise to particular
socio-spatial formations. It implies SOEs combine the relative stability of social
constructs with an openness to other trajectories that may unsettle spatial and
temporal expectations. SOEs include a typical form of danwei (shown in Sections
2.2 and 2.3) and, as specific urban spaces, they play economic, social, political,
cultural, and ideological roles in assembling factors of industrial production and
social reproduction. Thus SOEs include diverse processes and actors spanning time
and space.
Re-considering agency and attending to worker potentiality lead to my second
research proposition. I contend that workers’ practices and potentialities reproduce
socio-spatial formations. The insinuation of globalisation into workers’ everyday
lives gives rise to different (im)mobile practices. Each practice has different
potentialities for socio-spatial formation and I trace the way in which worker
agency, expressed as motility, transforms SOEs. Thus, how SOE workers “practice”
economic production and social reproduction influences the nature of SOE sociospatial formations. At the same time, these formations shift practices and, in so
doing, transform SOEs. Potentialities and capacities are embodied in the activities
of economic production and social reproduction in everyday life. Katz (2001:711)
notes that “social reproduction is the fleshy, messy, and indeterminate stuff of
everyday life” (italics added). Similarly, McFarlane (2011:209) linked potentiality
to “the capacity of events to disrupt patterns, generate new encounters with people
and objects, and invent new connections and ways of inhabiting everyday (urban)
life”.
Considering encounter and affect leads to my final research proposition. I argue
encounter and affect reproduce socio-spatial formations. Specific affects arise
contingently from intensity of feelings through workers’ everyday encounters. In
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simultaneously transforming practices and experiences of spatial arrangements,
affective relations reproduce the interdependencies between social, spatial, and
temporal relations, thus energising the socio-spatial formation of the SOE.
Although workers have been recognised as agents that can shape SOE geographies,
the potential of affect upon their practices and SOE socio-spatial formations has not
been fully interpreted.

2.7 Summary
This chapter has argued that a broader re-conceptualisation of post-reform
economic geographies in China is productive and timely. Concerning SOEs,
processes pivoting around China’s “reform and opening-up” policy of 1978 and
globalisation have fundamentally shifted the landscape of CEGs. Indeed, SOEs
vividly illustrate the multiple political economic, geographic, and socio-cultural
dimensions of these changes. However, existing research often takes reform and
globalisation as top-down, structural processes that trigger SOE transformations
and treat agency, space, and time as passive elements.
To disrupt and extend such analysis, I borrow insights from the GPN framework
and assemblage thinking. GPN suggests that processes of territoriality work in
relational and spatial ways. Under globalisation, SOEs connect multi-scalar and
multi-centric actors and contexts and re-territorialise SOEs. However, this lens is
insufficient because it overstresses the lead-firm position and overlooks worker
agency and social reproduction, both of which are significant in China’s SOEs.
Assemblage scholarship helps fill this gap by re-conceptualising transformation as
pivoting not at the a priori network or institutional scale but through the everyday
lives of workers. I write a new conceptual model that posits SOEs in a constant
process of transformation (not just a dose-response model) with socio-spatial
formations key to this. The frame shifts the unit of analysis to workers’ everyday
lives where, based on Lefebvre’s interpretation of everyday life and the production
of space, the roles of lived experience, practice, potentiality, encounter and affect
can be further explored. The chapter introduces three general research propositions
that inspire the empirical contribution of the study.
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3 Research Design

This chapter describes the qualitative research method which builds grounded
theory in light of the general research propositions outlined in chapter 2. The first
section introduces grounded theory, justifies its application in this research, and
designs the research phases. Section 3.2 outlines data collection processes
according to the phased approach and indicates data sources and methods of
collection. Section 3.3 describes the respondent characteristics and Section 3.4
gives a detailed description of data analysis. Section 3.5 considers the strengths and
weaknesses of the research design. The chapter closes with a summary of the
research design and the extent to which it can be considered a methodological
contribution to CEG.

3.1 Grounded Theory
3.1.1 Introduction
To date, SOE research is dominated by top-down institutional analysis prioritising
economic production and social development (Garnaut et al., 2006). The conceptual
framework developed in Chapter 2 advocates a post-structural perspective that can
encompass heterogeneous elements and reflect formational processes. Additionally,
the lack of previous research that takes workers’ everyday lives as the unit of
analysis means a traditional approach of posing research hypothesis on the basis of
extant research is inappropriate. This I adopt, at least for CEG, a more distinctive
approach.
As a rigorous qualitative research method, grounded theory has been applied widely
in human geography research (Glaser & Strauss 1967). Grounded theory insists that
any theory is derived from data that are gathered and analysed systematically
through research processes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Instead of trying to test any
hypothesis, researchers begin with an area of study and allow the theory emerge
from data (ibid). Charmaz (1996:28) describes vividly the way grounded theory can
develop: “You start with individual cases, incidents or experiences and develop
progressively more abstract conceptual categories to synthesise, to explain and to
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understand your data and to identify patterned relationships within it.” That is, the
grounded theory approach builds knowledge through collecting, organising and
analysing data.
Grounded theory matches well with my reading of SOEs for the following reasons.
First, I emphasise emergence and contingency without a priori constructs.
Grounded theory approach caters to this emergence and contingency because it
“gives priority to the studied phenomenon or process - rather than to a description
of a setting” (Charmaz, 2006:22). By opening the field and allowing the data to tell
the stories without setting any hypothesis (Locke, 1996) or prior knowledge
(Robrecht, 1995), grounded theory enables diverse and unexpected processes to be
glimpsed, including those linked with becoming and potentialities.
Second, assemblage relies on a relational view of SOE development by linking with
multiple actors and heterogeneous elements. The grounded theory approach is
relational itself because it starts with scattered data and individual cases but
develops relations progressively among data and synthesises them into a more
structured theory (Charmaz, 2006). There is therefore an ontological symmetry
between SOE assemblage and grounded theory which facilitates insights on the
emergent aspects of SOE transformations.
Third, grounded theory applies workers’ everyday lives as the unit of analysis of
SOE socio-spatial formations. Because “grounded theory has its origins in symbolic
interactionism, a paradigm which holds that individuals engage in a world that
requires reflexive interaction as averse to environmental response” (Goulding,
2005:295), it is well suited to explore the mundane everyday lives of workers and
the more abstract socio-spatial formations they constitute. Therefore, my thesis
does not follow the worker/capital binary (after Marx) that defines workers as those
“from whom surplus labour is appropriated as part of the capitalist production
process” (Herod, 2001:7) and “who sell their capacity to work—their labour
power—in exchange for money” (Castree et al., 2004: xi). Rather, I regard workers
as those people who own any position(s) under SOE administration. This is a
generalised group of workers, including managers, administrators, technicians,
workshop workers, and supporting staff.
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3.1.2 Phased Approach
Here I describe my particular application of grounded theory. Following Charmaz’s
view of grounded theory as a “comparative and interactive method” (2008:28),
where overall research proceeds iteratively with data collection, analysis and theory
building, this research proceeded through three distinct phases. These are outlined
in diagrammatic form in Figure 3.1.
The first phase lasted from January 2017 to July 2017 and comprised the pilot study
period. Here the aim was to acquire basic knowledge of SOE workers’ everyday
lives and their perceptions of SOE transformation. The pilot study did not set any
specific propositions to guide data collection but reached out to the field to explore
the general boundaries of workers’ everyday lives, such as social relations,
activities and encounters. Research categories began emerging through the
simultaneous data collection and analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), determining
what data to collect next and where to find them. The pilot study contributes to the
narrowing of research questions and clarifying data collection tools (Moore, 2010).
The second phase (August 2017- May 2018) involved comprehensive fieldwork in
NE to build theory through rounds of data categorisation. Describing grounded
theory research as a spiral, Lehmann (2001) indicates that the method is a
continuous process moving toward saturation with iteration. Comprehensive
fieldwork was guided by general research propositions induced from the pilot study
to search for data, collect data, and analyse data (Eisenhardt 1989).
The third phase (June 2018 – December 2019) emphasised theory construction by
re-visiting the field with targeted fieldwork, sorting out data categories, re-reading,
and identifying precepts useful for writing up theories. Referring to Glaser’s (1965)
suggestion of constant comparative method in developing theory, the focus turned
to integrating research categories and their properties, and delimiting and building
up theories accordingly.
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Figure 3. 1 An overview of the research methodology
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3.2 Data Collection
3.2.1 Pilot Phase
According to the application of grounded theory, each round of data collection had
a different emphasis. Data collection in the pilot phase gained a basic knowledge of
the research topic in terms of the general research propositions outlined above in
chapter 2. I focused on SOE transformation literature and public policies related to
SOE development in the NE region for the background information. Then, I
conducted in-depth interviews through on-line voice calls with twelve participants
(six females and six males). Among these twelve pilot participants, eight had SOE
working experiences and four had SOE living experiences and relatives working in
the SOEs. The participants were drawn from nine SOEs that illustrated the range of
post reform experiences in the NE, including one that had been recently closed.
Convenient sampling and snowball sampling were used to gain access to the
participants. Convenient sampling indicates the selection of the selection of the
most accessible subjects and snowball sampling uses subjects’ recommendations to
locate other potential candidates (Marshall, 1996).
A combination of semi-structured interviews and individual oral histories were used
to explore everyday lives. Semi-structured interviews enable the participants to
express their thoughts and feelings based on focused guidance instead of a stiff
routine (Hay, 2010). Oral history helps create a lively picture of the past and
changing present (Thompson, 2017). The eight workers were asked to depict their
overall working and living experiences in their SOEs through oral histories. The
four participants who had relatives working in the SOE were asked to express their
impressions on SOE transformation and depict their SOE-relevant living
experiences. General questions were raised to all participants to determine their
perceptions and understandings of SOE transformation. As below, it became clear
that workers developed varied social relations in the SOEs and enacted various
(im)mobile practices.

3.2.2 Intensive Phase
This round of data collection aims to deepen and refine data categorisations.
Comprehensive fieldwork took place in three major cities in NE region, namely
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Changchun, Harbin and Shenyang, from August 2017 to October 2017. These three
cities are selected because they are the capital cities of the three provinces in NE
China. They are regional economic cores with long industrial histories and home to
many large-sized SOEs. Table 3.1 show that the selected SOEs are long established
manufacturing enterprises. I selected three SOEs in Changchun, five in Harbin, and
five in Shenyang. The SOEs had a minimum of 2,000 workers and a maximum of
150,000 workers. Choosing a range of SOEs is a strength of the research design and
helps represent regional SOE economic and social development, and capture the
implications of the stages of SOE reform.
Table 3. 1 Basic information of the selected SOEs in the intensive phase of
data collection
Size

Date of

(Workers)

Establishment

Changchun

150000

1953

Automobiles

SOE B

Changchun

18000

1954

Trains

SOE C

Changchun

36000

1993

Electricity

SOE D

Harbin

2300

1898

Trains

SOE E

Harbin

25000

1953

Power Equipment

SOE F

Harbin

2500

1952

Measuring Implements

SOE G

Harbin

2000

1956

Alloy

SOE H

Harbin

6700

1952

Planes

SOE I

Shenyang

8000

1949

Machine Tools

SOE J

Shenyang

4000

1937

Annunciators

SOE K

Shenyang

12000

1928

Engines

SOE L

Shenyang

10000

1937

Heavy Machinery

SOE M

Shenyang

3000

1938

Chemicals

Name

City

SOE A

Main Products

In the intensive phase, I mainly used criteria sampling to identify participants
according to certain criteria (Patton, 2015). These criteria reference the preliminary
findings generated from the pilot study about how workers develop varied social
relations and practice multiple (im)mobilities through their everyday lives. I
explored how these aspects varied in relation to gender, age, position in SOE,
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education level, recruitment methods and place of birth. Accordingly, participants
are selected to meet these criteria. A total of 43 semi-structured in-depth interviews
were conducted with these individuals.
The second data collection strategy involved group interviews. This sheds light on
interactions between joint group members (Ritchie, et al., 2013) and reveals
retrospection and reflexivity which contributes to a deeper understanding of each
narrative (Finlay & Gough, 2003). Six group interviews were conducted.
In these interviews I used a series of prompts to specify workers’ social relations
and (im)mobile practices. I found that respondents developed different perceptions
and emotional attachments to SOE transformation, and had quite different
(im)mobile practices in light of processes of transformation. To further extend my
understanding of this diversity I also turned to data that can be captured from images,
movie scripts, policy documents, reports from websites and magazines, and
opinions from online discussion boards. Many of these media variously discuss and
project SOE transformation and the connected processes of reform and
globalisation.

3.2.3 Triangulation Phase
The third round of data collection builds data categorisations and helps identify
precepts used to outline theory. Additional fieldwork took place in City Changchun
and Shenyang between June 2018 and August 2018. Individual participants and
groups were selected through theory-based sampling to build interpretative theories
from emerging data (Marshall, 1996). Emphasising that data collection and data
analysis

happen

simultaneously,

theory-based

sampling

relied

on

the

categorisations of collected data. Participants from three specific SOEs (SOE A,
SOE I and SOE L) were re-visited to supplement data and assist in the saturation of
themes. Twenty individual participants and two groups were re-interviewed for the
second or the third time, and nine participants and two groups were newly recruited.
Semi-structured interviews were repeated. Further questions were asked about the
three themes that emerged from the second phase of research, that is workers’ social
relations, (im)mobile practices and affective encounters. I also used participant
observation to better understand workers’ thoughts, feelings and actions (Evans,
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1988). Here, data collection occurs in the natural setting of participants’ everyday
life (Adler & Adler, 1994). Observational participation enables the research to both
tell and judge the truth (Ryan, 1992). Thus, I visited five workshops and five offices
of cadres to talk with participants and observe their working environments, working
routines and daily interactions.
By the end of the fieldwork a total of 62 individuals and eight groups had been
interviewed. The next section describes the statistical features of individual
respondents.

3.3 Respondent Characteristics
Here I describe basic characteristics of my study participants and assess the extent
to which my purposive research design is met. Figures 3.2a and 3.2b summarise
respondents’ gender, age and position. The division between workshop workers and
cadres is typical in SOEs (see Sun et al., 1994) and shows the positional binary.
Overall, fewer female workshop workers are located compared to males, but the
number of female cadres exceeded that of male cadres. Additionally, female
workers belong to a more senior age group than the male workers. This is again
consistent with SOE patterns generally, in which males take up the majority of
workshop jobs, especially in the 26-35 age group. Furthermore, there are fewer
participants in the 36-45 age group, which also corresponds to the talent loss
experienced by many NE SOEs. Concerning respondents’ hometowns (Figure 3.2b)
most participants are from NE China, especially workshop workers. However, the
percentage of non-local cadres exceeded that of non-local workshop workers,
indicating some spatial differentiation of source areas.
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(a) Respondents’ gender, age group and position

(b) Respondents’ hometown and position
Figure 3. 2 Respondents’ basic information
I also tracked recruitment methods (Figure 3.3). Campus recruitment accounts for
nearly half respondents, followed by job assignment, job inheritance and personnel
transfer. That assignment and job inheritance still take up a considerable percentage
of the recruitment attests to the persistence of traditional danwei methods among
my sample.

Figure 3. 3 Respondents’ recruitment method
In terms of respondents’ education level (Figure 3.4), most have an undergraduate
degree, followed by technical school experience. These two categories represent
the two main places where SOEs recruit cadres and workshop workers. Overall, and
in terms of the purposive selection criteria and existing research on SOE workforce,
the sample of respondents is fit for purpose and able to generate insights on the
diversity of experiences of transformation.
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Figure 3. 4 Respondents’ education level

3.4 Data Analysis
Interview data was subject to narrative analysis. I conducted all interviews in
Chinese and took notes and, in some cases, made recordings of these interviews.
The narrative analysis begins with data transcription and translation based on the
notes and records. Narrative analysis is a ubiquitous form of discourse analysis
(Cortazzi, 2008). Stories of personal experiences are often revealed from the overall
expressions of respondents. Narrative analysis concerns the meanings of
expressions and discusses the structures of time, society, and plots of the stories
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).
I follow Strauss & Corbin’s (1990) three-step procedure by open coding, axial
coding and selective coding to fulfil narrative analysis. Open coding was performed
during the first and second phases of research. It indicates “naming segments of
data with a label that simultaneously categorises, summarises, and accounts for each
piece of data” (Charmaz, 2006: 43). A code is most often a word or short phrase
that assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute
symbolically for a portion of language-based or visual data (Saldana, 2013:3). In
total, 72 open codes are abstracted manually on paper margins from the pilot study
of 12 participants. To reduce bias, some of the transcripts were blind coded by me
and my supervisor and used as a basis for discussion and refinement. I used NVivo
qualitative analysis software to identify codes and from my transcripts 260 open
codes were abstracted. Indicative open codes exemplify the SOE working
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environment, atmosphere, rhythm, positional status, personnel management,
workmates relations, family considerations, after-work living, multiple mobile and
immobile choices, and so on. These codes arise from identifying data to be put into
different categories, perspectives and dimensions (Glaser, 2002).
Axial coding aims to categorise open codes and make connections and comparisons
with different categories of open codes. Axial coding was performed during the
second and the third phase of research to refine the themes. As such, it also
incorporates data and themes from policy interpretation, online text and image
analysis and cinematographic analysis. That is, in addition to the workers’
narratives, triangulating data from public policy, social media and participant
observation features in axial coding. Policy interpretation provides basic
background information of SOE reform and development that situates workers’
narratives in open coding. Texts, images, and videos from websites and movies
supplement and verify the told, untold, and implied data expressed by workers, such
as the development history of SOEs, current developing situations of SOEs, and
public impression on SOEs. Three main axes focusing on workers’ social relations,
(im)mobile practices and affective encounters were delineated.
Third, selective coding helped identify precepts and build theory. It selected core
categories based on main axes and solidifies the connections between these
categories. The selection process involved validating the similarities and
connections between one category of codes with the other categories, and then
weaving and refining them together into major categories. It complemented
theoretical sampling to build major concepts and relations. This constant
comparative method improves the traceability and verification of data (Boeije,
2002). It “combines systematic data collection, coding, and analysis with theoretical
sampling in order to generate theory that is integrated, close to the data, and
expressed in a form clear enough for further testing” (Conrad et al., 1993: 280). On
this basis, a precept arose with the aggregation of concepts along the three axes. Its
main idea, discussed in chapters 4-6 more fully, is that SOE socio-spatial
formations constitute, and are constituted by workers’ everyday lives through social
relations, (im)mobile practices, and affect.
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3.5 Assessment of Research Design
Before introducing the results this section identifies the strengths, weaknesses, and
mitigations of the research design. Taking a grounded theory approach using
qualitative methods this research fills a gap in CEG created by a reliance on topdown institutional perspectives. It permits assessment of an alternative assemblage
reading based on workers’ everyday lives. The SOE as assemblage can be explored
and, if appropriate, be used to sketch a new theoretical framework.
Although grounded theory is widely used in human geography, the ways of
collecting and processing data have some influence on theoretical construction.
Data access is a possible bias. Many respondents were recruited based on my own
personal connections. This may restrict the range of data. Additionally, those
respondents who did not know me before the interviews may be less willing to
disclose sensitive data. The number of SOEs studied, and even the regional frame,
may also limit the breadth of processes that can be explored. The subjectivity of
data coding and analysis can introduce further bias. The theoretical sensitivity,
defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990: 42) as “the attribute of having insight, the
ability to give meaning to data, the capacity to understand, and capability to separate
the pertinent from that which isn’t” also plays an important role in theory framing.
I used a number of mitigations to reduce any bias and strengthen the reliability and
replicability of my data. First, I attended to research ethics at all processes of data
collection, data analysis and data display. Through all the interviews during data
collection, questions were asked carefully and sensitively with respect to
respondents’ will and concern for their emotional responses (see Creswell, 2007).
Vocal recording were made based on respondents’ consent and acknowledgement.
In several cases, the respondents declined to be recorded but gave consent to taking
interview notes. Data analysis is conducted with a full transcription of voice records,
field notes and memos in Chinese. The Chinese texts are translated literally and
verbatim into English. Pseudonyms are used in naming all the participants to avoid
disclosure of private information. When data are displayed in the following result
chapters, the literal and non-verbal contents are specified by adding descriptions,
such as laugh, tears, sighs, and pauses in square brackets.
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Second, to best capture the emergent nature of SOE transformations and explore
how processes unfold over time I used a three phase approach to grounded theory.
The several rounds of data collection also helped to build up rapport with
respondents and gave them opportunities to re-reflect on complex changes in their
own lives. To verify the collected data, I revisited some respondents and sent back
transcripts for their review.
Third, to ensure I captured diverse experiences I followed best practice examples
and triangulated data sources. Triangulating data from public policies, social media,
semi-structured in-depth interviews and participant observations enriches the
database. I considered public policies related closely to NE regional development
and the associated SOEs, including but not limited to regional development
strategies of the state, institutional reform of SOEs, and livelihood policies for SOE
workers. Social media data includes expressions from news reports, SOE official
websites, online discussion boards, magazines, and movies. Most importantly, indepth interviews with SOE workers, including currently employed, previously
employed, laid-off, and retired workers, as well as on-site participant observation
through fieldwork provide profound first-hand data. Data gathered from such
triangulated sources complies with the principle of grounded theory study,
following Glaser (2002) who indicated that “All is data”. Everything related to the
research topic and set in the research field should be counted as data and used
purposefully. Indeed, as the research perspective of workers’ everyday lives asks
for comprehensive, vivid and multi-dimensional data to depict their social relations,
activities and encounters, triangulated data with spatial and temporal features like
images, videos, documents, memoirs and individual narratives are helpful.
Fourth, to minimise bias in coding and theory building I attended to relevant
literature unceasingly, and discussed the data processing procedures and results
with my supervisor and more experienced scholars.

3.6 Summary
I develop a qualitative research method with the grounded theory approach to postreform SOE transformation by taking workers’ everyday lives as the unit of analysis.
The grounded theory method indicates theories emerge from data and requires an
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iterative process of data collection, data analysis and theory refinement. Three
research phases are deployed with different research emphases and progresses as
shown in Figure 3.1. During these phases different sampling methods were used for
interviews, namely, convenient sampling, criteria sampling and theoretical
sampling. In terms of data analysis, a series of coding methods are used, namely,
open coding, axial coding and selective coding. Interview data was triangulated
with data from public policies, social media, and on-site observations to illustrate
three research propositions.
The research design is distinctive from most analyses of SOEs because it applies
workers’ everyday lives as the unit of analysis to reflect SOE transformation in a
post-structural way. Instead of assuming the top-down effect of reform and
globalisation on SOE transformation and verifying the structural outcomes, it
delves into workers’ everyday lives and investigates the transformative process of
SOE through the perspective of workers. The grounded theory method is used to
develop theories from the data through the iterative process of data collection, data
analysis and theory development, which realises an emergent and contingent SOE
socio-spatial formations.
This methodology is reliable and replicable in identifying SOE transformation and
further reveals CEG development because it maintains accessible analytical lens
and data source in workers’ everyday lives. Researchers could reach out to all
relations and activities taken by workers for further exploration. Insisting on the
emerging of theories from data by grounded theory, this methodology does not set
any a priori hypotheses to test but, rather, remains open to the field and to
respondents’ voices and emotions.
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4 Social Relations, Spatial Arrangements, and SOEs as Sociospatial Formations

4.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the first proposition that social relations (arising from
workers’ lived experiences of economic production and social reproduction) reflect
broader and structural processes of reform under globalisation, reproduce spatial
arrangements, and constitute a socio-spatial formation.
The rest of chapter proceeds in three sections. Section 4.2 introduces three key
social relations based on interviewees’ lived experiences. Section 4.3 links these
social relations to two interdependent spatial arrangements. Section 4.4 argues
linked social relations and spatial arrangements constitute the SOE as socio-spatial
formation. Here I invoke Lefebvre’s (1991b) concept of concrete abstraction (after
Stanek, 2008). The chapter closes with a summary and identifies further research
directions.

4.2 Social Relations in Everyday Life
On the basis of the experiences recounted by currently employed SOE workers of
their everyday lives, three social relations were identified. They are iron rice bowls
(tie fan wan), seniority and hierarchy (lun zi pai bei), and interpersonal relations
(guanxi). Tie fan wan represents the overall impression or evaluation of an SOE job,
including the enjoyment of all-around social security and ideological reliance. Lun
zi pai bei is prompted when a worker relates his/her promotion or any distribution
of welfares and benefits to his/her positional ranking and working cohort. Guanxi
is used to describe the function of establishing good relations with leaders, coworkers, friends, family members and others around to facilitate everyday working
and living. Respondents often described these social relations in the broader
contexts of economic production and social reproduction, and I add these insights
to this account.

4.2.1 Iron Rice Bowls (Tie fan wan)
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Rice bowl, or fan wan in Chinese, is a metaphor for a job which can support one’s
subsistence. If the rice bowl is made of iron, a solid material that is hard to break,
people don’t need to worry about ever losing the job. It also implies the egalitarian
distribution system in which every participant takes a share of the profits of
production. This distribution system had been demolished officially at the end of
China’s planned economy and with reform. With SOE reform taking place and
MES exerting more influence, scholars argue the tie fan wan loses its solidity. Iron
rice bowls were “dismantled” (Leung, 1994), “smashed” (Hughes, 1998; 2016),
“ended” (Ding et al., 2000), and “withering away” (Won, 2004), as the state
adjusted human resource management and changed distribution and welfare
provision systems. However, in contemporary NE SOEs, I found that tie fan wan
still appears as an important social relation.
Excerpts from interviews with three workers are selected to describe their
recognition of SOE jobs as tie fan wan. They all come from SOE A but worked in
different branches with different positions. Julia, a female technician in her fifties,
worked in the SOE as a technician for more than 20 years and left the SOE 10 years
ago. Victor worked in the SOE as a technician for 3 years right after he finished
graduate school and left for a Private Enterprise (PE) in Beijing several months after
our second talk in 2018. Kevin is a male workshop repair worker in his mid-20s.
He has worked in the same position for 4 years since transferring from his technical
school to the SOE when he finished his studies at the technical school.
All three expressed their recognition of their SOE job as a form of tie fan wan in
different ways. The following descriptions took place when Julia recalled her time
working and living at the SOE:
Julia: I was born and grew up in the SOE because my parents and many
of my relatives all worked and lived in this SOE… Even if you had no
diploma, techniques, or ability, you could still make a living in the SOE,
offered a job in the subordinated collective section… kind of tie fan wan…
Our parents in older times all think we shouldn’t leave the SOE. If we want
to get married, they are very opposed to marriages with guys outside the
SOE… When I got married, I left the SOE to live with my husband in urban
area. My parents were very reluctant to let me go. They thought I need to
commute a long distance from residence to work. It would be very harsh
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for me, especially during the cold winter days. If I married and lived within
the SOE, the work place would be very near my home. We have residential
spaces in the SOE. The buildings were built with the help of the Soviet
Union, with very thick walls and beautiful decorations. These houses keep
warm during winters, unlike the houses with thin walls in the urban area…
We feel so lucky and happy being a member of the SOE.
Tie fan wan, in Julia’s sense, is the reliable economic subsistence provided by the
SOE for all its members, generation after generation, and in spite of one’s education
level or personal ability. Tie fan wan was typically secured in traditional danwei
system by ensuring ‘jobs for life’ and ‘cradle to grave’ welfares to employees (see
Warner, 1995; Lu & Perry, 1997). With such economic subsistence, SOE members
develop psychological and social reliance on SOEs, which extends tie fan wan to
stable social relations with important social meanings. As Julia notes her parents
and relatives all work and live together, and even the marriages of youngsters are
confined within the SOEs.
Social relations are largely and invisibly bordered within the SOE by tie fan wan.
This confinement of social relations is reproduced by the provision of residential
housing and construction of SOE social spaces with short commuting distance
between work and life. Figure 4.1 shows the spatial expression of workers’
residence within the large SOE district, described by Julia as buildings “with thick
walls and beautiful decorations”. These social relations with typical spatial
expressions bring distinctive emotions to workers. As Julia recollects the warm
feelings during cold winter days, she feels “so lucky and happy being a member of
the SOE”.
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Figure 4. 1 Workers’ residential housing of SOE A as the National Historial
Relics
As SOE reform proceeds, tie fan wan loses solidity and social relations shift. For
example, Ding et al. (2000) note that globalisation brought large FDI inflow and set
up many joint ventures for market competition with SOEs, which induced the
phasing-out of tie fan wan by cutting off social security guarantees and laying off
workers. Workers who lost their tie fan wan were forced to leave the SOE and
struggle elsewhere for livelihood (Cook & Maurer-Fazio, 1999). The danwei
system and its social privilege was further disrupted through the reform (Hassard et
al, 2007).
While this may be structurally driven, it is experienced in spatial ways. Spatial
representations of such structural changes are shown in the special issue of the
magazine “Lifeweek” (2019, 14) 3 . In “Telling the North-east” we see a vivid
depiction of unemployment tensions during SOE reform in NE in the late 1990s
and early 2000s. While Figure 4.2 expresses the splendid industrial history of SOEs,
Figure 4.3 records the declining SOE communities by contrasting it with “modern”
high-rises. A drastically changing SOE physical environment can be identified. The
laid-off workers are then described as “strays” who have been cut off the original
stable social relations with SOEs. Furthermore, the social degradation and social
exclusion of laid-off workers are taken as a “scar” of the whole NE region. Thus,

3

Online version is available at: http://www.lifeweek.com.cn/magazine/lifeweek/2019/1078/
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workers’ everyday lived experiences have vulnerable social relations traceable to
the loss of tie fan wan.

Figure 4. 2 Cover page of the special issue “Telling the North-east”of
magazine “Lifeweek” (2019,14): Tiexi Industrial Museum

Figure 4. 3 Illustration from the magazine “Lifeweek” (2019,14:55): Contrast
between SOE workers’ old residence and modern high-rises
At the same time, Chai et al., (2007) argue the SOE reform as leading to a kind of
“post-danwei” phase with the establishment of MES and consolidated cooperation
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with foreign enterprises. Smyth & Zhai (2003) add that SOEs have gradually
separated production from social welfare functions, which helps SOEs get rid of the
concept of tie fan wan. However, Tian (2007) points out workers’ organisational
dependency and the government’s supportive policies (see also Smyth & Zhai, 2003)
still play important roles in mediating everyday work, especially in the NE region.
Such Tie fan wan is shown by Kevin’s narrative where it is assumed to step into a
new era of “post-danwei”:
Kevin: The reason I went to the (SOE) technical school is because I’m
aiming at working in this SOE after graduation… I am the son of peasants
but my patents don’t want me to go back to the countryside. They think
working in the big SOE sounds pretty good… tie fan wan… stable,
reliable… much better than planting agricultural land. So they spent
money sending me to the technical school to find a job here… (Although)
I don’t think I could earn more money here than planting the land. I’m
working in the big SOE, with small workload and stable income… In fact,
our SOE has low, even negative profits with poor sales. You cannot see
our products outside the province because of market competition…
Anyway, it is a large SOE with the back-up of the state. The top leaders
will think up solutions. I heard we’ve built factories abroad…
This narrative shows a workshop worker’s long standing ideological reliance and
persistent belief that an SOE job guarantees tie fan wan and the social relations it
implies and consolidates. Kevin was convinced by his parents of older generation
about the “stability” and “reliability” of an SOE job, meaning tie fan wan has
genealogical support. Kevin’s personal experiences of enjoying the tie fan wan, like
the small workload and stable income further, strengthen his stickiness to the SOE,
although he notes the SOE salary isn’t promising. Kevin’s doubt is partly offset
with the back-up of the state and the SOE’s global expansion including setting up
factories abroad. This bolsters his belief for keeping the tie fan wan.
While Kevin’s narrative suggests that combining the past and future visions of
SOEs helps workers stabilise their social relations through tie fan wan, there are
variations in the function of tie fan wan, as shown by Victor’s narrative:
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Victor: SOE job is still taken as a “tie fan wan”, at least in NE region. As
I know, most workers, especially workers who sign permanent contracts,
don’t have the worry of being laid off. Maybe temporary contract workers
and workers in outsourcing companies have the worry… and try to
transfer to permanent contract… For example, I was responsible for
calculating the workload and number of needed workers after equipment
adjustment. The results suggested to reduce some unable workers. But
someone would jump out and tell me, “You cannot calculate like that.
There are some old workers.” It means those old workers cannot be
treated as complete operators. Their SOE jobs here are for pension
provision, not for actual work. You cannot add workload on them, neither
could you lay them off… (But) we young technicians don’t care much
about the tie fan wan. For me, the SOE is just a platform for future
development and job hopping.
We see that Victor finds the concept of tie fan wan still prevailing in his everyday
life and work. Tie fan wan guarantees one’s job without the worry of being laid off
- although one may not be competitive for the position. Through the example of the
calculation of workload assignments for old workers, he emphasises that the overall
SOE environment tends to protect the tie fan wan to provide pensions for old
workers. This description is consistent with findings that SOEs not only comply
with market rules for increasing profits but also take on the social responsibility for
providing adequate urban employment (Huang & Yu, 2006). Tie fan wan
consolidates stable social relations through workers’ everyday life with the state
support of the SOE and urban development.
Additionally, Victor implies SOE development has different effects on different
categories of workers, like permanent contract workers, temporary contract workers,
workers in outsourcing companies and technicians. Tie fan wan has different
meanings for different worker groups. As Victor notes, while permanent contract
workers inherit the idea of tie fan wan and continue to expect to keep stable SOE
jobs, some contract and out-sourced workers have the worry of being laid-off and
young technicians don’t care about keeping the tie fan wan. Such differentiation
and specialisation of workers are noted as the result of marketisation and the free
flow of capital under globalisation (Wu et al., 2006). Workers’ social relations
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attached to SOEs are also segmented through marketisation and globalisation (see
Eyal et al., 1998). Tie fan wan becomes hybrid in meanings constructing diversified
SOE social relations.
From the above, workers’ everyday lived experiences of gaining, losing, regaining
and diversifying tie fan wan are evidence of a post-reform reproduction of SOE
social relations. As one legacy of the planned economy, SOE working and living
spaces sustained tie fan wan with respect to workers’ stable albeit confined social
relations. SOE reform under globalisation disrupts these stable social relations by
smashing the tie fan wan and leads to social degradation and the social exclusion of
many laid-off workers. However, as reforming SOEs developed prospects in the
global market, the concept of tie fan wan prospered again, solidifying workers’
social relations. Still, situations became diversified, as workers were segmented
through marketisation and globalisation. Tie fan wan developed hybrid meanings
through the differentiation of worker groups. It now carries both stable and unstable
social relations.

4.2.2 Seniority and Hierarchy (Lun zi pai bei)
Seniority and hierarchy (lun zi pai bei) represents a second specific set of social
relations seen through workers’ everyday life. It maintains the historical imprint of
the planned economy when there was a thorough integration of government
administration with enterprise management. That is, the government’s institutional
hierarchy and authority also applied to SOE management (Qu et al., 2009).
Although this management mode has been reformed to separate the enterprise from
government for more autonomy (Wang, 1999), the style of hierarchical
administration and the mindset of gaining seniority remain tacitly. Seniority and
hierarchy are closely related to one’s position, workload, working mode,
promotional route, welfare distribution and so on. For example, Sun et al. (1994)
emphasise that the division of “cadre” and “worker” within the system largely
decides people’s social identity and resource allocation. Focusing on danwei
housing inequality and residential segregation, scholars found workers with higher
hierarchical ranking and with more job seniority are more likely to access to better
and larger housing units (Bian et al., 1997; Huang & Clark, 2002). In the same vein,
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this sub-section tries to investigate the specific social relations created by seniority
and hierarchy.
I choose narratives from three workers to illustrate this social relation. Victor and
Shirley are representatives of cadres. While Victor, as introduced, is a very young
technician, Shirley has long working experience of over 20 years and higher, middle
management positions.
Victor: I don’t think I’ll stay for a long time… because so many things in
a big SOE relying on “lun zi pai bei”. I have a colleague in my office who
left our SOE last year for another city in South China. I actually thought
he wouldn’t leave, as both he and his wife are local, just had a baby, and
worked here for 5 years. But he left relentlessly… (Because) he performed
well at his position but didn’t gain enough seniority which made his
annual evaluation very low and lit the fuse of his leaving… Once he left, I
felt very sad, even depressed... His leaving made me re-examine the SOE
and myself… Is the work and business of this department helpful to
individual development? Or is there any harm? Is this career suitable for
me? Should he be my role model?... In fact, after he left, just a few months
ago, I took the initiative of changing to another department but failed…
Victor shows the unfair social relations in SOE everyday work brought by seniority
and hierarchy with the example of the very low annual evaluation of his colleague
due to a lack of seniority. Victor also shows workers are leaving the SOE and NE
region in response to the unfairness. Additionally, the unfairness reveals how
emotionally connected he is to the SOE job. As Victor “felt very sad and depressed”
about the departure of his colleague, he questioned the ways the SOE operates and
manages personnel under seniority and hierarchy. The doubts exert negative
impacts on workers’ continuity and devotion to their SOE jobs. Baron (1988:498)
explains that “worker attachment to an organisation depends not only on the present
and future ‘capital value’ associated with a position, as emphasised in economic
models, but also on the costs that the worker associated with a given system of
workplace subordination”. The law of seniority and hierarchy results in
subordinated workplace social positions for less experienced workers, which in turn
leads to their decreasing attachment to the SOE.
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However, Shirley holds different ideas about the social relations of seniority and
hierarchy. She is a middle-level manager and said,
Shirley: I don’t deny the phenomenon of lun zi pai bei... For example,
when I select talent for a certain position, I care about and set a selection
criteria of candidates’ working ages and working experience. The
youngster indeed have fewer opportunities and are usually assigned very
basic and repetitive work to finish… They may complain lun zi pai bei…
However, positions are limited… The SOE is under supervision and
control of SASAC. We have regulated management, operation, and wage
distribution systems…
Shirley confirms and justifies the hierarchical social relations resulting from
seniority and hierarchy from the perspective of SOE management. Shirley is in a
superior social position and is empowered by the right to manage SOE social
relations. By emphasising the importance of working ages and working experience
as the selection criteria, she notes the youngsters are less likely to upgrade their
social positions, since they are assigned very basic and repetitive work. Although
youngsters have complaints they have to conform to the specific social relation
because SOE is hierarchically managed under the supervision and control of
SASAC. Echoing with Qu et al. (2009), Shirley suggests that workers’ everyday
lives have complied with the specific management hierarchy.
This is further shown by John. He is based in the workshop and speaks of the
distinction between “cadre” and “worker” mentioned above. As a group leader
managing 14 assembly line workers in his working shop, John has been working in
SOE A for 6 years, including 2 years of internship. As a young workshop worker,
John’s narrative further supplements the function of seniority and hierarchy in
differentiating workers and cadres.
John: Everywhere in the SOE is lun zi pai bei. There are many details to
tell. For example, one time, I went to the financial sector to get the official
proof for a property loan. I actually arrived earlier than the other
technicians. But the officer just issued the proof for technicians first and
let us workshop workers wait on the side. You know, that differentiation
makes me feel very bad… The workshop determines my future career. At
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most, I could be a section foreman in the workshop. I will never be
promoted to be a technician or get other chances for career improvement.
The dual track of personnel management of cadres and workers is a typical social
division in many SOEs. Lockett (1980) notes that the division lies in the extent of
manual labour or mental labour devoted to firm development. While workshop
workers deploy manual labour, cadres are mostly responsible for management,
techniques, administration, and sales and services, all of which rely on their mental
labour. Sun et al. (1994) further indicate the division between cadres and workers
are more and more obvious since SOE reform with differentiations of income,
resource acquisition, and social identity. John depicts this differentiation through
his everyday social encounters in the SOE. By giving a concrete example of being
differently and unequally treated by the SOE officer, John implies he is set in an
inferior social position in the SOE because of the seniority and hierarchy, which
also arouses his negative feeling about the SOE job. The social relations have a
temporal dimension and extend to the foreseeable future, as John pessimistically
predicts that he has little chance of promotion or improvement.
To sum up, seniority and hierarchy has long been important components of workers’
everyday lives in generating hierarchical social relations through social divisions in
SOEs. As a result of SOE hierarchical management, lun zi pai bei privileges
workers with higher ranking with higher positions that help them develop their
careers. At the same time, it sets strict social barriers for workers to surpass and
leads to the stagnation of SOE social structures. These unequal and differentiated
social relations can stimulate workers’ emotions. While workers express the desire
for individual development and career improvement, they also feel depressed and
negative about obeying rigid social divisions. Overall, workers’ everyday practices
are affected. As upward social mobility within SOEs is restricted, workers are
taking the initiatives to actually leave their original SOE positions. These changes
will be further discussed in the following two chapters.

4.2.3 Interpersonal Relations (Guanxi)
This section identifies interpersonal connections (guanxi) as the third set of
influential SOE social relations. As a very indigenous concept albeit with various
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definitions in China, guanxi is interpreted here as “a certain type of interpersonal
relationship, one that is personal and built on particularistic criteria” (following Fan,
2002). Guanxi, namely, “who you know”, also refers to personal connections with
the appropriate authorities or individuals (Yeung & Tung, 1996). In this way, the
amount, extent and quality of guanxi one holds at work matter a lot. Through the
following quotes, I explore how the phenomenon of making guanxi is prominent in
SOEs and what social relations are constituted by guanxi.
Leal is a retired male worker from SOE M, a chemical manufacturer. He has been
working in this specific SOE as a fitter for his whole working life, more than 30
years. He was enrolled in the enterprise as the child of workers at the SOE after
studying operational skills in a local technical secondary school. His parents,
siblings, many of his relatives and friends all worked at the same SOE. Our talk
took place when he was recently retired. He said that his SOE had downsized to one
fourth of the personnel during his working time and moved to a newly built
industrial zone far away from its original location a few years ago, but that he had
remained at the old factory until retirement. When recalling his days of recruitment
and daily work in the SOE, he explicitly emphasised the importance of guanxi in
realising successful personal development.
Leal: There was furious competition in entering our plant… Many workers
used their guanxi to get in to the SOE through a “back door”. In the past
decades, our plant was very profitable. We never recruited workers
publicly. Most workers were recruited through guanxi…I worked in this
SOE for many years. I’ve never thought of leaving… I have already built
up good guanxi here and trained my own apprentices. I don’t need to work
at all for the most part because the apprentices could do the work for me…
If one could make good guanxi and the leader gets quite a good impression
on you, he/she will have a much smoother and better career… In the whole
career life, I think guanxi takes up more than 70% of the career
success…Even in your daily life, you need to make good guanxi with your
families, friends and neighbours…
Leal reveals the close social relations of the SOE by making multiple guanxi all
through his professional and personal life. At first, Leal explains that most new
workers depend on guanxi to get into the SOE “from the back door” instead of SOE
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public recruitment. As Zhu & Dowling (2000) noted, government allocation and
job inheritance were the two forms of SOE recruitment before 1985. Both routes
relied on access to people who maintain various relations with the SOE, showing
the importance of guanxi in urban job allocation (Bian, 1994). Recalling Julia’s
words in section 4.2.1 that many relatives, friends, and couples all work in the SOE,
I identify that guanxi concentrates workers’ close social relations in the SOE. Such
guanxi is developed and strengthened with more time spent at work, as Leal
demonstrated with his strategy of building up guanxi with young workers and
training apprentices to work for him. Close social relations are created through
everyday practices of making guanxi, which result in Leal’s unwillingness to leave
the SOE and his determination to stay at the old factory until retirement.
Moreover, Leal expresses his positive understanding and high evaluation of making
good guanxi with one’s superiors to achieve career success. This suggests the
hierarchical social relations decided by seniority and hierarchy could be breached
by making guanxi with people in higher social positions. As guanxi develops close
and useful social relations, Leal attributes 70% of career success in an SOE to
guanxi, which responds to scholars’ argument that guanxi play important roles all
through one’s working life, including job attainment, positional promotion, job
mobility etc. (see Bian, 2012; Huang & Bian, 2015; Zhao, 2013). Beyond one’s
professional life, Leal also stresses the importance of close social relations by
“making good guanxi with families, friends and neighbours” in everyday social life.
Leal’s reading of guanxi and making guanxi depicts the close social relations in
workers’ everyday life. However, workers may figure out the working of guanxi
with totally different meanings, as we see in the case of Harvey.
Harvey is now a male technician in his mid-30s in SOE A. Although he was born,
brought up and educated locally, he didn’t directly join the local SOE where he
currently works. Instead, he went outside the NE region after his undergraduate
studies to work in another SOE far away from home. After about 5 years working
outside, he went back and found his current employment in this SOE. During our
first talk in 2017, he responded negatively to the phenomenon of guanxi at his
current SOE.
Harvey: Especially for this SOE, the threshold (of employment) is very
high… Why?... Because there is much guanxi within the enterprise… If it
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lowers the enrolment standard, the overall technical level would be
lowered seriously as it supports many unqualified workers who entered in
with guanxi… I gradually realised…how serious the guanxi problem is
here… The working environment is not pure… Except for your personal
skills, you need to establish your guanxi… You must be aware of villains
who may say vicious words about you in front of the leaders and dig a big
hole to let you jump in… If you have a low level of EQ or you couldn’t
make good guanxi, you would suffer a great deal even though you’ve got
quite high level of technical ability.
Harvey negatively concludes and reflects that guanxi is a social problem in his
everyday life. Guanxi creates an artificial threshold for being hired by the SOE and
thus causes an “impure working environment”. This reflects the downside of the
importance of guanxi in the SOE: it generates and maintains unequal social
relations. Literally, if one doesn’t have guanxi in the SOE, he/she has less chance
of getting hired by the SOE, regardless of professional qualifications. More than
that, guanxi should be treated as important social capital in realising one’s career
development (Qi, 2013), which is possibly associated with corruption and an
unfavourable working environment (Smart, 1993). Harvey gives the example of a
possible disastrous consequence if one cannot make good guanxi in the SOE
because the “villains would say vicious words in front of the leader” and one “would
suffer a great deal”. It indicates that the lack of guanxi complicates social relations
in SOEs by creating tensions. Still, it is possible Harvey is making a transition from
resistance to a compromise in making guanxi, as he recognises that guanxi may
smooth his future development.
Scholars contend that guanxi from workers’ everyday life has a wide range of
influence, such as on the effectiveness of business practices (Davies et al, 1995),
firm performance (Park & Luo, 2001), human resource management (Chen et al,
2004), and so on. Yet, from the above quotations, guanxi has more specific
implications for SOE social relations. On the one hand, close social relations are
created by maintaining and making good guanxi with colleagues and leaders. They
facilitate the recruitment of workers to SOEs, lessen the workload, smooth working
procedures and help one realise career success. On the other hand, unequal social
relations are strengthened if the SOE has excessive and complex guanxi, or if
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workers cannot adapt to guanxi making. This makes the working environment
impure, reduces working efficiencies, and negatively influences workers’ working
attitudes.
In summary, we can see on one hand, stable, hierarchical, and intimate SOE social
relations are maintained. Workers try hard in sustaining the life-long tie fan wan
and showing reverence to and pursuit of seniority and higher ranking. Many
establish good guanxi to facilitate their everyday life in the SOEs. On the other hand,
volatile, unequal, and non-linear social relations are developed. Tie fan wan has
differential imprints due to SOE reform in the context of globalisation, as it was
first smashed and then re-established. Some young workers try to disrupt the rule
of lun zi pai bei and leave the SOEs. Furthermore, guanxi functions dualistically,
both helping create a harmonious working environment while also undermining it.

4.3 SOE Spatial Arrangements
This section further investigates how particular spatial arrangements are linked with
the social relations described above. As these spatial arrangements emerge over
time workers’ recollections, I combined data from archives, photos taken in the
field, and field observation.

4.3.1 Segregated Stabilities
The first spatial arrangement is characterised as one involving “segregated
stabilities”. I select Julia and Leal’s recollections to depict this.
Julia: Actually, we didn’t call it an enterprise previously. Instead, we
called it a small city, a small kingdom... Because we had all the
infrastructures. We had schools, hospitals, cinemas, department stores,
police offices etc… All these things belonged to the SOE, with no relation
to the municipal government… And all this infrastructure provided
sufficient welfare to its working members. For example, when I went to
the SOE primary school, I didn’t need to pay at all because my parents
worked there. If I felt uncomfortable and went to the hospital, I didn’t need
to pay a penny for hospitalisation… Hot water was provided to every
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household. We turned on the tap and the hot water would flow out… We
had no need to go to the municipal urban area… We were kind of
segregated…
For Julia, the SOE is experienced, felt, and remembered as a segregated space with
stable social relations. Portraying the SOE as “a small city” and “a small kingdom”,
Julia presents us with the very large size and scale of this spatial arrangement,
equipped with a complete social infrastructure and operated parallel to the
municipal government under SOE independent administration. Echoing Julia’s
words “we were kind of segregated”, scholars have identified the institutional
reasons for such socio-spatial segregation. Lu (1989) notes the prominent danwei
system encourages each SOE to complete its own social infrastructure within the
danwei border. Liu (1997) further identifies how the “integration of enterprise with
government” (zheng qi bu fen) leads SOEs to undertake overall social management,
which intensifies workers’ social reliance on their SOEs. In Julia’s detailed
description of everyday living experiences of enjoying free education, free medical
treatment and social welfare, the socio-spatial segregation is expressed in terms of
privileged, superior and stable features.
By contrast, Leal reflects recent socio-spatial changes and links these to SOE
reform.
Leal: Our SOE went through a hard time in the recent one decade or two…
It was closed down finally last year after 80 years’ operation… The
original SOE was closed down and the rest were moved to the industrial
district, a new district established by the city government. Our SOE moved
there with many other enterprises... Some workers were bought out, the
others went to the new plant. I think workers who went to the new district
make up 1/10, at most, of the total workers… The moving of the plant
wasn’t all in one shot but lasted for several years. Old workers like me
stayed at the original plant muddling through until retirement but younger
ones left… My little brother and sister went to the new plant... They felt
inconvenienced commuting between residence and work. We are now
living in old danwei housing but the new district is far away.
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In Leal’s case, the reform of his SOE was first expressed as a distinctive spatial
transformation. As implicitly shown by Leal, the prevailing trend of SOE reform in
the NE region in the last two decades impacts the socioeconomic development of
many local SOEs (see also Warner, 2018). After a very long operation (over 80
years) his SOE had been recently shut. His account resonates with the work of
scholars who identify the firm-region nexus together with a developmental local
government as entities directing the reorganisation of local SOEs under specific
institutional contexts (Hu & Lin, 2013). As Leal explained “the city government
planned and established a new district and our SOE moved there with many other
enterprises”.
To explore the spatial and indeed segregated nature of such change I compared two
pictures of the same public square near Leal’s residence at two different points in
time (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). We see how the overall landscape has been changed
radically. While it was surrounded by ordered factory buildings and danwei
residence in the early 1990s, the square today is full of high-rises and commercial
buildings.
Such spatial transformation has been are accompanied by socioeconomic changes
perceived by Leal as some combination of stillness, movement, muddling through
and inconvenience. As the SOE was closed, the city government undertook an
overall plan of establishing an industrial district which aggregated many enterprises,
including the closing SOE. Many old workers were kept still, described as
“muddling through until retirement” in the original enterprise, sustaining their
stability by virtue of their seniority. However, young workers were offered several
choices for leaving, including buying out their labour, or moving to a new plant.
Obviously, the spatial movement of the SOE disrupted the long-established stability
of most workers. In fact, 90% of workers cut off relations with the original SOE.
Even those who remained were disturbed by inconvenient spatial commuting
because the newly built enterprise is far from old danwei assigned residence. Hence,
the original danwei segregation with stability is being reproduced.
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Figure 4. 4 Tiexi Square in the early 1990s
(http://www.sohu.com/a/155636089_782161)

Figure 4. 5 Tiexi Square in 2018
(Photo taken by the author)
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In summary, the social spaces of SOEs in the NE are perceived and experienced as
segregated spaces with persisting social stabilities. Under the enduring influence of
the danwei system, everyday life in the SOEs takes on a confining experience, not
least with the all-encompassing social infrastructure. Workers develop their
everyday life in the confined SOE spaces by enjoying the advanced and stable social
welfare. These segregated stabilities, along with SOE reform, are changing.
Segregated stabilities have dissipated and even vanished, prompting some
(especially the young) to exit.

4.3.2 Multi-scalar (Im)mobilities
In addition to segregated stabilities, my respondents characterised a second spatial
arrangement that reflects the relative and changing position of the SOE in its multiscalar context (local, urban, regional, and even global). I interpret this by referring
to Sheller & Urry’s (2006b: 2) argument that urbanism “has always been associated
with mobilities and their control, and continues to be so more than ever. The
technologies, infrastructure, material fabric and representational machinery of cities
support these mobilities, while also being shaped and re-shaped by them”. I thus
characterise this spatial arrangement as perceived and experienced as multi-scalar
(im)mobilities. Here, SOE social space is associated with various mobilities and
immobilities. These (im)mobilities are supported by physical and spatial
transformations

of

“technologies,

infrastructure,

material

fabric

and

representational machinery” (ibid) and link to reform processes.
Like the segregated stabilities formation, the multi-scalar (im)mobilities spatial
arrangement was often revealed in unexpected ways at unexpected times. Thus it
was with Kevin, whom I accompanied one evening on his way to start his night
shift. Along the way, he introduced me the buildings and facilities within the SOE
district. Residential housing, a technical school and a hospital are shown by Figures
4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 respectively in close proximity. He explained:
Kevin: You see, the buildings in this district are very typical in style, right?
The façade is mostly red, preserving the construction style of the Soviet
Union… Even the school is red. Many technical schools are located
here… The living communities are divided into multiple sub-districts.
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Most leaders and old workers live here. They were distributed residential
housing during their working time, or maybe they just paid a little
money… I wasn’t assigned a flat. Neither did I buy one nearby. It’s boring
to work and live with the same group of people in a limited area, without
privacy… I live in the commercial housing in the urban area. My parents
bought it for me as a marital house… This hospital originally belonged to
our SOE but has now been transferred to city government. Still, it is a fixed
medical place for us SOE workers…

Figure 4. 6 Residential housing in the district of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)

Figure 4. 7 A technical school in the district of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)
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Figure 4. 8 A hospital in the district of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)
Kevin conveys one experience of immobility that is scaled at the district level.
Kevin notes how the SOE living communities remain large in size, evocative of the
Soviet Union construction style many inherited. Many social functions continue in
existing buildings, like the school and hospital. Kevin further notes that although
the SOE hospital has transferred its ownership to the city government, it still offers
medical care to SOE workers. This demonstrates SOEs are deeply engaged in local
social development with the provision of social infrastructure and services, in spite
of the reform of institutional structures and ownership (Lin & Li, 2004). As Hannam
et al. (2006:3) claims “there is no linear increase in fluidity without extensive
systems of immobility, yet there is the growing capacity for more flexible and
dynamic scalar shifting, polymorphism of spatial forms and overlapping regulatory
regimes”. Crucially, the experience of such immobility is accompanied by a
recognised potential and capacity of mobility to influence everyday life.
Indeed, mobility can be further identified at an urban scale in Kevin’s narrative. By
breaking the segregated danwei housing confinements, Kevin shows his residential
choice of living in a commercial housing bought by his parents in the urban area.
For one thing, the unequal social relations of seniority and hierarchy facilitate SOEspecific homeownership and residential segregation (see Li & Yi, 2007). Kevin
indicates the flats in the SOE district are assigned to workers with seniority and in
high positions instead of young workshop workers. For another, this is also because
of boredom and lack of privacy, and a changing perception of close social relations,
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factors which makes Kevin leave the SOE community. Here mobilities are
entangled with changing social relations through everyday life.
The spatial expansion and relocation of SOE discussed by David further shows the
multi-scalar nature of this spatial arrangement on urban, provincial and regional
scales. David is a young technician who has been working in the technical
department at SOE A for 5 years since finishing his undergraduate studies. When
we met the second time in 2018, he introduced me to his new workplace, the newly
built headquarters shown in Figure 4.9, and treated me to lunch in their modern
dining hall. As we talked about the construction of the new headquarters, David
explained.
David: This New Business District (NBD) was put into operation last year,
designed by foreign architects, very modernised right?... The idea of
building this NBD is to strengthen the R&D of our own brand… Our new
top manager cares a lot about the promotion of our own brand, for his
personal achievement, or for the corporation? A new broom sweeps clean?
Maybe… We also have professionals making spatial plans for us, a district
centring the new NBD, you see (Fig. 4.10)... I’m now commuting between
the old workplace and NBD. I enjoy working here quite a lot though there
is a long commuting distance. Never mind, I can take shuttle buses… All
the facilities are new, caring about human needs, like foreign companies…
People working here are mostly technicians and managers, creating a
high qualified working environment… Making good guanxi is still
necessary and I can get access to the leaders and more chances here more
easily.
The newly built NBD, shown as Fig. 4.9, presents us not only a new workplace but
also an ambitious socio-spatial renovation led by the SOE’s top leader. In terms of
social changes, designed by foreign architects and equipped with facilities like
foreign companies, the NBD could be counted as a product of globalisation.
Focusing on R&D development for national own brand promotion, the NBD is also
described as a place where there is a concentration of “technicians and managers,
creating a high qualified working environment”. I was struck by contrasts in the
appearnaces of the NBD and old danwei. The NBD is filled with more advanced
equipment and socially superior workers compared to the old danwei .
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Figure 4. 9 The New Business District of SOE A established in 2018
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)

Figure 4. 10 Plan of SOE district based on the newly built NBD
(http://www.xinhuanet.com/auto/2018-08/02/c_1123211315.htm)

Figure 4. 11 Provincial development plan of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Aug. 2018)
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Yet, there remains danwei features of authoritity and guanxi. As the changes in the
construction and function of the NBD could all be attributed to the personal
ambition of the new top leader, “a new broom sweeps clean”, we see that seniority
and hiearchy play key roles in orienting the NBD and the whole SOE development.
This identification coincides with findings that SOE managers are given more
incentive and autonomy in determining the management of SOEs and leading SOE
socio-spatial development (see Yusuf et al., 2006). In fact, with easier access to
leaders, David intends to make good guanxi with them to facilitate his own social
improvement, reinforcing the understanding of mobility as potential.
In terms of spatial change, Figure 4.10 shows how the NBD is located in the very
south-west of the SOE district and on the edge of the whole city. In fact, the SOE
seeks to expand its influence on provincial spatial planning by constructing subbranches and supply chains across the province, as shown in Figure 4.11. This
ambition is echoed in the province’s 13th 5-year plan issued in 2016. Thus, in
relation to the NBD, the SOE develops multiple spatial meanings at the different
scales of the district, the city and the province.
This spatial arrangement also registers (im)mobilities of production factors.
Resources and workers are attracted to the construction and operation of the SOE’s
new headquarters, stimulating workers like David to commute further. Populated
mostly by “technicians and managers”, the NBD implies a disruption to traditional
danwei operation like job inheritance, or muddling through relying on seniority and
tie fan wan, which also reduces the spatial mobilities of workshop workers.
Finally, Victor’s description of his transnational working experiences shows a
global scale to this spatial arrangement:
Victor: I went to Iran for technical support of factory set-up and
equipment operation for 3 months. Our SOE set a sub-factory there, for
market expansion, or for political task? I don’t know. I know the sales of
our products are not good… Our group has 10 or more members, all
young technicians and managers… To be honest, I just want some foreign
working experiences. At least, it is good for practicing my English skills.
And it could be value added to my personal résumé… I think people who
go abroad all have their own considerations and plans for promotion or
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job hopping. After all, no one wants to leave home so far and for so long
time.
Victor reveals the spatial expansion of SOEs in the global market has supportive
mobilities involving capital, resources, techniques and personnel (Sheller & Urry,
2006). This is also demonstrated by the SOE strategic plan under the Belt & Road
Initiative. Here SOEs take responsibility for setting up factories in countries along
the Belt & Road, like Iran, Pakistan, South Africa and so on, shown in Figures 4.12
and 4.13. Victor speculates it is just as likely that this strategy is intended to fulfil
a “political task” as it is to be part of “market expansion”, implying the political
roles SOE play.

Figure 4. 12 A workshop of SOE A in South Africa
(http://www.xinhuanet.com/auto/2017-05/09/c_1120939602.htm)

Figure 4. 13 A product manufactured in the workshop of SOE A in Iran
(http://www.sohu.com/a/168418074_752975)
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Victor’s lived experiences suggest that the newly growing global vision of the SOE
doesn’t involve traditional danwei experiences, but relates to personal career
development and plans for future promotion or job hopping, i.e. mobilities, and the
ability to switch these on and off. SOE expansion in the global market seems to
diminish danwei segregated stabilities while inducing market-oriented mobilities.
This is especially applicable to “capable” and young technicians.
In summary, this second spatial arrangement includes (im)mobilities linked to
economic production and social reproduction at multiple scales. Not only do
mobilities matter, but immobilities are also important since the legacy of danwei
system and workers’ inertia to traditional working and living style are unable to be
changed easily. (Im)mobilities at district, urban, provincial and even global scales
have all been shown. Respondents linked multi-scalar (im)mobilities to SOE reform
in ways that are consistent with recent research findings. This includes the changing
roles of SOEs in gaining more autonomy for production (Lin & Germain, 2003),
separating social responsibility (Cai, 2006), coordinating with local governments
(Hu & Lin, 2013), and in global expansion, particularly since China’s “drawing in”
and “going out” in the late 1990s and early 2000s (Backer, 2010) and recent Belt &
Road Initiative in 2013 (Huang, 2016).
Crucially, however, this section extends these insights. That is, I argue reform
works on the everyday activities of economic production and social reproduction
through lived experiences. For example, workers feel stable in segregated SOE
spaces by maintaining tie fan wan, gaining seniority and hierarchy, and developing
complex guanxi. However, the multiple aspects of SOE reform have disturbed and
replaced these original stabilities, re-formulating (im)mobilities at all scales.
Although advantages of tie fan wan, seniority, and making guanxi still matter in
SOEs as inertia generating immobilities, newly hired young workers, especially
capable young technicians, aren’t fond of keeping these stabilities, and fight for
chances for further development –through the perceived potential of mobility.

4.4 SOEs as Socio-spatial formations
This section explores how these linked social relations and spatial arrangements
constitute the SOE as socio-spatial formation. Accordingly, I interpret the empirical
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evidence presented above with reference to Lefebvre’s research on the production
of space (1991a) and invoke his concept of concrete abstraction (after Stanek, 2008).
From section 2.5, key elements of socio-spatial formation include emergence,
multiplicity, indeterminacy, and actualisation of space through arrangements and
orders, and circulation of potential.
For Lefebvre, the “social space” of everyday life subsumes the things produced by
everyday activities and encompasses their interrelationships, in all their
simultaneity and diachronicity, becoming a kind of “meeting place” and “common
ground” of activity and meaning (1991: 97). Lefebvre delineates this “socio-spatial
formation” by noticing that “social relations, concrete abstractions, only have real
existence in and through space. Their support is spatial” (1991:404). His concept of
concrete abstraction disrupts the established opposition between a conception of
abstract space and a perception of concrete space. Concrete abstraction “has an
affinity with logical forms: it calls for the content and cannot be conceived of as
having no content; but, thanks to abstraction, it is in fact conceived of, precisely, as
independent of any specific content” (Lefebvre, 1991: 101). For Stanek (2008)
concrete abstractions are actualised as relations (including social and spatial)
become true in social, economic, political, and cultural practices.
How are such concrete abstractions actualised in the case of SOEs? In the case of
SOEs, structural processes of reform under globalisation insinuate workers’
everyday lives both through activities of economic and social reproduction and
reproduction of the social, spatial, and temporal relations enabling everyday life.
Reform can be expected to re-configure the social, spatial and temporal relations of
everyday life in interdependent ways. My empirical findings suggest that these reconfigurations involve two spatial arrangements, one experienced by respondents
as segregated stabilities and a second, by contrast, involves multi-scalar
(im)mobilities.

Re-configuration

(transformation)

emerges

through

these

arrangements as SOEs contain both a territorial side of stabilising social relations
and a deterritorialised side of mobilising and variegation (after Deleuze & Guatarri,
1987; see also DeLanda, 2006).
This is consistent with my findings on how reform has led workers to develop
diverse perceptions of three key social relations, referencing iron rice bowls (tie fan
wan), seniority and hierarchy (lun zi pai bei), and interpersonal relations (guanxi).
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Tie fan wan is used to describe the stable social relations SOEs provide to their
working members with life-long working positions and social welfares. Under SOE
reform, workers experienced gaining, losing, and regaining of tie fan wan,
indicating a generation, disruption and redevelopment of SOE stable social relations.
Although an SOE job could still be reckoned as tie fan wan today, younger workers,
especially highly educated capable technicians don’t take the stable social relations
seriously but try to initiate multiple mobile practices to break the stability.
The disrupted experiences of tie fan wan are related to the other two specific social
relations of lun zi pai bei and guanxi. Lun zi pai bei generates hierarchical social
relations, with welfare, getting promotion, and exerting one’s rights and power
contingent on one’s positional ranking and working age. The idea of keeping SOE
tie fan wan stimulates workers to maintain and extend seniorities, climb up the
positional ladder themselves, and make good guanxi with colleagues and leaders.
Gaining seniority, hierarchy and guanxi in turn can facilitate one’s maintenance of
tie fan wan, realising a feedback loop reproducing stabilities. Nevertheless, these
social relations are favoured very differently by old and young workers and
reproduce inequalities.
Taken together, these data begin to sketch the outlines of the SOE as an emergent
socio-spatial formation. Key is the contingent negotiation of segregated stabilities
and multi-scalar (im)mobilities which reproduces spatial arrangements, practices
(including mobility and immobility) and, in turn, social relations. That is, social
relations, spatial arrangements, and practice are together involved in a broader
process of emergence and transformation. As reform unfolds, SOE social relations
gradually change with spatial mobilities and immobilities of production factors on
multiple scales. The concepts of tie fan wan, lun zi pai bei and guanxi are
regenerated and updated by workers everyday practices of economic production
and social reproduction. The multi-scalar (im)mobilities are shaped from a
dissipating stable and confined danwei socio-spaces to spaces with open-endedness
and possibilities.

4.5 Summary and Further Research Directions
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This chapter addressed the first proposition that social relations arising from
workers’ lived experiences of economic production and social reproduction reflect
broader and structural processes of reform under globalisation, reproduce spatial
arrangements, and constitute a socio-spatial formation. Transcripts revealed three
specific social relations. All of these social relations have undergone changes
during the process of SOE reform under globalisation. While SOEs maintain
danwei traditions and generate stable, hierarchical and close social relations by
offering tie fan wan, obeying lun zi pai bei and solidifying guanxi, reform disrupts
the original social relations through changes in workers’ everyday activities.
Two interdependent spatial arrangements were linked to these social relations.
Workers

described

experiencing

segregated

stabilities

and

multi-scalar

(im)mobilities. I argue it is the entwinement between social relations and these
spatial arrangements that constitutes the SOE as a socio-spatial formation. The
chapter reads this interplay using Lefebvre’s proposition of concrete abstraction.
There are important implications of this insight for CEG. First, workers’ everyday
lives are proved to be important to CEG research and should be included in future
CEG development. Both economic production and social reproduction matter in
firm development and overall economic activities. In concrete, when adjusting the
geographical location and spatial arrangement of any industry or any enterprise,
approaching to workers’ everyday lives could be an effective alternative to
structuralised factor analysis. The investigation to everyday life should extend to
workers’ after-work lives and places outside their work sites, which emphasise the
social and cultural significance in spatial development of economic activities (e.g.
Carr, 2017).
Second, CEG research should build up a processual viewpoint of time and space
and take them as an interactive dynamism for CEG development. For example, SOE
social relations develop and change through workers’ everyday lives, which
contribute to the spatial arrangements of SOE socioeconomic activities. In turn, this
spatial arrangements react with workers’ perceptions of the changing social
relations and engage them with the ongoing transformation of SOE socio-spatial
formations. This implication will be further developed in the next chapter through
proactive worker agency.
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5 Practices, (Im)mobilities, and Socio-spatial Formations

5.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the second research proposition that workers’ practices and
potentialities reproduce SOE social-spatial formations. Focusing on the
employment practices of workers, this chapter investigates how particular
experiences and meanings of immobility and mobility arise in everyday life, and
how these (im)mobilities shape ongoing practices and reproduce SOE socio-spatial
formations more widely.
This work draws on two strands of research. First, the globalisation of economic
activities interacts with workers’ everyday practices to give rise to distinctive
experiences of mobilities and immobilities (Sassen, 2000). For example, as one of
the major export countries in the global labour market, the Philippines undergirds
the government contract system to facilitate local women’s practices of becoming
domestic workers abroad in places like Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Canada,
and Europe for making subsistence for their families (e.g., Lindio-McGovern, 2003;
Stasiulis & Bakan, 1997; 2005; Yeoh & Huang; 2000). Across China, as mentioned
in Chapter 2, globalisation has accelerated large FDI inflow and introduced many
TNCs to China’s developed urban spaces, stimulating a multitude of rural-to-urban
migration and mobile practices of migrants. However, scholars also identify that
the free flow of transnational workers has been changed by transforming migrant
workers from guests to political aliens (Sassen, 1999). From there arises a kind of
“immobility regime” under globalisation, that is, globalisation paradoxically
produces immobility for political regulations of people alongside the mobility of
goods and services (Turner, 2007).
Second, these (im)mobilities change the meanings of spaces and times through
workers’ everyday lives and shape their ongoing practices (Sheller & Urry, 2006).
Taking offshore service development in the Philippines and Malaysia as an example,
scholars find the global information economy is embedded and socially reproduced
in everyday settings. This includes workers’ behavioural decoupling of time zones
and locational masking of their working spaces (Brooker, 2011; Kleibert, 2015). In
this case, globalisation brings about global service transfer and changes the times
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and spaces of workers’ everyday practices. Meanwhile, workers help modify the
global social-spatial structures through their everyday practices. For example, in
the context of Europe’s economic recession, Bailey (2013) identified how
transnational migrant workers’ practices of remitting and transnational familyhood
contribute to the reproduction of socio-spatial relations through transnational
biopolitics. Through such mechanisms, workers’ experiences of mobilities or
immobilities change the times and spaces of their everyday lives and further impact
the temporality and spatiality of globalisation with their ongoing practices.
This chapter weaves these strands together by first depicting three employment
practices and describing the associated experiences of mobilities and immobilities.
Here I supplement interview data with a cinematographic analysis that sheds light
on experience. Section 5.3 explores how these (im)mobilities show worker agency
and contribute to SOE social-spatial formations by impacting the meanings of times
and spaces. Further conceptual development is discussed in Section 5.4.

5.2 Employment Practices and (Im)mobilities
From the transcripts, I identify three employment practices that workers associate
with SOE reform under globalisation, namely job-leaving (li zhi), positional
promotion (sheng zhi), and part-time job (jian zhi). Li zhi indicates workers leaving
their working SOEs, either by taking mobile practices voluntarily or by getting laidoff. Sheng zhi entails workers’ upward social mobility, which encompasses workers’
practices to get positional promotion in the SOE. Jian zhi means workers take jobs
outside SOEs and keep their SOE positions at the same time, aiming for upward
social mobility elsewhere while keeping stable in the SOEs. For each practice, I
note how globalisation and reform are involved, and I characterise workers’
disparate experiences of mobilities and immobilities.

5.2.1 Job-Leaving (Li Zhi)
As mentioned, when China broadly opened up to the global market in the late 1990s
and early 2000s, many SOEs were closed down and a large number of workers were
laid-off and forced to leave their jobs. Image data from the movie “The Piano in the
Factory (Gang De Qin)” (“Piano,” hereafter) are applied here to enable a
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retrospection on SOE development history. A cinematographic analysis of the
movie is used to explain the emergence of workers’ laid-off practices and their
experiences of mobilities and immobilities (see Wu & Bailey, forthcoming).
Released in 2010, Piano tells the story of a former SOE worker in NE China in the
late 1990s. After his iron and steel SOE laid him off, he assembles a small local
music band in order to make a living. The plot is embodied when his wife, also a
former worker in the same SOE, divorces him for a wealthier man who is running
the business and then the protagonist fights for the custody of their only child.
Getting a piano for his child is the only way for him to win custody. Represented
as impotent because he cannot afford to buy a new one, the hero asks his previous
workmates to help him design and produce a steel piano in the dilapidated factory.

Figure 5. 1 A still from the movie “The Piano in a Factory”-1
https://movie.douban.com/photos/photo/2508036547/

Figure 5. 2 A still from the movie “The Piano in a Factory”-2
https://movie.douban.com/photos/photo/1002446333/
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The same still of a SOE workshop with partially decaying roof appears several
times throughout the film, arousing audiences’ visions, understanding, feelings, and
imaginations of both mobility and immobility. Figure 5.1 shows a juxtaposition of
the immobility of the hero and the mobility of his former wife after their lay-offs.
While the broken side of the roof reinforces the hero as immobile and segregated,
with a decaying past, the solid side represents his ex-wife as mobile with access to
a bright future. When the hero gives up the pursuit of wining custody and tells his
ex-wife “you can take Xiao Yuan”, the film comes to a compromise between
immobility and mobility. Then Figure 5.2 shows a disruption to the binary
representation of mobility and immobility, when the movie returns us to this setting
and presents just the hero astride his motorbike. Now, he stands so as to appear like
a winged angel, with one wing broken and one wing working, staggering between
current immobility and potential mobility. Although he looks confused and
precarious, with his eyes blurred and brows knitted, his pose on the motorbike
conveys the message of being ready to embrace mobility.
Piano’s narrative complicates a binary rendering of laid-off workers’ mobile and
immobile practices. As some of them, like the wife, got involved in the market,
mobile practices of leaving the SOEs were shown. But some others couldn’t entirely
detach from the SOEs easily because of long-lived social segregation and spatial
boundedness, performing immobile practices like assembling a local band to make
a living and organising former workmates to produce a piano in the SOE dilapidated
factory. Still, there are spaces, realistic or imaginable, where workers could actively
and positively initiate their future mobile practices.
When it comes to modern SOEs in contemporary China, which have gone through
rounds of reform, workers mainly take job-hopping practices to leave the SOE jobs
and realise their mobilities. Recalling Victor’s narratives in 4.2.2, he showed his
colleague’s successful mobile practice of job-hopping to a PE in Southern China
and his failed mobile practice of transferring to another department, exemplifying
the experiences of mobility and immobility. When I revisited Victor a year later in
2018, he described the recent round of SOE reform and the increase in job-hopping
practices workers took to leave the SOE. He also explained the meanings of his own
immobility by keeping his SOE position during the reform.
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Victor: A new top manager got in his position last year and initiated a
thorough institutional reform called “everyone stands up”. That is,
everyone leaves their current position and then competes for new position
under the new institutional system. This reform aims to improve
production efficiency and reduce redundant workforce for more
competitiveness in the market... However, the final result is that the
redundancy still exists, but real talents leave... I think 1/3 of technicians,
mostly young and middle-aged, left for PEs and joint ventures in South
China... The reasons are simple: triple times of income and superior
positions... Still, I stay for experience accumulation and my own “trump
card” development. After all, the big SOE provides resources for me to
equip myself with more abilities for better places.
This narrative sheds light on the experience and meaning of mobility and
immobility in two ways. First, SOE ongoing development under reform is reflected
on workers’ different mobile and immobile experiences. When the reform of
“everyone stands up” was initiated by the top manager, a radical change of SOE
personnel management took place. It directly resulted in different mobile and
immobile experiences among workers. One third of the technicians left their SOE
jobs and practiced their mobilities to earn more income and superior positions
elsewhere. Their mobilities show great contrast with the immobilities of the many
redundant workforce. Meanwhile, Victor’s preparation of experience accumulation
for his future upward social mobility imply his potential mobility of leaving the
SOE in the future. As the globalisation and SOE reform assembled and
disassembled heterogeneous elements, a multiplicity of relations became embedded
in workers’ different mobility and immobility experiences (see Massey, 2005).
Second, mobilities are experienced in a becoming sense, with the passing time
constituting an existing present and conceivable future (Deleuze, 1994). This
becoming produces meaning, making sense by considering a balance between
mobility and “motility”. As Kaufmann et al. (2004:750) indicated, “motility
incorporates structural and cultural dimensions of movement and action in that the
actual or potential capacity for spatio-social mobility may be realised differently or
have different consequences across varying socio-cultural contexts”. When it
applies to SOE workers, especially to Victor, who took SOE as a platform and a
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springboard, motility is depicted as a past failed mobility trial, current immobile
practices of experience accumulation, and the future mobile practice of job-hopping
to achieve a better position. SOE spaces and times take on meanings as a kind of
“mooring” (Hannam et al., 2006) for workers to incorporate multiple considerations
and practice actual and potential capacity for social-spatial mobility. As expected,
several months after my second talk with Victor, he applied for a leading joint
venture with much better conditions in Beijing and realised his personal spatial and
social mobile practices.
As such, workers’ job-leaving practices have both passive and active forms. During
the early stage of SOE reform, many SOEs collapsed and workers were largely laidoff and forced to leave the SOEs. In contemporary times when China is broadly
embracing globalisation and SOEs are regaining power in the market, workers take
job-hopping practices to leave SOEs mostly based on their own consideration.
Workers show different experiences of mobility and immobility through these jobleaving practices. During the laid-off period, while some workers grasped chances
in the market and successfully realised their mobilities, some others were kept
immobile in original dilapidated factories and suffered from precarity. Having
experienced rounds of SOE reform in contemporary global market, the capable
young technicians took job-hopping to initiate their mobilities of leaving the SOEs
for more profitable enterprises in the market. Yet, some redundant workforce stayed
immobile in the SOEs and enjoyed the stabilities. Whatever the (im)mobility
experience is, the binary is not strict but rather blurred in an always-becoming sense.
Motility is identified during this becoming as the capacity to be mobile (Bauman,
2000), which also links spatial mobility with social mobility (Kaufmann et al.,
2004).

5.2.2 Positional Promotion (Sheng Zhi)
Positional promotion is the most important and direct way to realise upward social
mobility within an SOE. Stimulated by the function of hierarchy and seniority
described in 4.2.2, workers all desired to be promoted somehow, showing a certain
extent of motility. This next part uses quotes from two SOE workers to show their
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different mobility and immobility experiences related to positional promotion in
current SOEs.
The first quote comes from Shirley (who appeared in 4.2.2) where she is justifying
the rationality of seniority and hierarchy. As a female middle-level manager with
long-term work experience, Shirley is enjoying her seniority and hierarchy and an
annual wage of more than 0.4 million RMB. In the following quote, she described
both her own positional promotion and that of young technicians today.
Shirley: I’ve been working for more than 20 years, all the way to today’s
position. I’m quite lucky and feeling grateful that all my superiors think
highly of me and gave me the chance to hold this position... We borrowed
and adopted the training and promotion systems from foreign companies
during reform... Young technicians now are required to finish all the tests
to get promotion... After all, the positions are very limited, which cannot
meet everyone’s needs. Moreover, work experience and leaders’
impressions of your performance still matters much... There are cases
where young technicians attain the standard of tests but positions aren’t
enough or they are not experienced... They may feel mistreated or
heartbroken and find opportunities outside SOE in the market… Jobhopping is quite normal for the young.
The relation between social mobility in the form of promotion and spatial mobility
in the form of job-hopping could be identified from Shirley’s words. We may
speculate that if someone like Shirley could smoothly move upward to a higher rank
in the SOE, there is little chance that he/she would leave the SOE. However, if
someone couldn’t attain a reasonable position through hard work and strong ability,
like today’s young technicians in the SOE, he/she would choose job-hopping as an
alternative. The link between social and spatial mobility is well established (Savage,
1988). For example, in the transnational context of Europe, Favell & Recchi (2011)
identified that the recognition of EU citizenship facilitates the freedom of spatial
mobility among countries in the EU region and also extends opportunities for social
mobility. In the case of SOE young technicians, spatial mobility is taken as a
strategic practice to compensate for one’s upward social immobility if one couldn’t
get positional promotion within the SOE.
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The practice of SOE positional promotion and the connected meanings of social
and spatial mobility link back to reform and globalisation in two aspects. First, SOE
reform alters personnel management and promotion methods, i.e. SOE social
relations, since SOEs began to borrow and adopt the training and promotion
systems from foreign companies. Implied by Shirley, positional promotion during
her time of danwei relied greatly on leaders’ recognition and luck. The change
brought by globalisation provides young technicians with more equal opportunities
get upward social mobility within SOEs. However, the traditional danwei
characteristics still prevail, as work experience and leaders’ impressions of your
performance still matters much. The failure of promotion makes some capable
young technicians feel “mistreated and heartbroken” and gives rise to job-hopping,
resulting in a transition from social immobility to spatial mobility.
Second, globalisation expands the demands of technicians in the market and
provides potential advanced opportunities for young technicians. Keeping the SOE
iron rice bowl for a whole lifetime has been changed by free spatial mobile practices
of job-hopping to the open market. In this sense, globalisation and SOE reform
either enables workers’ promotion within the SOEs to realise their social mobility
or provides more employment opportunities in the market to stimulate workers’
spatial mobility of leaving the SOEs.
Nevertheless, for most workshop workers who don’t have many personal skills or
much social capital, immobilities are the reality that they have to face. As Lipset &
Bendix (1959) identified the vulnerabilities in achieving upward social mobility of
the unskilled working class, Faist (2013) further noted that the spatial mobility—
trans-border migration specifically— of unskilled labour migrants would reproduce
social inequality in the sense of their social mobility being trapped under the
mechanism of social hierarchisation. John’s words, from the perspective of an
unskilled workshop worker, supplement the meanings of social immobility.
Interestingly, when I first asked John if he was satisfied with his SOE job, he said
“Yes” without hesitation. Later on, when he noticed I was not an SOE invigilator,
he expressed his authentic feelings:
John: I am not satisfied, not at all! But what could I do? Where could I
leave for? I have no diploma, no capital to support me getting promoted
to a technician. No way…When I first came to the workshop, I made myself
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an aim of getting off the assembly line, to be a group leader. I worked very
hard in the first three years, realised my aim and become a group leader.
But later on, I suddenly felt no benefit to hard work because I cannot climb
higher anymore, no space for promotion... To tell the truth, I just want to
muddle through. Look at those old workers; I could see my future in
them… Even if I work as hard as before, I cannot make more money…
The experience of both spatial and social immobilities could be identified, as John
told me that he had nowhere to leave for to actualise job-hopping nor could he get
further promotion to a technician because of his lack of education certificate and
social capital. The vulnerability of the unskilled working class is justified by such
immobilities. Meanwhile, John developed a passive and unsatisfactory attitude
toward the SOE job and a loss of enthusiasm about everyday work, which combines
workers’ feelings and emotions with immobilities (see Cangià, 2017). As John
confessed that he could see his future in the old workers, he also adopted a temporal
viewpoint to see through the immobility experience added by temporal relations
(see Waite & Lewis, 2017). Such affective and temporal meaning of immobilities
is manifested as the practice of “muddling through”, a failed positional promotion.
Moreover, John’s immobilities, with a distinction from cadres’ mobilities, bring
about the concern of uneven mobility, referring to “a sovereign terrain for
movement, the means or modes of movement, and the institutional apparatus and
communication media for knowledge production” (Sheller, 2016:16). This
interpretation of unevenness derives from scholarly attention to the power and
politics underlying (im)mobile practices. For example, linking mobility with space
and power, Jensen (2011) identified that mobility is spatially embodied, practiced,
perceived, and imagined and is made and shaped by powers. Inventing a new
concept of “governmobility” by combining mobility studies and governmentality,
Bærenholdt (2013) indicated that society is now governed through mobility with
embodied differences across subjects, which also produces unequal mobile subjects
performing different mobilities. These theorisations reassure the different
possibilities of mobilities in an uneven status among bodies, and the uneven mobile
chances dominated by globalisation should offer an explanation to this mobility
inequality. As economic globalisation asks for more efficiency and profits by the
rearrangement of production factors, the labour market has sifted and differentiated
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workers according to different needs, resulting in an inequality of job opportunities
and free choices across global spaces and among different classes (see Krugman &
Venables, 1995; Storper, 2000).
Taken together, this part mainly focuses on social (im)mobile experiences of SOE
workers centering on positional promotion, which is also inseparable to spatial
(im)mobile practices of job-hopping linked by motility. Some middle-aged
technicians may have already realised social mobility by taking advantage of
seniority and hierarchy. Some young technicians may initiate spatial mobile
practices of job-hopping to compensate for social immobility in the SOEs. Other
unskilled workshop workers may fail or have an inability to attain social mobility
but will stay still in the SOE by taking the immobile practice of muddling through.
From all these cases, we could identify that the traditional danwei characteristics of
stability and seniority play a part in sustaining spatial immobility and limiting
upward social mobility. However, the lure of higher income and position in the
market brought by globalisation has become the incentive for workers to take
spatial mobile practice of leaving SOEs and find social mobile opportunities in the
market. Yet, for the unskilled working class, an uneven mobility is aggravated by
globalisation, which resulted in their both spatial and social immobilities.

5.2.3 Part-time Job (Jian Zhi)
Taking part-time jobs while keeping original SOE positions has provided the wiggle
room for SOE workers to pursue higher social status without actually leaving the
SOEs. Although doing part-time work doesn’t comply with SOE regulations, the
SOEs haven’t officially forbidden those activities, but tacitly give consent. I
detected that some workers were using the very developed social network and
technology to do business through WeChat or became part-time drivers via an
online car sharing system. I also learned from my key informants that some workers
were running small businesses apart from their SOE jobs. Yet, this is a very
intriguing area of investigation because workers don’t directly tell me that they are
doing part-time jobs, but when I achieve rapport with my respondents after rounds
of talk, they are willing to add me as personal contact and disclose what they are
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really doing and thinking. The following narratives from David and John show how
everyday practices of part-time work reproduce spatial and social (im)mobilities.
David: I happened to join a project through a colleague, a joint ownership
project between our SOE and a PE, which also encourages other
shareholders. It’s a trial, a pioneering trial of mixed ownership reform,
without publicity... I’m walking on two legs… On the one leg, I still have
my SOE job… On the other leg, I took responsibility of this non-state
business... Last time, I told you I had already seen myself at my retirement,
at most being a section chief. But I don’t want to retire like that… If I could
successfully run this part of the business and be a leader myself, even a
manager, I will surely enhance my social status, completely breaking the
ceiling... This is why I’m taking the risk of leaving the SOE, becoming the
bridge between SOE and the PE… I’m biding my time.
Taking the chance of mixed ownership reform of the SOE, David was managing
his own upward social mobility by both keeping his original SOE job and
confidentially running a non-SOE business. In fact, this talk took place after many
same-aged young technicians left the SOE for more income in PEs during the new
round of SOE institutional reform. David had expressed great concern about the
costs and benefits of leaving the SOE job entirely. Finally, he made the decision of
“walking on two legs”, sustaining the stable SOE income as a top concern and trying
to realise social mobility by taking responsibility of the non-state business. Such
practice, described as “biding his time” by David, again breaks the dualism of
mobility and immobility, of movement and moorings (Bissell, 2007), but provides
more possibilities and potentials for mobilities. That is, David sacrifices his current
spatial mobility for future social mobility. As David envisaged a timespace of his
possible future career from old workers that he wanted to get rid of, he also showed
optimism and ambition for another timespace with rising social status by the
practice of running the non-state business. A temporal viewpoint of space is set up
(see May & Thrift, 2003), linking current spatial immobility with future potential
social mobility.
Globalisation and reform are implied in influencing David’s mobility and
immobility. Actually, SOE’s new trial in the mixed-ownership project is a product
of the most recent SOE reform under globalisation. This project adjusts SOE
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institutional organisation and personnel management which lays the contextual
foundation for David’s potential upward social mobility to become a leader, a
manager in future non-state business. Also mentioned by David is that he is taking
the risk of losing the SOE job: globalisation is meant to bring uncertainty to the
original stability, acting as a hidden possibility for workers’ leaving SOE practice.
In this sense, the border of mobility and immobility is blurred under the influence
of globalisation and reform.
From the stance of a workshop worker, John described his pursuit for upward social
mobility by running a small business outside the SOE while keeping his SOE
position.
John: I know I couldn’t leave the SOE... After all, I need a stable monthly
income for meeting my basic needs. But this place shouldn’t be my tomb.
I need improvements and progress... I decided to open up my own small
business outside (in the market). And I’ve been doing it, actually. I’ve
already rented a shop... I have my personal guanxi that would help me
keep the business running... As a man, the only son, I need to make extra
money for me and my family’s needs... I’m telling some unspeakable
secrets and truths. There are some methods, little tricks, to keep your
position here and do your own things out there, the freelancing job... All
you need is to make good guanxi with leaders and colleagues. Bribe them
sometimes...
Although current SOE still provides a stable monthly wage to workers, acting as an
iron rice bowl, this stability seems to have become a trap of mobility for John, when
he used “tomb” to describe his working place. Unable to leave the SOE because of
such stability, John started running a small business in the market to “make extra
money” and improve social status, noted as “improvement and progress”. The
opportunities provided by the market in the broad context of globalisation should
be highlighted as a platform for workers’ social mobility practices. To fulfil this
social mobility, John also exercised practices like using personal guanxi to set up
the business and making good guanxi with leaders and colleagues to run the
business, even by bribery sometimes. In this sense, John actually took advantage of
his immobility in the SOE to achieve upward social mobility in the market.
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To sum up, this part depicts workers’ everyday practices of doing part-time nonSOE jobs while keeping the SOE jobs, which presents a seesaw situation of both
mobile and immobile experiences. The mobile experience mainly refers to workers’
endeavours in achieving upward social mobility in the market, and the immobile
experience indicates the stagnancy of workers in original SOEs to maintain the
stability. The coexistence of both mobility and immobility of the same subjects
reflects the co-working of SOE traditions inherited from the past and SOE
reformations under ongoing globalisation. The motility of upward social mobility
with an imagined future timespace contributes to their everyday practices of taking
part-time jobs.

5.3 SOE Social-spatial Formations through (Im)mobilities
This section explores how the depicted (im)mobilities change times and spaces of
workers’ everyday lives, shape workers’ ongoing practices, and further impact the
SOE social-spatial formation. Here, I refer to times as both “linear diachronic time”
of the SOE history and “non-linear subjective time” interwoven with workers’
recollection, experience, and imagination of their SOE lives. Space is also plural,
encompassing all the spaces of workers’ everyday lives, including but not limited
to places like workplace and residence, and scales like the district, the city, the
region and the globe. Recalling the two forms of SOE spatial arrangements of
segregated stabilities and multi-scalar (im)mobilities in 4.3, this section finds links
between workers’ immobile practices and SOE segregated stabilities, and between
workers’ mobile practices and SOE multi-scalar (im)mobilities.

5.3.1 Workers’ Immobile Practices and SOE Segregated Stabilities
Drawing on the film Piano again, a fading of once segregated and stable SOE socialspace during the late 1990s and early 2000s is shown by the immobile practices of
laid-off workers. In Figure 5.3, the immobile laid-off workers singing in front of
the belching smokestacks ironically symbolise the decaying of once prosperous
SOE social-spaces. In sonic terms, a distinction is evoked between the rhythms and
sounds of the former SOE and the tunes of today. Through the lyric “what torments
your heart”, the SOE is portrayed spatially and socially as desolation and
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dilapidation, arousing workers’ affects of hurt with their immobilities. As Jensen
(2011) noted, mobility intermingles with perceptions, experiences, and desires of
the modern self; immobilities are also embodied with negative perceptions and
despair. SOE once segregated stabilities that have been destroyed but habitually
kept and cherished in hearts of the immobile as “the critical life event of redundancy”
(Gardiner et al., 2009:728).

Figure 5. 3 A still from the movie “The Piano in a Factory”-3
https://movie.douban.com/photos/photo/1156747891/
The appearance of the weed tree and a left-behind worker in Figure 5.4, at the very
heart of what used to be the industrial workplace, invokes the becoming of SOE
social spaces in binary representations of temporal relations (i.e., then/now,
now/later) and spatial relations (i.e., here/there) (Wu & Bailey, forthcoming). The
tree has adapted to the new environment and grown quickly, which reminds us of
the abandonment of “now”, versus the heyday of “then”. Its vitality suggests hope
for what might be “later”, but is not “now” in the SOE. The immobile left-behind
worker, looking down at the ground with great loss, stands in contrast to the
invisible mobile ones, who left the “here” of SOE and might thrive elsewhere
“there”. These binary temporalities and spatialities further impact workers’
practices and contribute to the dissipation of SOE social stabilities and the
dissolution of SOE segregated spaces. That is, while the immobile were trapped in
the once stable SOE social-space by indulging themselves in prosperous past of the
SOE, the mobile strived for their future elsewhere in the outside market, temporally
accelerating the spatial decay of SOE segregated stabilities with unpredictable
futures.
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Figure 5. 4 A still from the movie “The Piano in a Factory”-4
https://movie.douban.com/photos/photo/1160295028/
Amongst currently employed workers, I found that SOE segregated stabilities
prevail again through immobile practices. I take narratives from three workers to
exemplify how workers’ immobile practices show such reproduction. The first
narrative comes from a female workshop worker named Teresa. Teresa is in her 50s
and has been working in SOE A for more than 30 years, and now works as a storage
keeper with a very small workload. When I caught up with her in her operation
room at the storage site shown in Figure 5.5, she was reading a Buddhist scripture
with no relation to her SOE job, and appeared to be “muddling through” the daily
work. Recollecting her working experience since her enrolment, Teresa said:
Teresa: I witness all the great changes of our SOE, getting better and
better. I’m very proud of our SOE. I feel very grateful to our nation, to the
Party, for creating good places for us to work and live... Our SOE has
always been an alluring workplace offering good and stable welfare.
When I graduated from high school, I didn’t even get a chance to work
here. After 2 years’ training in an entrusting training institution, I was
finally enrolled... I moved along with personnel transfer orders of the SOE
from very old plants, which have been demolished and renovated, to
todays’ new and nice ones... Old plants weren’t this modern but required
much manual labour, dirty and tiring… I enjoy working in the SOE, with
ease and stability… I would definitely work here till my retirement, with
all my gratitude.
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Figure 5. 5 A storage site in a workshop of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Aug. 2017)
Teresa described her enjoyment of SOE social stabilities in terms of an ongoing
immobility with the SOE, which consolidates the SOE socio-spatial formation of
segregated stabilities. This meaning arises despite the hard times the SOE went
through with unfavourable working conditions and some “demolition and
renovation” during reform. Teresa has sustained her SOE position by “moving
along with personnel transfer orders of the SOE”, that is strategic management of
flow as orderly and stable. Depicting the SOE as a 30 years’ temporal stretch of
spatial development, with the transformation from workshops “requiring much
manual labour, dirty and tiring” to today’s “new, nice, and modern” ones with ease
and stability, Teresa identifies a flowing but reliable SOE space associated with the
temporal accumulation of stabilities. Such spatiality and temporality further shape
her ongoing practices, like “muddling through” of reading Buddha script and
presuming a future immobility, until retirement. This consolidates the SOE social
stabilities and confines workers’ everyday lives in SOE segregated spaces.
Moreover, Teresa’s ongoing practices are supported by and embodied with very
positive affective relations, such as the proud feeling of working in the SOE and
gratitude to the nation and the Party. This suggests that affect maintains power in
leading workers’ practices and managing spatiality and temporality of workers’
everyday lives to further impact SOE timespace (see Tolia-Kelly, 2008), a theme
explored in further detail in the next chapter.
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The second respondent I quote here is a young assembly line worker named Smith.
Smith had been working in SOE A for 6 years. He was directly transferred to the
SOE by his technical school upon his graduation. When I revisited him in 2018, he
introduced me to his workshop (shown in Figure 5.6). I had on-site observation
along with an individual interview with Smith. My impression of the workshop is
that it is a very bright and nice one with spacious working space and modernised
equipment. It is also a well-organised one with an automated assembly line
transferring the products from one workstation to the next in a smooth rhythm.
Moreover, I sensed that the working environment is warm and friendly. When I
went in, the workers were having routine afternoon tea around big square tables.
Workers were eating, drinking, talking, and laughing during the teatime, although
it was a very short 10-15 minutes. It seemed like a harmonious and lively SOE
social-space to me. However, Smith saw everything differently, as can be seen from
the following narrative.

Figure 5. 6 An assembly line in a workshop of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)
Smith: Workshops are very confined spaces. You only get to know several
workmates in your group... You see, the lights are on 24 hours a day that
you could hardly tell if it is the day or night... Especially when I’m on night
shifts, it seems I’m totally segregated from the sunshine outside because I
need to sleep in the day... Night shift work is especially bad for my health.
It’s OK for me now, since I’m still young, but you see the old workers.
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They cannot bear the workload... I don’t stay up the whole night now, by
some means [Smirk], and leave early at one or two o’clock…We had tried
some protests for better treatment before, but failed [Stop]... I’m very
unsatisfied, even depressed... Once I’ve got a place with higher wages, I’ll
surely leave without hesitation! [High-pitched]
Through his immobile experience of working in the SOE, Smith developed a totally
different meaning of SOE time and space from my on-site observation: The
spacious working site was experienced as a confined space with repetitive work and
limited sociality. The bright workstations with 24-hour lights on were described as
a disturbance that made it impossible to tell the day from the night. The night shift
work was blamed for being harmful to health. Making an analogy to old workers’
status, with great sympathy, Smith developed a vision of his future working status,
which aggregated his dissatisfaction and depression about the SOE job.
These undesirable meanings of SOE time and space stimulate his motility of leaving
the SOE, without hesitation. As immobility generates motility, motility integrates a
mastery of complex mobilities and mobility systems (Kaufmann, 2002). Smith
further exercised the rule-violating practice of leaving work early, the trial of
protesting for better treatment and the part-time work of introducing small business
to his friends, which will be illustrated later. These practices disrupt what Teresa
described as “easy and stable” SOE social space and turn it into an unstable and
motile one.
The impact of motility is further shown by the third quote from Jack. Jack enrolled
in the SOE in 2015 through campus recruitment when he finished his undergraduate
studies. When I made a call with him during the pilot study period in early 2017,
Jack was quite satisfied with his SOE job. However, when I met him in person half
a year later, he was in a very low mood because he was unable to get promotion
and found his current SOE job meaningless. While introducing me to his
workstation, shown in Fig. 5.7, he said the following words:
Jack: You see, this is our workstation... We are responsible for the
performance testing of our products. The work is... I put one product into
that testing room behind the window. I sit in front of the window here
operating the computers to simulate extreme conditions and test it. After
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all the tests, I get some results. Then I put another product into that testing
room, repeating the whole procedure again... Very boring and tedious...
Of course, it’s impossible to repeat this silly work my whole life long! I’m
trying to do something. I want promotion...Making good guanxi with the
section chief is necessary... I also participated the Party branch activities
and writing articles and news for publication… During my spare time, I
learn from courses by myself... Opportunities favour only the prepared
minds.

Figure 5. 7 Workstations of a product testing office in SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Aug. 2017)
The ease and stability of the SOE workspace is triangulated by my on-site
observations of workers’ everyday working practices. Working in a humble place
with simple requirements, workers seemed to be very casual and relaxed, I saw two
young technicians chatting and playing with cellphones at the end of a corridor
during work time in Figure 5.7. However, Jack added a negative flavour to this
stable workspace and associated feelings of “boring”, “tedious” and even “silly” to
his everyday work, perhaps due to his feeling of social immobility and not getting
promotion. Here a stable workspace is linked with immobile experience, in a
negative sense.
Such immobility generates motility toward promotion, as Jack expressed
determination by saying “I’m trying to do something. I want a promotion.” Jack
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invested in practices including making good guanxi with leaders, participating in
Party branch activities, writing articles for publication, and learning courses by
himself in order to pursue the motility and to break the easy and stable SOE
workspace.
In summary, workers connect varied experiences of temporality and spatiality with
their immobilities. For laid-off workers who were forced to leave their SOE jobs
during the late 1990s, their immobility is embodied with recollections of the
prosperity of SOE heydays. They indulge in the past SOE spatiality and sociality.
For unskilled and older workshop workers like Teresa, they cherished and valued
highly their immobility, especially in relation to SOE reform under globalisation.
Teresa related the past unfavourable working condition to today’s easier and more
stable one. Young workers who find their immobility restricts and disturbs their
everyday spatiality and temporality develop strong motility finely tuned to market
conditions. These findings support Sheller and Urry’s (2006) view that
(im)mobilities are about relations rather than entities. They also emphasise the
importance of the spatial and temporal meanings of (im)mobilities (Cresswell,
2006), including the power of motility (Kaufmann et al., 2004).
Moreover, these plural meanings of immobilities further show worker agency in
that they shape workers’ ongoing practices and impact SOE segregated stabilities.
While the laid-off and old generation of current workers cherish and enjoy the
inherited stabilities and try to sustain them by keeping immobile, the young and
capable workers initiate their motility to practice potential mobilities. SOE social
spaces ebb and flow with workers’ variegated practices and turn into multiple openendedness. That is, as some workers further develop immobility and try to extend
the stable and segregated SOE social spaces, others are inclined to mobile practices
with a desire for better treatment and future promotion, which would disrupt such
segregated stabilities. As socio-spatial formations, SOEs are sites of plural
spatialities and temporalities, implying non-linear transformation.

5.3.2 Workers’ Mobile Practices and SOE Multi-scalar (Im)mobilities
This part demonstrates how workers’ mobile practices are linked with SOE multiscalar (im)mobilities. When I re-interviewed Jack again in 2018, his promotion
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dream had come true. Furthermore, his office moved to the newly built NBD area
(Figure 5.8). Following Jack’s successful upward social mobility practice, I identify
a change of SOE temporality and spatiality through his “brand-new” everyday life
with the following narrative. This conversation took place when Jack was working
overtime in his old office. Although he looked tired, his words were expressed as
very positive.
Jack: The work I’m doing now is meaningful and requires knowledge and
experience. You see [showing me the software he’s working with on his
computer], it is all in English, very hard. I could learn a lot from my
current work... And my income increased, with my position rising a little
too... I met my fiancée in this new department... We are getting married
soon and looking for a marital flat with an affordable price in the urban
area. We decided to settle down... You might notice that this office is under
renovation now. Our department is moving to the NBD for better facilities
and environment. My fiancée has already moved there.

Figure 5. 8 Modern working space inside NBD of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Jul. 2018)
With his achievement of upward social mobility, Jack shows the realisation of
mobility from immobility through motile practices and verifies the becoming of
mobility (Deleuze, 1994). Meanwhile, the relational practices of mobility and
immobility by linking lives through time and space (Coulter, Ham & Findly, 2016).
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That is, Jack changed his view about everyday working time from meaningless to
meaningful because he could gain more knowledge and income from his work. The
spatiality of his everyday work also became promising by transferring his
workplace from the immobile “silly” space to the new NBD with “better facilities
and environment”. The further mastery of complex mobilities and mobility systems
(Kaufmann, 2002) have changed Jack’s everyday life entirely, like his personal life
event of meeting his fiancée, getting married, and settling down in the city for the
coming future.
All these ongoing practices have reflections on SOE social spaces, as infrastructures
become sites of (potential) meaningful interaction, pleasure, and cultural production
through everyday practices of mobility (Jensen, 2009). Through workers’ practice
of moving to the new NBD and their devotion to the establishment of new urban
industrial growth pole (David, interview in 4.3.2), SOE performs its up-scaling of
social-space from the enterprise scale to the district and urban scale. Incorporating
Jack’s personal life-course changes induced by his social mobility practice, SOE
social-space furthers its scalar meaning by combining individual career, family
consideration, enterprise development, and urban strategic plans together.
Moreover, SOE social spaces realise mobility to national and global scales through
workers’ mobile practices. Recalling Victor’s description of SOE expansion to
foreign markets (in 4.3.2), he exercised his personal spatial mobile practices of
working in Iran for future possible upward social mobility of promotion. In this
sense, his motility for potential promotion has exceeded the local SOE confinement
and contributed to SOE’s global expansion, realising SOE social-spatial mobility
on a global scale. Similar evidence could be found in Henry’s description about his
colleagues’ mobile practices, when he showed me the institutional organisations
and geographical locations of his working SOE A by logging in his staff account
on his computer.
Henry: Our SOE is very large and the organisation is so complex... In
terms of our joint ventures alone, there are five bases across the country
now... For me, the geographical location doesn’t matter... But others may
care much... Some people work in NE temporarily, only for transferring
back to the branch in South China. For example, one of my colleagues
who comes from Guangdong worked here for 2 years and left several
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months ago to go back to the Guangdong branch, because if one wants to
get promoted easily in the branch, he/she should come to the capital base
here in NE for technique training and to gain experience... I think the five
bases are set not only for market expansion but also for talent retention.
After all, NE is not a dreamed-of workplace for the young.

Figure 5. 9 Five bases of a joint venture of SOE A
http://auto.ce.cn/auto/gundong/201901/15/t20190115_31257497.shtml
By setting up five bases in five regions (shown in Figure 5.9), the SOE is proposing
its scalar transcending strategy to open up to the national market, which is reciprocal
to the more volatile mobile practices of SOE workers. As Henry said, “the five bases
are set not only for market expansion but also for talent retention”, we understand
that talent loss, i.e. the practice of leaving one’s job, has been a concern of many
firms, including the SOE (see Teitel, 2005). In this sense, talents’ leaving jobs has
urged the decision of SOE market expansion all over the nation, which in turn leads
to further mobile practices of workers. Telling the story of his colleague’s mobility,
Henry noted the mobile practice of temporarily working in the NE and then
transferring back to one of the bases, which is taken by many workers as a way for
positional promotion. Such practices are facilitated by the SOE promotion
regulations that one should “work in capital base of NE for technique training and
to gain experience”. When workers actually perform such mobile practices, newer
forms of SOE social space have been shaped on a different scale. That is, the SOE
breaks the regional border of NE but is expanded and connected to the national
market through talents’ mobilities across the bases.
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Workers’ potential social mobility by taking part-time jobs reflect and influence
SOE social and spatial expansion at different scales as well. As David expressed in
5.2.3, he is now responsible for a mixed-ownership project between SOE and other
owners. His following description presents us with the temporal and spatial change
of his everyday life and the social-spatial expansion of SOE development
reproduced by his practice of operating this project.
David: The project has been put on track... We have rented a piece of land
in Hebei province for testing the product, and we hired a group of local
workers to engage in the actual testing work... Our group of technicians
visit enterprises in Yunnan, Hainan, and even abroad in the US to learn
from their experience... We invite experts who have successfully run
similar projects to our SOE to make presentations to our SOE leaders, in
order to let the leaders know more about the significance and possible
profits from the project.
As David told that “the project has been put on track”, his part-time work has been
fully enriched by specific practices of renting a testing land in another province,
hiring local workers, visiting enterprises in different places, and inviting experts
giving presentations to his SOE leaders. Herod (2003) argues that capitalism is a
spatial system and workers are social and historical agents who take spatial praxis
to act on the geography of capitalism. Extending this identification to the case of
SOE, David showed such labour practices contributed to the construction of SOE
social space. A testing land outside SOE was set up, which facilitated the SOE
assimilating different spaces outside SOE. Meanwhile, new workforces, techniques,
knowledge, and capital at different places and from different scales were brought
to the SOE’s social constitution. David’s trial of upward social mobility of running
the mixed-ownership project reflects the spatial and scalar expansion of SOE socialspaces.
Then, focusing on workshop workers who work part-time by setting up private
businesses, I find their part-time work differently influences SOE social-spatial
formations. Recalling the wiggle room provided by part-time work of balancing
mobility and immobility, Smith negatively recognised his stable SOE job as
immobility and made use of such wiggle room of part-time working for actualising
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his desired mobility. SOE segregated stabilities were taken as SOE immobility and
further developed to SOE mobility under the influence of Smith’s mobile practices.
Smith: Many of my workmates have their own private businesses. I don’t
have one, but I have introduced some workmates to do business with
another group of friends... Making extra money is necessary... The SOE
provides resources for private business... Some open up small restaurants
or grocery stores nearby. Ones that are more capable could be small
suppliers providing manufacturing parts to the SOE, or undertake product
and equipment repair work... The place you should know is the trade
market nearby. It’s very big, with thousands of stores. I know some friends
running stores there.
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 respectively show the manufacturing parts trade market
near SOE A and some private-owned small businesses in the SOE district,
illustrated by Smith in his above narrative. In a spatial sense, although the SOE
keeps immobile in its original spaces, the physical borders of SOE spaces have been
dissolved and blurred with the complication of workers’ part-time socioeconomic
activities. The SOE hasn’t been confined to workers’ working and living spaces
alone, but are enlarged and infiltrated by production-related transactions and livingrelated services, exemplifying a spatial growing process of industrial agglomeration
(Phelps & Ozawa, 2003). In a social sense, unlike the traditional SOEs with all the
infrastructure provisions (interview, Julia in 4.3.1), current SOEs tend to be
connected with the open market. SOE workers are increasingly more involved in
non-SOE business, like Smith’s acting as a middleman introducing business to his
friends and many of his colleagues’ opening small private businesses. Overall,
spatially immobile workshop workers take advantage of the immobility of SOE
social spaces to actualise their part-time working practices. In turn, workers
ongoing practices connect and expand the SOE social spaces to open market, which
disrupt SOE immobility but urge them to far flung mobility.
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Figure 5. 10 A big manufacturing parts trade market near SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Aug. 2017)

Figure 5. 11 Private-owned small business in the district of SOE A
(Photo taken by the author, Aug. 2017)
From the above, SOE multi-scalar (im)mobilities are linked with and reflected by
workers’ practices for upward social mobility and their corresponding spatial
movement. In detail, SOE strategic plans of industrial development and spatial
expansion provide workers with chances of social mobility and change the
temporality and spatiality of workers’ everyday lives, such as arranging new
working sites in different places and promising future positional promotions.
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Workers’ desire for upward social mobility actualises their practices, like leaving
the unwanted workspace for a well-equipped one, developing personal life-courses
along with SOE strategy, sacrificing short distance from home for future promotion,
and taking part-time jobs outside SOEs, to name a few. These practices, in turn,
break down the borders of traditional danwei to embrace the open market, link
multiple SOE industrial relations across scales, and facilitate SOE spatial expansion
strategies. Through such mobile practices, SOE multi-scalar mobilities are shaped
and kept on changing.

5.4 Summary and Further Research Directions
This chapter has two main threads. First, it identifies workers’ three employment
practices of job-leaving (li zhi), positional promotion (sheng zhi), and part-time
work (jian zhi) in response to SOE reform under globalisation. It describes how this
gives rise to different experiences of mobilities and immobilities. Second, such
(im)mobility experiences reproduce SOE social-spatial formations by changing the
temporality and spatiality of workers’ everyday lives, and shaping workers’
ongoing practices.
Job-leaving means a worker totally renounces one’s SOE job and leaves the SOE.
When globalisation first impacted SOEs in the late 1990s and early 2000s, many
workers were laid-off and forced to leave SOEs. While some quickly adapted to the
market by taking on mobile practices, others were kept immobile and suffered from
social loss, which produced an a priori distinction between mobile and immobile.
As the surviving big SOEs proceeded with reform, workers were offered more
mobile possibilities. Not restricted to leaving or staying, workers could develop a
strategy of temporary immobility in order to pursue later mobilities. This implies
motility has significant potential for the becoming of mobilities.
Positional promotion indicates elevating one’s SOE position to a higher rank for
upward social mobility. Globalisation brings more promotional chances to workers,
by either realising one’s social upward mobility within SOEs or initiating spatial
mobility to compensate for social immobility. However, mobilitiy is uneven due to
politics and powers. On one hand, the danwei tradition keeps seniority and
hierarchy as an unfair consideration of promotion, and on the other hand,
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globalisation provides more chances for upward mobility to skilled, rather than
unskilled workers. As some skilled and senior workers can realise upward
promotion by all means, others have little chance of promotion but to muddle
through the rest of their work life. A distinction between the experienced and the
inexperienced, the skilled and the unskilled, is detected, which leads to both social
mobility and immobility.
Doing part-time jobs becomes a compromise or a search for new opportunities by
workers who yearn for upward social mobility and future spatial mobility, while
keeping immobile in SOEs at the same time. Doing part-time jobs is described by
workers as practices of “walking on two legs”, that is, managing their own
businesses to realise mobility while keeping the SOE jobs for stability. Biding one’s
time for future promotion and making more money for gaining capital are the
detailed expressions of part-time working practices. Taking part-time jobs shows a
combination of now/here immobility and later/there mobility by both inheriting
traditional danwei stabilities and striving for mobile opportunities in the global
market.
Such (im)mobile experiences change the temporal, scalar, and spatial meanings of
workers’ everyday lives and shape workers’ ongoing practices to impact the
formation of SOE socio-spaces. Generally speaking, workers’ immobile practices
mostly reveal SOE segregated stabilities and their mobile practices are mainly
linked with SOE multi-scalar (im)mobilities. In concrete terms, the laid-off and old
generation workers value highly their immobility by recollecting SOE prosperity
and cherishing the ease and stability of SOE reformations under globalisation. They
incline to sustain their future immobilities and extend SOE segregated stabilities.
However, young and capable workers find the immobility experiences restrict their
everyday spaces and times and desire for better treatment and future mobility. They
strive for upward social mobility chances by moving along with SOE spatial
expansion strategies and taking part-time jobs outside SOEs. These practices
disrupt SOE segregated stabilities and SOE immobilities but embrace SOEs with
outer spaces and scales to facilitate SOE multi-scalar mobilities.
Overall, workers are contributing to the general trend of SOE socio-spatial
formations from segregated stabilities to multi-scalar mobilities through their
everyday (im)mobile practices. Yet, the dynamism and contingency of workers’
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(im)mobile practices overcome the dichotomy of mobility and immobility and that
of mobility and territoriality (see Glick Schiller & Salazar, 2013; Bærenholdt, 2007).
That is, workers’ everyday practices are taken differently based on their own
considerations and are contingently interactive with their perceived SOE socialspaces, which facilitate the function of work agency and potentiality.
These findings respond to and further expand the two strands of literature
introduced in Section 5.1. Globalisation maintains the top-down power in impacting
the (im)mobilities of workers through their everyday practices, e.g. the employment
practices. Yet, workers’ practices are not static or in monotone but are in
metamorphosis with multiplicity all through the changes and development of
globalisation. These ongoing (im)mobile practices not only react to the spatiality of
both economic production and social reproduction, but also change the meanings
of time by combining with workers’ subjective experiences. Such changing
spatiality and temporality realise the socio-spatial formations.
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6 Encounters, Affects and Socio-spatial Formations

6.1 Introduction
This chapter is inspired by the third research proposition and argues that encounter
and affect reproduce socio-spatial formations. The proposition deepens
understanding of how agency operates through the real and messy encounters of
everyday life. It builds on, and in some cases overlaps with the arguments
forwarded in chapter 4 about the mutually constituting nature of social relations,
spatial arrangements, and socio-spatial formations, and chapter 5, in terms of
practices changing experiences of (im)mobilities and potentialities.
I build grounded theory with reference to Non-representational Theory (NRT) and
its insight that multiple “possibilities” arise from encounters in workers’ everyday
lives and can impact spatial arrangements (Thrift, 2008). NRT studies the embodied
and performative nature of everyday life. Multiple possibilities and practices add
onto the world and go beyond simple representations of the world (Thrift, 1996;
2000; Harrison, 2000; Lorimer, 2005; 2008). As Thrift (2008:31, emphasis in
original) notes, “value increasingly arises not from what is but from what is not yet
but can potentially become, that is from the pull of the future, and from the new
distributions of the sensible that can arise from that change.” In the context of health,
Andrews et al. (2014) suggests that wellbeing might not be taken from the
environment but instead might emerge as affective relation. To trace affect in this
way leads me to draw on Müller: “First, affect is something that works in and
through the body and bodily experience. Second, affect drives action and produces
visible conduct” (Müller, 2015:411, emphasis in original). Overall, NRT is helpful
for my argument because it approaches transformation by elucidating future
potential.
The next section describes workers’ everyday encounters. Section 6.3 explores how
the driving actions of workers’ multiple affective relations impact (im)mobile
practices and, in turn, SOE socio-spatial formations. The chapter ends with a
summary and further research.
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6.2 Encounters, Feelings, and Affects
This section explores those affective relations workers develop through everyday
encounters by studying intensity of feelings. Lorimer argues that it is by noting the
fleshiness and pliability of bodies that an “underworld” of affects can be revealed.
Pile (2010:9) writes that “affects emerge in encounters between bodies (don’t
assume human bodies), and these affects are registered by changes in the capacity
to affect or be affected and/or in changes in intensity”. Thus, affects emerge from
everyday encounters, and register as changing intensity of feelings. I trace the
intensity of feelings surrounding affective relations and attend not just to feeling or
emotion as noun but, pace Müller, as “bodily experience” and “driving action”. As
Lorimer (2005:84) reminds us, in the study of bodily experiences of space and place
“it is multifarious, open encounters in the realm of practice that matter most”.
My transcripts reveal that reform under globalisation has made complex the
everyday encounters of SOE workers. I tease out three encounters between workers
and other bodies that make sense in producing and changing workers’ intensity of
feelings. These encounters take place both at working and living sites through
everyday industrial production and social reproduction. I label these as workers’
encounters with everyday work, with workmates, and with family members.
Different bodily experiences arise from these everyday encounters and develop into
multiple affects with changes in intensity of feelings. Indeed, bodily experiences
arising can best be described as variegated.

6.2.1 Encounters with Everyday Work
A “sense of belonging” is one of the specific feelings that emerged from workers’
encounters with their everyday work. It was mostly expressed by workers in their
middle and old ages. I take quotes from Charlotte as an example. Charlotte is now
the deputy head of a sub-branch of SOE A. She has been working in the SOE for
more than 30 years and will retire in 5 years’ time. I conducted group interviews
with Charlotte and Yann twice in 2017 and 2018 respectively. At our first talk,
Charlotte was still the department head. When we talked a year later, she had been
demoted to the deputy head after SOE institutional reform. I noticed that she had
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lost at least 20 pounds and had fallen into a worse physical condition with a lame
leg. She recollected and described her long-time SOE work with intense feeling:
Charlotte: Actually, our group of people established it (the SOE), applying
for business license and tax registration, recruiting personnel and setting
up the structural organisation etc.… Our lives belong to the SOE, and so
will our souls when we are dead… Although I had chances to leave this
SOE, I also met some setbacks after the reform… I felt I couldn’t give it
up… In fact, the most important thing an SOE gives its people is a sense
of belonging. Here is my career. Here is my home. We deeply wish that
our SOE will perform better and better in the future. We are different from
those who work for money. We do get the reward and capital from the
SOE by receiving monthly pay. But it's different from working for the
capitalists. We feel we are working for ourselves. We are working for our
own enterprise, not just for money. People in the SOE all have and work
for a sense of belonging.
Charlotte shows her deep emotional attachment to the SOE by stating and
emphasising the significance of a “sense of belonging” gained through her everyday
work. At first, Charlotte disclosed the development of this feeling by attaching it to
the everyday work of “applying for business license and tax registration, recruiting
personnel and setting up structural organisation” during the establishment of her
SOE branch. As she vividly told me, “our lives belong to the SOE, so will our souls
when we are dead”. A distinctive SOE worker identity has been recognised and
exemplified with an upsurge of feelings of belonging, even extending to the
afterworld. Although she met setbacks and had chances to leave the SOE, this
feeling made her remain, with a life-long devotion. The encounters with everyday
SOE work had evoked Charlotte’s belongingness to the SOE and freighted this with
stability, pride and loyalty.
I argue that “an affective atmosphere” is produced (after Anderson, 2009). This can
be seen when Charlotte claimed the “sense of belonging” as “the most important
thing an SOE gives to its people” and “people in the SOE all have and work for it”.
Anderson approximates affective atmosphere as collective affects and unsettles the
distinction between impersonal and objective affect and personal and subjective
emotion through affective atmosphere. In Charlotte’s case, the sense of belonging
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becomes collective affect because people (workers) all acknowledge the importance
of such feeling and work for it. Affective atmosphere has been created by collective
recognition of workers as the owners and hosts of the SOE, instead of just “working
for money” or “working for the capitalists”. This affective atmosphere exceeds
Charlotte’s personal feeling. It reproduces intensive and relational feelings that an
SOE has temporalities and spatialities referencing a legacy of socialist public
ownership ideology and in opposition to a model of individualistic capitalist
exploitation.
While arduous devotion to the SOE contributes to loyal SOE working identity and
a collective affect of belongingness, ambiguities also inhabit this atmosphere (ibid:
80). That is, the sense of belonging doesn’t stay solid or unitary, but morphs into
feelings that are unexpected and unstable. I found Charlotte was in a very low mood
and status, although she expressed herself in such positive words. Her use of an
agricultural metaphor illustrates this.
Charlotte: The SOE is like a cart in need of horsepower to move on. We
elder workers are like the old horses, too old to pull the cart. We should
give ways to energetic young horses to keep the high speed movement of
the SOE cart... There is no reason we keep the leading positions. We could
teach our apprentices with working experiences. After all, an old horse
knows the way best.
A change of intensity of feelings could be identified with the change of Charlotte’s
encounters with SOE everyday work during reform. Charlotte implied that she was
unwilling to leave her original higher leadership role, but she had to do so because
of the institutional reform. Through the reform, the SOE are substituting old
workers with young ones. The sense of belonging remains, acting as a spiritual
comfort and emotional inertia to Charlotte. It also entangles with different affective
relations like confrontation, reluctance, devotion and relief, since the “old horses”
should give way to young ones; they still “know the way best”. The affect in her
sense of belonging has produced in Charlotte’s a stillness alongside a restlessness
deriving from the possible mobilities of the young ones.
Daniel mentioned the feeling of “human kindness” (ren qing wei) that was
embodied in workers’ encounters with their everyday work. Daniel was a
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technician in SOE L when I first met him in 2017. He was enrolled in the SOE
through campus recruitment after his undergraduate studies and had been working
in the SOE for 10 years. When I met him again in 2018, he had just left the SOE
for a profitable local PE. He compared his daily work in PE and SOE with following
words.
Daniel: PEs emphasise more on efficiency, on extracting the most value...
However, the SOE is the place which holds more ren qing wei. I’ll take an
interesting example. I entered current PE around mid-June. For the SOE,
if a staff commences his/her work before June 15th, the SOE pays the
whole month wage. But the PE counts the days you work in this month and
distributes the wages accordingly. So, I conclude this PE is a place
without ren qing wei… For the PE, you are required to do one thing, work
and make money, work and make money... In my previous SOE, work is
more relaxed. I come to the office in the morning but may not devote myself
to work right away. I chat with my colleagues for a while and drink tea.
After working some time, we go for lunch together and take a rest… Old
workers in SOE have more advantages in terms of taking a smaller
workload and receiving more care... In one word, this is ren qing wei.
Ren qing wei, human kindness, is a typical feeling engendered from workers’
everyday SOE work. It stands in drastic contrast with the feeling of being exploited
in PEs. It emerges as an “energetic expression of the force of practice in place”
(Duff, 2010: 891). Three practices with force could be identified from Daniel’s
narrative, facilitating the energetic expressions of the feeling of human kindness in
the SOE. That is, the SOE distributes monthly wages without bargaining, operates
a relaxed and communicative work mode, and is careful to assign smaller workloads
to older workers. As opposed to workers in PEs who are required to “do one thing,
work and make money, work and make money”, SOE workers encounter everyday
work with less stress and oppression but with more relaxation, intimacy and care.
By congregating “these pre-discursive embodied dispositions, gestures and
enactments that are already entangled in the fabric of the world” (Anderson and
Harrison 2010:7), the feeling of human kindness is produced. It also reproduces
SOE social spaces with favourable and friendly affective atmospheres that further
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intensify such embodiments. Although Daniel left the SOE, the human kindness
still impresses him, and is one of the enduring positive attributes of his SOE work.
Taken together, these narratives show that intensity of feelings in the form of sense
of belonging and human kindness emerge from workers’ encounters with everyday
work. Sense of belonging is generated from workers’ devotion to SOE with feelings
of stability, pride, and loyalty, which also empowers workers to sustain their SOE
working positions through their lives. Human kindness coalesces the embodiments
of relaxation, intimacy and care in SOE work, and facilitates an easy and friendly
working environment for workers to enjoy and make use of. Both feelings show
changes of intensities by impregnating socio-spatial formations with an affective
atmosphere that reproduces the intensity of feelings and diverges possibilities.

6.2.2 Encounters with Workmates
Workers’ everyday encounters with their workmates engender intensity of feeling
by juxtaposing different SOE worker identities. Here I take examples from both
workshop workers and cadres to show the feelings embodied in these juxtapositions.
Smith is a temporary contract workshop worker. He indicates unequal treatment
that produces specific affects and dissatisfactory sentiments.
Smith: The SOE differentiates workers’ treatments according to the types
of contract they sign... There are so many types with complex
differentiations... Except for workers with a permanent contract whose
welfares are guaranteed, the welfare of other types of workers won’t (be
guaranteed)… Although social securities to workers are the same, I still
feel we (temporary workers) maintain no human rights… Our salaries are
at lower levels, so as our subsidies…I feel inferior to others (permanent
workers). We (temporary workers) are feeling the same, feeling unequal…
Even the distributed work suits are different! [Angry]… It just
purposefully classifies workers into high and low status... I don’t feel like
working here.
Smith has an inferior feeling as a temporary contract worker. He felt “unequal”,
“inferior to others”, and even “maintaining no human rights” in his encounters with
his workmates. Negative emotional expressions include anger about the SOE’s
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differentiated treatment and his dislike of working in the SOE. These negative
feelings result from a comparison of working identities and SOE treatment between
temporary contract workers and permanent contract workers. Since the SOE “just
purposefully classified workers into high and low status”, SOE’s deliberate
differentiation of workers’ type and corresponding welfares and treatments are
blamed. This exemplifies an interplay between the symbolic positioning of subjects
and the intensities of feeling it affords (see Anderson & Smith, 2001).
David shows another form of the interplay of positioning and feeling through his
affective understanding of working identity based on a young technicians’ status.
Unlike Smith who maintains inferior affect, David expresses a hopeful desire for a
higher working identity or status. The following narrative is from our third meeting,
an informal dinner with beer. Perhaps because of such lubrication, David disclosed
his feelings about his non-SOE part-time job:
David: We technicians run a different wage system and promotion system
from workshop workers. I’m not despising them. But my level surely
surpasses theirs and my world is totally different from theirs… The only
thing I care about now is my future career, my position, my identity...
Identity means a lot in the SOE. It’s power, chance, and money... The
colleague who invited me to join the mixed ownership project has gotten
promoted to section chief. It is because of his identity of section chief that
endows him power to run the project. With his invitation, I could get my
chance to upgrade my own identity… I also learn a lot from running this
project, meeting previously unknown leaders, improving my skills at all
levels... It’s true that “identity determines your vision”. I do admire the
visions of leaders and their abilities as well... I feel lucky getting this
chance and cherish it much for lifting my position all in the future!
We see here a split of SOE working identity between cadres and workshop workers,
corroborating the cadre/workshop worker dichotomy in the SOE. The encounters
between David and his collaborating workshop workers engenders a privileged and
affective reading of the cadre’s working identity, although David “didn’t mean to
despise them”. Still, by telling me that “my level surely surpasses theirs and my
world is totally different from theirs”, David implies a superiority to workshop
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workers. Then, by envisaging his future working identity, David projects an
affirmative feeling of openness and possibility.
You do not know beforehand what good or bad you are capable of; you do not
know beforehand what a body or mind can do, in a given encounter, a given
arrangement, a given combination (Deleuze 1988: 125).
A positive feeling linked to a bodily experience of determination, fulfilment,
admiration and luck emerges from David’s encounters with his colleague and
leaders. It flows through everyday life and resorts to new combinations and
surprising events (Latour, 2005), like the serendipity of David’s joining the mixed
ownership project, meeting with unknown leaders, and improving skills at all levels.
These events evoke the positive affective response to a superior working identity,
as David insisted that “identity is power, chance, and money” and “identity
determines your vision”. With this affect, David determines his pursuit and desire
for achieving a higher working identity through hard work. It also evokes Muller’s
“driving action”, of which I will illustrate more in later parts.
By contrast, Tom’s narrative cautions against any simplistic dichotomy based on
hierarchy. His words disrupt the working identity division between workshop
workers and cadres with a different affective reading of working identity. Tom is a
male workshop worker with permanent registration who has been working in SOE
A for 20 years. When I asked how he felt about his identity, he told me:
Tom: Everyone is keeping his/her position in the SOE, the small SOE
society. It makes no sense to compare me, a workshop group leader, with
the top manager, or the section chief, or the technician. Neither does it
make me feel inferior to anyone, as long as I do my work well. For example,
when the managers come to inspect the workshop, I feel very proud that I
could answer their questions and get praise. I feel respected when the
technicians come to consult me on practical techniques. I make good
guanxi with my group youngsters and encourage my group to win
production contests and earn extra welfare. My fellows trust me and
follow me. It’s enough.
Though confirming the SOE hierarchical

personnel management with

consequential social relations, Tom denied and resisted any inferior feeling. Instead,
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he proposed a positive reading of workshop worker identity by developing a proud,
respected, fulfilled, and trusted feeling through the repertoire of his encounters with
managers, technicians and workshop groupmates. The function of social relations
has been downplayed by the intensity of positive feelings developed in everyday
work, which allows the affect to overpower the worker identity recognition and
everyday working practices (see Müller, 2015).
In summary, my data suggest that workers develop intensity of feelings through
everyday encounters with workmates in different positions. An inferior and
negative feeling is embodied in the subject who feels unequally treated due to
subordinated working identity. A superior and positive feeling is generated from a
privileged working identity recognition and this carries implications for expected
working identity. Yet, the intensity of feeling is not restricted to an absolute dualism
of inferiority or superiority, but combines and re-combines elements of these.

6.2.3 Encounters with Family Members
Workers’ accounts of everyday social reproduction frequently refer to their
encounters with families. These include the intimate relations a worker develops
with his/her parents, partners, offspring, and relatives. Some family encounters are
“active” with interactions and exchanges circulating material support, emotional
attachment, and social values sharing. Two excerpts from technician Harvey and
workshop worker John will be shown to exemplify the intensity of feelings
embodied and developed in such encounters.
Harvey: As a father, and a son, as the backbone of my family, I need to be
responsible for the whole family… I actually just went back to my family
6 years ago, my parents are old and wanting me to stay by their sides…
During the reform, I got an opportunity to work at a PE in the South. But
it also means I’ll leave my family... I declined the chance at last... I think
my personal focus should be mostly on my family. My expectation is now
to grow up with my girl step by step… Family is the place where your
personal value could be best expressed. For my parents, I am their only
son and their greatest value. For my daughter, I’m her only father
[Pause]… If I disappear someday, it would be a fatal blow for my family.
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But in terms of the country, the society, or the SOE, will I maintain the
same significance as I have in my family? Not at all! So, I consider no
SOE work during my spare time. Once I leave my office, I shut down my
mind and return to family.
This interview took place when I treated Harvey and his family to lunch at the
restaurant on Sunday, throughout which Harvey unceasingly stressed the
importance of family. An intimate and responsible affective relation to family
members and with family life is expressed. With Harvey referring to himself as the
“backbone of family” he shows significant family identity, and responsibility. The
intensity of feelings of closeness and intimacy with family comes through with such
expressions as “wanting him to stay by their side”, his own expectation of “growing
up with his girl step by step”, and a virtual assumption of “a fatal blow to the family
if he disappeared”. More than this, such family affect emerges in a contingent and
spatial way, as he says “once I leave the office I shut down my mind and return to
family”. That family affect has its register of space is consistent with Thrift (2008).
Indeed, this appears multi-scalar, as Harvey remained in the region rather than
move to the South due to family affect. Family affect emerges from encounter and
is embodied (backbone of the family) to influence Harvey’s decisions of where to
work, how to work and whether he would change his workplace.
Next, John used rich emotion to exemplify family affect:
John: My parents used to have high expectations for me… I used to be a
top-ranked and very smart student in high school. People in the
neighbourhood all admired my parents… I feel not good now [Pinkrimmed eyes. Pause]. I didn’t live up to their expectations… My current
situation is the last thing they want to see. Every time I finished night work
at dawn and drove back home tiredly, they felt very bad about my physical
state… I feel they were getting old very quickly in the past two years,
getting old very quickly, especially after my father had a heart attack and
went through major surgery… I really feel sorry for them [With tears.
Pause]. Although the current situation is not satisfying, I am still trying to
earn my parents a good life in the future… They just want to see me make
breakthroughs, I think. What I hope is that when other people ask them
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what their son is doing, they can speak out proudly!... That’s also why I
must successfully set up my small business outside to earn more money
In his evocative passage, John’s description was accompanied by the physical
expressions of pink-rimmed eyes and tears, along with psychological emotions of
guilt, regret, and sadness as well as determination, hope, and desire. All these
expressions were attributed to John’s affective relations with his parents. As he told
me, “my current situation is the last thing they want to see”. The tiring SOE night
shift job has its affective expression on his parents’ minds, and may even interfere
with his parents’ physical health. And through these affective relations to his
parents, John also engenders his further mobile practices as “a sense of push in the
world” and “a notion of broad tendencies and lines of force” (Thrift 2004: 60).
Motivated to get rid of the SOE constraints, he chose a part-time job not just to
make more money but to address some affective burden.
I also noted that affective relations with family explicitly involve spatial and
temporal arrangements (see Cresswell, 2006). In terms of time, John curates
recollections of his glorious past, his current unsatisfactory situation, and future
expectations of breakthroughs and a good life to facilitate the production of affect.
In terms of space, the neighbourhood, the SOE workshop, and a private-owned store
outside the SOE are deployed in a non-Euclidean way to narrate and represent affect.
The production of affective relations involves both encounters stemming from
economic production and social reproduction and the curation of spatial and
temporal arrangements of everyday life. As such, affect, practice, and spatial
arrangements are linked and constitute the socio-spatial formation.
In summary, workers develop family affects through everyday encounters with
family members and these influence their SOE work and practices. Although
workers have different intentions and considerations about their SOE careers,
family remains an important factor generating intensity of feelings and influencing
workers’ everyday practices. In this sense, family affects connect social
reproduction with economic production by impacting workers’ actual practices of
how to work and where to work.

6.3 Affects, Practices, and SOE Socio-spatial Formation
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This section explores how the driving actions of workers’ multiple affective
relations impact (im)mobile practices and, in turn, the SOE socio-spatial formation.
It explores the idea that affects are imbued with tendency, push, pressing and
intensity (Massumi, 2002; Thrift, 2004). Hardt (2007: ix-x, emphasis in original)
expresses that as “every affect is experienced both as a particular feeling state and
as a distinctive variation in one’s willingness or capacity to act in response to that
state”. I am concerned with how affect exceeds the bodily experience of emotions,
and realises driving actions in practices (c.f. Müller, 2015).

6.3.1 Affective Stabilities
“Affective stabilities” refers to the willingness or capacity to act on experiences of
the “segregated stabilities” spatial arrangement described in section 4.3.1. That is,
workers’ affects reinforce stabilities by actualising practices of immobility. Both
workshop workers and cadres, in young, middle, and old ages are selected to
illustrate such affective stabilities.
Charlotte, in section 6.2.1, deepens her sense of belonging through everyday
encounters with SOE work. This feeling has kept Charlotte practicing a spatial
stickiness to the SOE with an imagined temporal inertia. A related imagination of
inertia has its mythology in the so-called socialist public ownership mentality,
accompanied by relaxed and friendly working environments and shown as another
feeling of human kindness by Daniel. It could be inferred that the danwei tradition,
having long been experienced as sense of belonging and human kindness by
workers, especially the older generations, has generated affects favouring stabilities
in one’s pre-consciousness and resulting in workers’ immobile practices. In this
sense, workers’ affect has been manipulated (see Pile, 2010) by a kind of SOE
ideological reliance and belief in the danwei system.
However, affective stabilities are plural, as shown by Yann in the following.
Yann: The reform was a shock for all us old cadres at retirement age, in
5 years or so. We actually were deeply rooted in the SOE, with a whole
working life. We devoted a lot, really a lot, and maintained a promising
wish of a good pension after retirement… But the reform degraded our
titles and treatments and assigned younger generations to higher
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positions… It’s common for us old cadres to feel very depressed, not
Charlotte alone… We cannot move elsewhere. Which company wants a
staff near his/her retirement?... We have to adjust our thinking and accept
the truth of reform…
This narrative arose as I said goodbye to the group interview that included Charlotte
and Yann, and Yann walked with me alone. With reflections on Charlotte’s
expressions and his own feelings, Yann added more passive and negative flavour
to the affective stabilities they perform. For cadres at retirement ages, they
originally “maintained a promising wish of a good pension after retirement” with
deep rootedness and great devotion to the SOE. However, the reform disrupted their
wishes and led to the degradation of their titles and treatment. As Yann felt shocked,
degraded, depressed, and impotent, positive feelings of sense of belonging
decreased but depressive feelings of inferiority to higher positioned youngsters
increased; as he said, “we cannot move elsewhere”. From the cases of Charlotte and
Yann, affect is indefinite and never flowing to a singular end. Rather, it flows along
with the changing environment (Deleuze, 2001), attuning itself to a “forming and
formative process” (Williams, 1977:128): affective relations are constituting. For
Yann, changing encounters under SOE reform had shifted affects from positive
stabilities to negative immobilities.
Wendy further exemplifies the contingency of affective stabilities. Wendy is a
female technician in SOE A in her 40s. When I first met her in 2017, she was a
section chief leading 20 young technicians. She had changed to another department
during the SOE institutional reform with some untold reasons when I visited her a
year later. She expressed the massive talent loss in the context of family
considerations.
Wendy: Many young technicians were from Southern China and they just
took the chances to go back to places nearer to their hometowns. Others
may care about better income or promotion in PEs without any family
burden. Unlike youngsters, we are the so-called “sandwich generation”,
having elderlies to take care of and children to raise as well. Take me for
example, our parents from both sides, my husband and I, are in their 70s
now. And our only daughter is now in the second year of high school, soon
to face her college entrance examination. We have to try our best to
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support and take care of them. Even if we want to leave, we have to wait
until our daughter enter the college and our parents don’t need our care
anymore…
The affective stabilities reference age differences and the possibility of flow
through life-course. As Wendy compared the mobility choices of youngsters and
herself, she implied that the changing encounters with families as age increased
developed into different affects and potentials that could/would influence workers’
mobile and immobile practices. While the youngsters could freely choose their
preferred mobilities “without family burden”, Wendy developed affective stabilities
by relating herself closely with her parents and child and practiced immobilities,
acting as the so-called “sandwich generation”. Still, this affect is not static but show
the contingency of future mobility at the time after her daughter enters the college
and her parents don’t need her care. As lifecourse analyses demonstrate, curating
linked lives through the memories and possibilities of life course is a strategy of
wellbeing for family members (Bailey, 2009).
I also saw that affective relations disrupted the dichotomy of stability versus
mobility. John’s practice of “walking on two legs” enables him to keep his SOE
position (stability) and work part-time outside the SOE (mobility) and weave the
two together into a coherent practice. John expressed intimate affective relations to
his parents with guilty and sad feelings in section 6.2.3, and indicated it is because
of this family affect that he is determined to take part-time work, in hopes of
achieving upward social mobility. Such practices should be counted as affective
mobilities through family encounters. At the same time, his immobile practice of
keeping his SOE position is full of affective stabilities through the encounters with
SOE everyday work, society, and family.
John: Sometimes I’m worried about losing my SOE job. You see, the
technique is getting more and more advanced and the assembly line is
more automatic than before. What if one day the assembly line is fully
automatised? Where should we workshop workers leave for, without any
specific ability? And I must prepare for it... After all, a dead camel is
bigger than a horse. It’s a large SOE with full support of the state. Even
if it runs in poor profits, it is still more reliable than the small companies.
All the citizens in the province are counting on our SOE. We are the
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largest manufacturing body in the province, contributing half of the GDP...
At least, my parents deeply believe in the SOE. They said that the state and
the government will be responsible for SOEs.
Through balancing and rebalancing the contradictory and fluctuating feelings from
everyday encounters, John’s affects interweave stabilities and mobilities. On one
hand, a worry of losing his SOE job and a fear of the future resulting from SOE
technical renovation led to an insecure and unstable feeling of working in the SOE.
This gave rise to his potential mobile practices: as he said, “I must prepare for it”.
This preparation coalesces with his family affects that turn into his part-time
working practice. On the other hand, an assuring confidence in SOE development,
the public reliance on state and government, and an encouraging belief from his
parents generated a secure and stable feeling. This feeling develops into affective
stabilities that keep him working in the SOE workshop. The contingency of affects
in both stabilities and mobilities opens up multiple potentials and possibilities
(Massumi 2002: 77). For example, as workers relate their family life to SOE
production and link their SOE work with part-time work in contingent ways, spatial
arrangements exceed segregation to embrace multiple possibilities.

6.3.2 Affective Mobilities
“Affective mobilities” refers to the willingness or capacity to act on experiences of
the “multi-scalar (im)mobilities” spatial arrangement described in section 4.3.2. As
I develop this understanding I return to those echoes in my data suggesting that
mobilities and stabilities act as the cutting edges of deterritorialisation (Deleuze &
Guattari, 1987:88). Julia’s case is evocative. Julia had enjoyed SOE stability for
twenty years with the support of the iron rice bowl in section 4.2.1. However, she
finally chose to leave the SOE ten years ago, making sense of this mobility with the
following narratives.
Julia: I was reluctant to quit my SOE job actually. I was, kind of,
compelled to leave. Because the SOE was implementing reform, the SOE
reform, marketisation. The main idea of the reform was to detach the core
manufacturing part, the main production working units, from the whole
SOE, discarding all the subsidiary units… When the reform took place and
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the market opened, many accessory products were introduced from
foreign companies (to our SOE). Our working unit was hit by the open
market… The SOE decided to totally abandon our working unit… We were
offered a lot of options for leaving or staying in the SOE actually… But
our department leader at that time was very ambitious and aggressive,
trying to establish a joint company with another foreign company…
However, he failed later… We were, somehow, forced to leave the SOE.
Julia’s transition from stability to forced mobility can be associated with a parallel
transition in affect. Describing her mobility as “compelled” and later “forced”, Julia
blamed the SOE reform led by the market forces and state agendas that changed her
everyday encounters with SOE work and workmates. The intensity of feelings is
changed as well, as the sense of belonging and human kindness disappeared, and
was replaced by feelings of abandonment, aggression, and (personal) ambition.
Julia’s final mobility choice is actualised and accompanied by changes of feelings,
facilitating an affective mobility.
This passage also sheds light on the importance of potential and immanence. As
“the field of potential is the effect of the contingent intermixing of elements... It is
immanent. It is the immanence of the substantial elements of the mix to their own
continual modulation” (Massumi, 2002:76, emphasis in original). By expressing
transition as immanence from stability to mobility, Julia exemplifies how
contingent intermixing of elements (stability/mobility) sparks potential. Moreover,
this straddles multiple domains, including spatial movement, social displacement,
cultural adjustment, and temporal transition. It suggests that workers’ contingent
affects reproduce interdependent social, spatial, and temporal relations.
The diverse ways in which affect can mediate the feelings and consequences of
leaving work is further illustrated by the case of Daniel. Here, contingency draws
in a complex terrain of factors:
Daniel: The reason for leaving the SOE is quite simple. I competed for a
higher position during the reform but failed although I had thought I
would succeed with full preparation. It made me frustrated and became
the last straw for my determination of leaving finally… I admit the SOE
job is an iron rice bowl without pressure or heavy workload. I enjoyed it.
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But it also means I have to obey the game rules here like making guanxi,
gaining seniority, climbing the hierarchy and so on. It has been proved
that the positional ladder is not easy to climb… Also, the money… I need
to provide my family a better economic basis. I want my son to have a
better education, attending expensive extra curriculum courses…
Daniel’s mobile practice of leaving the SOE seems, at first reading, to be simply
the result of his evaluation of the SOE job. However, by considering its affective
underpinnings we can further explore complex contingencies. He seeks to combine
different feelings from the multiple encounters of SOE everyday work, workmates
and family. While Daniel felt enjoyment by keeping the iron rice bowl of his SOE
job, he also felt hopeless about future promotion and unsatisfied about SOE
economic support for his family. All these feelings evolve and catalyse into the
“frustrated” feeling that ignites Daniel’s exit. The failure of not getting promoted
“became the last straw”. In this sense I concur that workers maintain “varied,
surging capacities to affect and be affected that give everyday life the quality of a
continual motion of relations, scenes, contingencies, and emergences (Stewart 2007:
1–2; Swanton 2010; McCormack 2003; Holloway 2010, in Anderson, 2014:15).
In brief, this section suggests two themes. First, affects experienced as variations in
potential to act. Second, affects transcends emotion and realises driving ambitions.
I read stabilities and mobilities as neither isolated expressions nor dichotomies.
Instead, they are linked and balanced by multiple affects and affective relations, in
an interdependent way. Affects are manipulated and mediated by workers through
their actual immobile or mobile practices in complex and contingent ways. That is,
affective relations constitute, and are constituted by workers’ everyday encounters
and practices, driving forward the socio-spatial formation.

6.4 Summary and Further Research Directions
This chapter has explored how encounter and affect reproduce socio-spatial
formations of SOEs. I sought to understand specific affects engendered from
intensity of feelings through workers’ everyday encounters. I then discussed
workers’ affective actualisation of multiple (im)mobile practices and the impact on
stability, mobility and potential. Workers show different and changing
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embodiments in their practices, such as mobilities with reluctance, abandonment
and desire, and immobilities with discontentment, gratefulness and happiness. A
sense of belonging and human kindness are important affects arising from workers’
everyday encounters with their SOE work. Either an inferior or superior feeling is
embodied in one’s recognition of working identity when workers meet with their
colleagues and workmates in everyday SOE life. Family is the space full of intimate
affects which connect family social reproduction with SOE industrial production.
Yet, feelings are not static or absolute, but flow contingently with changing
encounters.
My data also reveal that spatial arrangements have affective underpinnings which
shift practices. These break the dualism of stability versus mobility and produce
diverse potentials, possibilities, and immanence that constitute socio-spatial
formations. Affective stabilities are embodied through workers’ immobile practices
and sustain and extend SOE stabilities. Meanwhile, potential mobilities come into
being through modulation and modification of affects in the same encounter. By the
same token, affective mobilities are embodied in mobile practices at multiple-scales.
These mobile practices are varied in intention and effect, generating unceasing
change in workers’ practices and constituting socio-spatial formations.
The conceptual frame could be further developed by downscaling the investigation
of affect to individual workers and adding a temporal evaluation (e.g. life-course)
of individual affects. As encounters are multiple and variegated, affective relations
tend to favour a micro-scale analysis of individuals to exemplify the multiplicities
and variegations of agency and potentiality. Additionally, since affects could be
manipulated and develop in a metamorphosis (Pile, 2009), the potentials of affects
are contingent and unpredictable. A recording of individual affects from the history
to unpredictable future will provide evidence for the changing trajectories of worker
agency, their actual and potential practices, and the broader SOE socio-spatial
formations.
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7 Conclusion and Discussion

This final chapter concludes the whole thesis and sheds light on future research
directions. Section 7.1 fulfils the grounded theory method by completing the
conceptual framework proposed in Chapter 2 and summarises the major findings
from the above three result chapters. Section 7.2 points out the main contributions
to knowledge by revealing the significance of this research and raising pertinent
policy suggestions. Some research limitations are indicated in section 7.3 and
section 7.4 highlights future research directions.

7.1 Summary
A conceptual framework is completed (shown in Figure 7.1) to build up the
grounded theory and respond to the central research question. Overall, SOE is reconceptualised as emergent socio-spatial formations through reforms under
globalisation. Workers’ everyday lives are implicated in SOE transformation by
experiencing and reproducing the ever-changing SOE social spaces. The everyday
life is specified as a triad of workers’ lived experience, practices and affective
encounters. In detail, through lived experience, workers relate their perceived social
relations with practiced spatial arrangements to constitute SOEs as socio-spatial
formations. Through practices of (im)mobilities, workers exercise agency and
potentiality to reproduce the SOE socio-spatial formations. From everyday
encounters and affective relations, worker agency and potentiality are engendered
and changed contingently, which reproduces SOE social spaces as affective
stabilities and affective mobilities.
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Figure 7. 1 Complete conceptual framework
Chapter 4 argues that workers develop specific social relations from their everyday
lived experience, reproduce corresponding spatial arrangements, and constitute
SOE socio-spatial formations. Three SOE social relations are identified from
workers’ everyday economic production and social reproduction, namely, iron rice
bowl, seniority and hierarchy, and interpersonal relations. These social relations are
not static but constantly changing through reform under globalisation. That is, as
some workers enjoy and justify their functions and others disrupt and renovate them.
Accordingly, spatial arrangement is contingent, transforming from segregated
stabilities to multi-scalar (im)mobilities with a radical open-endedness. By linking
social relations with spatial arrangement through “concrete abstractions” (Lefebvre,
1991a), SOEs are constituted as emergent socio-spatial formations with multiplicity
and indeterminacy.
Chapter 5 examines worker agency and potentiality in reproducing SOE sociospatial formations by looking at everyday (im)mobile practices. It first identifies
and depicts three employment practices of job-leaving, positional promotion and
part-time work through reforms under globalisation. These combine experiences
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and meanings of mobility, immobility and motility in different ways. Worker
agency is manifested as workers’ ongoing practices, which reproduce the spatial
arrangements of segregated stabilities and multi-scalar (im)mobilities. Generally,
workers practice immobilities to contribute to SOE segregated stabilities and
practice mobilities to realise SOE multi-scalar (im)mobilities. Yet, the dynamism
and contingency of workers’ (im)mobile practices, facilitated by agency and
pontentiality, disrupt the dichotomy and contribute to the reproduction of emergent
socio-spatial formations with multiplicity.
Chapter 6 argues that worker agency and potentiality are generated from the
multiple encounters and affects of everyday life, which further act on workers’
practices and SOE socio-spatial formations. Three range of encounters stimulate
feeling and affect. They are workers’ encounters with everyday work, workmates
and family members. A multiplicity of feelings and affects is shown, such as a
friendly working environment with ease and comfort, an inferior/superior working
identity, an intimate feeling with family members, to name a few. All these affects
correspond to the two spatial arrangement of segregated stabilities and multi-scalar
(im)mobilities and play as the driving actions on workers’ ongoing practices to
reproduce SOE social spaces as affective stabilities and affective mobilities. Still,
affects are with contingencies and metamorphoses which lead SOE socio-spatial
formations with constant changes.
Above all, these three threads of results are related to each other and combined to
reproduce socio-spatial formations through reform under globalisation. Concretely
speaking, various affects are engendered from workers’ multiple encounters of
economic production and social reproduction, which are based on their perceptions
of SOE social relations and spatial arrangement as well as their mundane everyday
practices. These affects transform with workers’ changing experiences and
practices, and in turn generate driving forces of agency and potentiality to change
the meanings of SOE space and time and to impact on their ongoing practices.
Practices and experience are reciprocal through time and space, as practices
produce social spaces, which give rise to changing experience and reproduce newer
practices. The feedback loops of lived experience, practices and affective
encounters keep on moving to reproduce SOE socio-spatial formations with
multiple possibilities.
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7.2 Significance and Contribution to Knowledge
This research has significance and contributes to knowledge in empirical and
theoretical terms. Empirically, it responds to the practical development problems of
NE SOEs and intends to raise pertinent suggestions for future SOE development.
By revealing the changes of social relations, workers’ multiple (im)mobile practices
and various affects toward their everyday lives, this research recognises and verifies
the SOE development predicament of brain drain and low production efficiency. It
relates this to the traditional danwei features that still prevail in SOE economic
production and social reproduction, with a sustenance of iron rice bowls, an
obedience to seniority and hierarchy, and a reliance on interpersonal relations. The
young and non-NE based skilled workers, who are less likely to get promoted and
develop satisfied careers in the SOEs due to less seniority and guanxi, are inclined
to leave their SOE jobs, and result in brain drain. The remaining workers enjoy and
take advantages of the stabilities provided by SOEs (e.g. muddling through) and
seek opportunities in the outside market at the same time (e.g. part-time work),
which hamper the SOE production efficiency.
The SOE reforms under globalisation led by MES have made progress in, for
example, updating production equipment and techniques, introducing modern
human resource management, transforming the ownership, reducing SOE social
burdens and so on. However, the MES couldn’t fully function due to the prevailing
of danwei system, and may even play a counterproductive role. For example, young
technicians are assigned with more workload under a modernised production
system but get limited chances of promotion and incomes due to the control of
SASAC. Unskilled workers and the elderlies are in still large numbers and increase
the redundancy of the workforce. In this sense, workable and effective suggestions
to SOE reform should be further proposed.
This thesis suggests thorough SOE reforms are needed to fulfil an authentic MES
by splitting the SOEs from old danwei. My research interprets reform as a
compound of social, economic, political, cultural, and ideological transformations.
It does not take reform as only a top-down institutional policy. Instead, it sees SOEs
as dynamic socio-spatial formations instead of static economic entities. Suggestions
should be proposed to cover all aspects of transformation and to take space and time
seriously. In this vein, I suggest that, for example, SOEs carry on their spatial
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expansion and relocation strategies to reproduce social spaces beyond danwei
border and outside NE for disrupting traditional danwei social relations and spatial
arrangement of segregated stabilities. Moreover, this research proposes a shift of
analysis on workers’ everyday lives. With SOEs’ practical concern of keeping
talents and improving production efficiency, I suggest to emphasise the agency and
potentiality of workers by caring about their pursuits, exploring their working
enthusiasms, and improving their professional capabilities.
Theoretically, this research initiates a post-structural approach to SOE
transformation by re-conceptualising SOEs as socio-spatial formations with a focus
on everyday life of each worker. Three implications should be highlighted from this
theorisation. First, SOE transformation is an emergent process with constant
changes (see Zheng & Chen, 2009). Instead of taking SOE reform as a product
triggered by top-down policy, this research takes advantage of assemblage thinking
to emphasise transformation as a process of emergence, multiplicity and
indeterminacy (Anderson & McFarlane, 2011). It means SOEs are never a priori or
static institutions, but dynamic assemblages of all elements related to SOE
economic production and social reproduction.
Second, space is not simply an outcome of economic process or produced by it;
space and spatial meaning works alongside time/temporality to shape meaning,
potential, and affect. To realise the processual understanding of transformation and
the re-conceptualisation of socio-spatial formations, this research stresses the
function of space and time. That is, space and time work through everyday lives of
workers by adding meanings to workers’ lived experience, facilitating their
practices and stimulating multiple potentials and affects from their everyday
encounters (e.g. workers’ indulgence in socialist cultural tradition, see Tong, 2006).
In turn, space and time are shaped along with the changing everyday life and
constitute the SOE socio-spatial formations (e.g. the reproduction of urban space
through migrants’ lives, see Hu, 2015).
Third, agency is about curation of experience, priority and timing of
activity/inactivity, and affect. For one thing, worker agency is highlighted with
potentials by playing its role in synthesising experience, practices and affect
through everyday life (e.g. the combining of workers’ exists from SOEs with their
obedience, tolerance and restraint as well as individual and collective protests, see
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Liu, 2003). For another, worker agency is also emphasised as contingent and
emergent. Since workers maintain the ability to switch on and off their experiences,
practices and affects, their everyday lives are fulfilled with richness of possibilities.
All the above implications, in both empirical and theoretical terms, contribute to
CEG research more broadly. That is, CEG must work with cultural geographies and
social geographies to build up a grand CEG frame. As mentioned, China’s
economic development, including SOE transformation, is always combined with
social, cultural, political and ideological changes (see also Cai, 2015; Tang, 2017).
It is imperative for CEG to borrow ideas, theories and methods from related
disciplines. More broadly speaking, recent economic geographical research has
experienced several paradigm shifts and proposed for “relational turn” (Boggs &
Rantisi, 2003; Yeung, 2005; Sunley, 2008), “institutional turn” (Martin, 2000;
Amin, 2001), “cultural turn” (James et al., 2006; Barnes, 2017) of economic
geographies. An interdisciplinary approach of combining CEG with cultural and
social geographies will provide new visions for scholarship.

7.3 Limitations of Research
This research has limitations in data collection and result generalisation. Limited
samples are recruited from several selected SOEs through restricted contacts.
Although different sampling methods were used, such as convenient sampling,
criteria sampling and theory-based sampling, the samples were restricted to my
personal connections with a relatively narrow range of candidates. I only selected
13 SOEs from the hundreds in NE region and mainly focused on large-sized SOEs
in manufacturing industry. Among millions of SOE workers, I conducted
interviews with 62 individuals and 8 groups, taking up a very small proportion.
Additionally, the findings are hard to generalise to SOEs outside the NE region.
Since the research is a region-based case study, all the selected SOEs maintain
regional features as heavy industrialised and with long histories, which are very
different from newly built SOEs in other industrial sectors located in other regions
of the country. Replicating the direct empirical results to SOEs outside NE is
unwise.
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However, the conceptual model and methodology of this research are reliable and
replicable. By re-conceptualising SOEs as SOE socio-spatial formations, this
research sheds light on a shift of the unit of analysis from firm to everyday life of
each worker with an analysis triad of workers’ lived experiences, practices and
affective encounters. By applying a qualitative research method with the grounded
theory approach, this research illuminates in reaching out to workers’ various
voices and rich emotions from the field and letting the theory emerge from the
abundant data. These insights could be used and extended to other research on SOE
transformation.

7.4 Further Research Directions
To make up for the above limitations, further research could enlarge the sample size
with more participants and longer time span, and encompass SOEs in other
industrial sectors (e.g. service sector and high-tech sector) and SOEs outside NE
region (e.g. South China and East China). More broadly, responding to the call for
an inter-disciplinary research by combining CEG with cultural and social
geographies, further research should combine social and cultural factors into
workers’ everyday lives and focus on the micro-level individual workers’ roles in
socioeconomic transformation. Except for a rich data set and an interweaving of
factors, this research is of more significance in initiating an ontological shift
towards firm development, CEG research, and the way to look through the global
economic change. That is, all entities are assembled and relational, which are in an
ever emerging and contingent formational process, for example, SOEs as sociospatial formations.
Further research could follow this understanding to investigate detailed problems.
As shown from my findings, workers in different age groups, gender, and working
cohorts exhibit different experiences of SOE social relations, exercise different
(im)mobile practices, and develop different affects toward their SOE jobs. Specific
factor/attribute could be selected, for example the gender, to investigate its role
implicated in SOE transformation. Research problem could be raised as “how does
gender matter in realising workers’ careers and impacting socio-spatial formation?”
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Scholars have already engaged gender with SOE development and China’s
socioeconomic transformation. For example, Leung (2002) investigates gender
difference in SOE managers’ career experiences and notes that female leaders are
less likely to fulfil career expectations than their male counterparts. This preserves
and intensifies SOE exclusive male culture and patriarchal socialist privileges that
hamper women’s upward social mobility. Focusing on gender’s role in migrant
workers’ career realisation, Fan (2003) identifies that gender segregation in urban
labour market has roots in China’s socio-cultural traditions, which constrain
women’s rural-urban mobility and make their urban work short-lived. However,
gender is still taken as a binary constitution and a static factor that categorise the
labour market, segregate mobility, and structuralise the economy and society.
I insist an assemblage thinking of gender and its role. Gender is never priori defined
and exists, but is practiced and performed through everyday life. By
(dis)assembling different elements and relations into gender perception, it functions
in social spaces with multiplicity and unpredictability. Accordingly, I propose to
look into workers’ strategies and practices of making gender and using gender to
influence SOE socio-spatial formations. Detailed questions could be asked: “What
are the gender differences workers perceive through everyday life?”, “How do
workers take advantage of or conquer these gender differences to realise one’s
career expectation?” and “How do such practices impact and reveal the SOE sociospatial formation?”
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Appendix

Appendix 1 Information of Individual Respondents
Pseudoname
Jack

Gender

SOE

M

Age
2018
26

A

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
N
N

Leal

M

62

M

Y

N

York

M

27

A

Y

N

Collin

M

52

G

Y

Y

Honey

F

33

H

Y

N

Harvey

M

34

A

Y

Y

Shannon

F

33

I

Y

N

Bella

F

58

C

Y

N

Hilary

F

56

A

Y

N

Position
Primary
Engineer
Shop-floor
Worker
Managerial
Staff
High School
Teacher
Human
Resource
officer
Middle-level
Engineer
Accountant
Shop-floor
Worker
Editor
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Working
age
3

Highest
Education
Undergraduate

More than
30
5

Middle School

15

High School

10

Undergraduate

11

Undergraduate

8

Master

More than
30
More than
30

--

Undergraduate

Undergraduate

Recruitment
method
Campus
Recruitment
Job Inheritance

Times of
Interview
3

Campus
Recruitment
Educated Urban
Youth
Campus
Recruitment

1

Social
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Job Inheritance

2

Job assignment on
graduation

1

1

1
1

2
1

Pseudoname
Victor

Gender

SOE

M

Age
2018
28

A

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
N
Y

Smith

M

28

A

Y

N

Shirley

F

50

A

Y

N

Henry

M

29

A

N

N

Vicky

F

27

A

Y

N

Sean

M

28

A

Y

N

David

M

28

A

N

N

Brian

M

26

A

N

N

Simon

M

26

A

N

N

Will

M

36

A

Y

N

Wendy

F

45

A

Y

N

Harry
Steve

M
M

55
26

C
A

Y
N

N
N

Position
Primary
Engineer
Shop-floor
Worker
Chief Engineer
Safety
Engineer
Human
Resource
officer
Computer
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Managerial
Staff
Middle-level
Engineer
Top Manager
Primary
Engineer
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Working
age
3

Highest
Education
Master

6
30

Technical
School
Undergraduate

3

Master

3

Undergraduate

3

Master

5

Undergraduate

3

Undergraduate

3

Undergraduate

11

Master

23

Undergraduate

25
3

-Undergraduate

Recruitment
method
Campus
Recruitment
Personnel transfer
from school
Job assignment on
graduation
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment

Times of
Interview
2

Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Job assignment on
graduation
Job Inheritance
Campus
Recruitment

2

2
1
2
2

3
1
1
1
2
1
2

Pseudoname
Julia

Gender

SOE

F

Age
2018
52

A

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
Y
Y

Kelly

F

26

B

Y

N

Sameul

M

58

A

Y

N

Ken

M

27

A

Y

Y

Fanny

F

55

A

Y

N

Bob

M

41

C

Y

Linda

F

35

C

Charles

M

37

Clara

F

Gordon

Position

Working
age
20

Highest
Education
Undergraduate

Recruitment
method
Job Inheritance

Times of
Interview
1

3

Undergraduate

1

More than
30
2

--

Campus
Recruitment
Job Inheritance

1

More than
30
20

High School

N

Administrative
Staff
Accountant

Campus
Recruitment
Job Inheritance

2

Y

N

Accountant

12

A

Y

N

10

55

B

Y

N

M

55

F

Y

Y

Denis

M

50

G

Y

N

Carol

F

40

G

Y

N

Philip

M

28

G

Y

N

Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Technical
Worker
Administrative
Staff
Administrative
Staff
Primary
Engineer

Job assignment on
graduation
Campus
Recruitment
Entrusting training
for the job
Job assignment on
graduation
Job assignment on
graduation
Entrusting training
for the job
Job Inheritance
Campus
Recruitment

1

Middle-level
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Administrative
Staff
Salesman
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More than
30
More than
30
30
20
6

Undergraduate

Technical
School
Undergraduate
Technical
School
High School
High School
Technical
School
Technical
School
Undergraduate

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Pseudoname
Marlon

Gender

SOE

M

Age
2018
46

E

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
Y
N

Winston

M

53

D

Y

N

Mary

F

48

E

Y

N

Jason

M

48

E

Y

Y

Scott

M

28

K

Y

N

Sid

M

28

K

Y

N

Chester

M

28

K

Y

Y

Troy

M

28

L

Y

N

Daniel

M

35

L

Y

Y

Hilbert

M

35

I

Y

N

Jacob

M

30

I

N

N

Sally

F

35

L

Y

N

Position

Times of
Interview
1

High School

Recruitment
method
Job assignment on
graduation
Job Inheritance

--

Job Inheritance

1

3

High School

1

Primary
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Primary
Engineer
Salesman

5

Undergraduate

2

Master

2

Undergraduate

6

Undergraduate

Middle-level
Engineer
Customer
Service Section
Chief
Primary
Engineer
Middle-level
Engineer

13

Undergraduate

13

Undergraduate

Social
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment

7

Undergraduate

1

10

Master

Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment

Middle-level
Manager
HRManager
Middle-level
Administrative
Staff
Salesman
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Working
age
20

Highest
Education
Undergraduate

More than
30
28

1

1
1
2
2
2
1

2

Pseudoname
Nicholas

Gender

SOE

M

Age
2018
35

I

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
Y
N

Vincent

M

56

L

Y

N

James

M

27

J

Y

N

Warner

M

45

L

Y

Y

Baron

M

23

A

Y

N

Stan

M

36

A

N

N

Kevin

M

24

A

Y

N

John

M

28

A

Y

N

Joseph

M

27

A

Y

N

Tom

M

42

A

Y

N

Teresa

F

50

A

Y

N

Charlotte

F

53

A

Y

N

Yann

M

53

A

Y

N

Position
Managerial
Staff
Middle-level
Manager
Primary
Engineer
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Shop-floor
Worker
Middle-level
Manager
Middle-level
Manager
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Working
age
13

Highest
Education
Undergraduate

More than
30
3

Technical
School
Undergraduate

15

20

Technical
School
Technical
School
Technical
School
Technical
School
Technical
School
Technical
School
High School

30

High School

30
30

2
13
2
5
5

Times of
Interview
2

High School

Recruitment
method
Campus
Recruitment
Job assignment on
graduation
Campus
Recruitment
Personnel transfer
from school
Personnel transfer
from school
Personnel transfer
from school
Personnel transfer
from school
Personnel transfer
from school
Personnel transfer
from school
Social
Recruitment
Entrusting training
for the job
Job Inheritance

High School

Job Inheritance

2

1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2

Pseudoname
Carina

Gender

SOE

F

Age
2018
53

A

Hometown Leave
NE
SOE
Y
N

Wade

M

51

A

Y

N

Position
Middle-level
Manager
Middle-level
Manager

Working
age
30

Highest
Education
Undergraduate

30

Undergraduate

Recruitment
method
Campus
Recruitment
Campus
Recruitment

Appendix 2 Information of Group Interviews
No. Gender

Age Range

SOE

Relation with specific SOE

Times of
Interview

1

2F & 3M

60-90

A

Retired workers

1

2

1F & 2M

25-35

A

Now working in the SOE

2

Include Henry & Vicky

3

1F & 2M

35-55

C

1

Include Bob & Linda

4

2F

50-55

A

1

Include Julia & Clara

5

1F & 1M

50-55

A

2

Include Charlotte and Yann

6

2F & 1M

55-60

K

7

2M

25-35

A

Now working in the SOE

2

8

1F & 1M

50-55

A

Working in the same SOE for more than 30
years

2

2M working in the SOE, 1F non-SOE staff
but working with 2M in the SOE
1F working in the SOE, the other left the
SOE years ago
Working in the same SOE for more than 30
years
2F has retired from the SOE, 1M working in
the SOE for more than 40 years
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